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Editorial

We can't afford not to 
take action

Economy and ecology have 
often been painted as mutu-
ally exclusive considerations. 

But there is no such conflict 
and never was. Sound econ-
omy rests on sound ecology 
and well-managed natural 
resources are far more produc-
tive and more profitable that 
depleted ones. 

Commercial fisheries improve 
after no-take zones and natu-
ral preserves give fish stocks 
safe havens to regenerate. 
Even large areas adjacent to 
the protected area often show 
significant improvement.

Following the COP21 climate 
summit in Paris, which just 
ended as we went to press, 
we noted a couple of inter-
esting proposals. A group of 
African countries stated they 
were planning to restore huge 
areas of degraded and defor-
ested land by 2030—no less 
than 100 million hectares to 
be exact. That equates to an 

area three times bigger than 
Germany, or 1.5 times that of 
Texas.

Called the African Restoration 
Initiative (AFR100), the project 
aims to nurture the regrowth 
of forests that would not only 
become a powerful "carbon 
sink” by absorbing carbon 
dioxide but also provide a 
livelihood for the rural poor. 
Restoring landscapes will 
empower and enrich rural 
communities while providing 
downstream benefits to those 
in cities. 

Saving money and provid-
ing livelihoods for people by 
improving the environment 
and restoring natural resources 
is not just smart thinking, it is 
the only way forward as the 
planet is already overpopu-
lated.

In this regard, there is no sub-
stantial difference between 
terrestrial ecosystems—such 
as the forests in question—and 

the aquatic ones. The direct 
coupling between a healthy 
ecosystem and a healthy 
economy is the same.

Now, if only the stewards of 
our marine resources would 
exhibit the same sort fore-
sight—and not give in to select 
"stake holders" with only a 
short-sighted interest in their 
own financial gain, such as 
the case with the mis-man-
agement of the shark popula-
tions off Florida reported by 
Walk Stearns on page 70—the 
world would be in much bet-
ter shape, and the aquatic 
resource we as divers take 
pleasure in visiting could once 
again become the vibrant 
and diverse ecosystems they 
were in our grandparents 
times.

That much we owe our future 
generations.    

— X-RAY MAG Team

www.wakatobi.com

“The diving and snorkeling 

at Wakatobi is outstanding – 

that’s well known. But equally 

important is the world-class 

customer service of every staff 

member. Wakatobi can teach 

customer service to any industry 

or organization. You feel at home 

the first day, and it just gets 

better every day after that.”

Steve and Cindy Moore, April 2015

An experience 
without equal
At Wakatobi, we take great pride in 

providing the ultimate in exclusive and 

personalized service. Our dive staff and 

private guides ensure your in-water 

experiences are perfectly matched to 

your abilities and interests. While at the 

resort, or on board our luxury dive yacht 

Pelagian, you need only ask and we will 

gladly provide any service or facility 

within our power. For all these reasons 

and more, Wakatobi takes top honors 

among discerning divers and snorkelers.

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_DEMASHOW
http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_Wakatobi
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News edited  
by Peter Symes NEWS

from the deep

Fish able to recognize faces

Fish are 
able 
to dis-
crimi-
nate 
between 
familiar and 
unfamiliar 
individuals 
just as fast as 
humans, a team of 
Japanese researchers 
led by Masanori Kohda from the 
Osaka City University find. Ciclids 
were shown digital images of four 
different combinations of familiar 
and unfamiliar face and body 
colorations. The fish viewed unfa-
miliar faces longer and from further 
distance than familiar faces and  
were able to make the distinction 
in less than half a second. Their 
results suggest that fish may be 
able to distinguish individuals accu-
rately using facial color patterns.

Some coral reef fish can distinguish other 
individuals accurately using facial color 

patterns. Researchers suspect that a fish's 
facial pattern may contain information about 

its health or social status.

This image shows the ciclid N. pulcher: variations in 
facial coloration in four individuals
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Damselfish too 
Meanwhille, a team from Univer-
sity of Queensland, Australia, 
found damselfish can discriminate 
between individual faces of their 
own species and those of a simi-
lar species, the lemon damselfish. 
They could also tell the difference 
between different individuals of 
their own species. In their experi-
ments, Dr Ulrike Siebeck and her 
colleagues trained captive dam-
selfish to associate a particular 
facial pattern, say, a stripe on the 

forehead, with a food reward. It 
turns out the fish could discrimi-
nate almost any pair of fish faces 
the team showed them, whether 
the faces belonged to their own 
species or the similar-looking 
lemon damselfish.

Like humans
These findings show that face 
discrimination in fish has many 
similarities with what we know 
about human face discrimination, 
despite their lack of a neocortex.


http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_MaldivesBlueForce
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news

Fat helps corals cope with thermal stress

Thermally 
tolerant corals are 
still susceptible to 

bleaching.

Intertidal Acropora corals exposed to air at low tide

Corals adapted 
to naturally high 
temperatures, such as 
those off the northwest 
coast of Australia, are 
found to also be highly 
susceptible to heat stress 
and bleaching. 

With up to 10m tides, the Kimberley 
region in north Western Australia 
has the largest tropical tides in the 
world, creating naturally extreme 
and highly dynamic coastal habi-
tats that corals from more typical 
reefs could not survive.

Researchers at the University 
of Western Australia's Oceans 
Institute were thus surprised to 
find that corals from this region 
are just as sensitive to heat stress 
and bleaching as their counter-
parts from less extreme environ-
ments elsewhere.

"We found that exceeding 
their maximum monthly sum-
mer temperatures by 1°C for 
only a few days is enough to 
induce coral bleaching," said 
study lead author, Dr Verena 
Schoepf from the ARC Centre of 
Excellence for Coral Reef Studies 

(Coral CoE). "We were surprised 
because under normal condi-
tions, Kimberley corals can toler-
ate short-term temperature 
extremes and regular expo-
sure to air without obvious 
signs of stress."

These observations suggest 
that corals living in natu-
rally extreme temperature 
environments are just as 
threatened by climate change as 
corals elsewhere.

Fat helps
A year ago, a different study,  
also led by Schoepf, discovered 
that fat helps coral survive heat 
stress over the short term—and 
now, it seems that fat helps coral 
survive over the long term, too. 
The team found that the same 
fat-storing coral species that 
showed the most resilience in a 
2014 bleaching study has recov-
ered more fully in the year since, 
compared to other species that 
stored less fat. In fact, evidence 
that fat is a key component to 
coral survival has been building in 
recent years.

In 2014, the researchers exposed 
three different coral species to 
two rounds of annual bleach-

ing, then tested them six weeks 
later to see how well they had 
recovered. At that time, finger 

coral (Porites 
divaricata), the 
species which 
kept the largest 
fat reserves, had 
fared the best. 
Boulder coral 
(Orbicella faveo-
lata), which kept 

less fat reserves, had recovered 
to a lesser extent. Mustard hill 
coral (Porites astreoides), which 
stored the least fat, had recov-
ered the least.

Now, one year later, the research-
ers have revisited the corals and 
discovered that both the finger 
coral and boulder coral have 
recovered, while the mustard hill 
coral has not yet recovered, and 
likely never will if bleaching fre-
quency remains high.

Surprisingly, all three species 
appear to be healthy at first 
glance. The symbiotic algae had 
returned to their cells, so the cor-
als’ normal color had returned. 
But further analyses of the corals’ 
bodies tell a different story. 

Mustard hill coral (Porites astreoides) doesn't recover well from heat stress

VERENA SCHOEPF

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_Constellation
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wreck 
rap

102-year-old shipwreck discovered in Lake Huron
Shipwreck hunter David 
Trotter found the 436-foot 
Hydrus in July, roughly 32 
miles from land, but has 
not released details of the 
ship's location to the pub-
lic—he wants to explore 
the wreck with his crew first.

Last July, David Trotter, a shipwreck 
hunter who had spent 30 years 
searching for a century-old ship, 
and a team of divers finally lo-
cated the missing vessel: a 436-foot 

steamship named Hydrus, which 
sunk during the Great Lakes Storm 
of 1913.
 The ship, carrying a load of iron 
ore, was headed for the shelter of 
the St. Clair River off of Lake Huron 
when a terrible blizzard struck the 
region. During the storm, which 
struck in early November, more 
than 19 ships were lost and 250 sail-
ors died, reported Garret Ellison for 
The Grand Rapids Press.
 Each spring, Trotter assembles 
a group of shipwreck hunters and 
they follow a grid on Lake Huron, 
using side-scan sonar to comb the 

waters. Trotter was watching the 
sonar image of the lake bottom 
in July when an outline of the ship 
popped onto the screen.

Iconic shipwreck
When told about the find of the 
Hydrus, Russ Green, deputy superin-
tendent of the Thunder Bay Na-
tional Marine Sanctuary that cov-
ers part of Lake Huron, called the 
Hydrus an "iconic shipwreck".
 "It says a lot about tragedy and 
risk and commerce and ecology," 
Green said. "To see something big 
on the lake bottom, it sort of re-

kindles that connection we 
have with the past."
 It was the deadliest dis-
aster to ever hit the Great 
Lakes. Even "the most sea-
soned captain" would have 
been caught by surprise, 
the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration 
suggested during the storm's 
centennial. The blizzard de-
veloped as two low pressure 
systems suddenly merged 
over the lakes, causing whit-
eout conditions, which ripped 
away any captain's ability to 
navigate.   
SOURCE: SMITHSONIAN

Photo of the SS Hydrus, circa 1913. This ship sank on 
 11 November 1913 during the Great Lakes Storm of 1913

UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT MERCY FR. EDWARD J. DOWLING, S.J. MARINE HISTORICAL COLLECTION

After 150 years at the bottom of the Savannah River, the remains of Confederate 
warship CSS Georgia is being raised.

US Civil War ironclad being salvaged

The CSS Georgia is an ironclad gunboat 
built for the Confederacy in 1862. The ves-
sel was designed by a citizens' committee 
led by foundry owner Alvin N. Miller and 
constructed in Savannah. Suitable sup-
plies of iron and other building materials, 
as well as labor were in short supply dur-
ing its construction. The vessel was com-
pleted and found to be too heavy to be 
powered under her own steam through 
the tidal waters of the Savannah River. As 
a result, Georgia spent her life as a float-
ing battery moored upstream from lines of 
obstructions near the upper end of Elba 
Island by Fort Jackson. The advance of 
General William T. Sherman's Union troops 
in 1864 caused Confederate troops to 
scuttle the vessel in the general area of 
where she now rests.
 Deepening the Savannah River channel 
will adversely impact the wreck site, which 
is listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places. In order to mitigate these adverse 
impacts, the site will be excavated by 
archaeologists and all vessel remains and 
artifacts will be recovered.  
 
► Raising the CSS Georgia

Archeologists assigned to the CSS Georgia 
project, examine a piece of casemate, made 
of railroad ties and timber, which served as 
the outer layer of armor for CSS Georgia.MC1 BLAKE MIDNIGHT / US NAVY
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The San José is being hailed 
as perhaps the most valuable 
shipwreck discovery of all time. 
Archaeologists and salvagers 
knew the approximate location 
of the ship since it sank more 
than 300 years ago in Colombian 
waters not far from the city of 
Cartagena. After breaking the 
news on Twitter, Colombian 
President Juan Manuel Santos 
said at a subsequent news con-
ference in Cartagena that an 

international team of experts 
working with Colombia’s Institute 
of Anthropology and History dis-
covered San José under approxi-
mately 800 feet of water on 
November 27.

Power struggle
San José was a 60-gun, three-
masted galleon of the Spanish 
Navy. It was launched in 1698, 
and was sunk in battle with the 
British Navy off the coast of Carta-

gena in 1708, during a succession 
war. The war was fought between 
Spanish forces loyal to the Haps-
burg Dynasty and those loyal to 
Prince Phillip, the next in line for 
succession. At stake was nothing 
less than the balance of power 
in Europe. In addition to the 600 
men aboard San José, the vessel 
contained a cache of gold, silver 
and jewels so bounteous that its 
value exceeded Spain’s annual 
income. The riches promised a 
badly needed monetary infu-
sion for Spain and its French allies 
who for seven years had been 
embroiled in war with a coalition 

of British, German, Austrian, 
Portuguese and Dutch 
forces following the anoint-
ing of French King Louis XIV’s 
grandson as Spanish mon-
arch.

Contested ownership
It’s estimated that the ship 
carried around 10 million pe-
sos at the time, which brings 
the total estimated value 
of the haul to be up to $17 
billion. The ownership of the 
San José has been contest-
ed by Sea Search Armada, a 
salvage company based in 

Bellevue, Washington, which had 
a longstanding suit against Bo-
gota over ownership of the wreck. 
SSA said in 1981, it had located 
the area in which the ship sank. 
SSA has been claiming billions 
of dollars for breach of contract 
from the Colombian government, 
but in 2011, an US court ruled that 
the galleon was the property of 
the Colombian state. Nonethe-
less, another legal battle is likely to 
commence. 

Colombia finds wreck of Spanish galleon laden 
with immense treasure
Sought after by treasure hunters for more than 300 
years, the wreck of the Spanish galleon San José could 
contain as much as $17 billion in gold, silver and jewels.

COLOMBIA MINISTRY OF CULTURE

Action off Cartagena, 28 May 1708, painting by Samuel Scott depicting the 
San José blowing up

wreck 
rap

✓Sharks
✓Mantas
✓Wrecks
✓Napoleon wrasse
✓Large schools of tuna, jack 

fish & mackerel
✓Wall diving
✓Mandarin fish
✓ and so much more...

info@samstours.com
www.samstours.com
phone: +680-488 1062

Discover the 
variety of Palau

COLOMBIA MINISTRY OF CULTURE

Handout picture released on 5 December  
2105 by the Colombian Culture Ministry's 
press office shows the remains of the 
Spanish galleon San José.

Artifacts found in the wreckage of Spanish galleon San José
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A five-year academic sci-
ence study to observe and 
document marine species 
thriving on the wreck of the 
HMCS Annapolis in British 
Columbia, Canada, has 
been announced by the 
Artificial Reef Society of 
British Columbia (ARSBC). 

A team of academics and citizen 
scientists will participate in the 
study, collecting data on biologi-
cal changes taking place over 
time. The study, called Project 
ABIS, includes participants such 
as the Marine Life Sanctuaries 
Society, BC Parks, Vancouver 
Aquarium and Squamish Nations. 

Goals
The artificial reef of the Annapolis 

was created with the goal 
of increasing recreational 
diving opportunities as well 
as spurring local business 
growth. But it was also cre-
ated to provide a structure 
for new habitat for fish and 
invertebrates, enhancing 
the health and diversity of 
the marine environment 
in the area. Other poten-
tial benefits could include 

improved fish stocks.

New life
After only six months 
under the water, an 
impressive amount 
of life has accumulated on 
the site, including a variety 
of invertebrate species such 
as anemones, tunicates, 
tubeworms, hydroids and 
shrimp. Plus, schools of perch 
are frequently seen on the 
wreck, as well as rockfish, 
pollock and greenlings. 
ARSBC hopes to encourage 
the local diving community 
to participate in supporting 
the initiative and is asking 
underwater photographers 
and videographers to send 
in images whenever possible. 

Collecting data
Specific information on depth and 
location on the wreck where the 
images are taken will aid the data 
collection. ARSBC recommends 
divers recording images to take 
note of structural landmarks on 
the ship as a tool for establishing 
location including whether one 
is diving on the port or starboard 
side of the vessel. Other valuable 
information to gather is whether 
one is diving the front deck for-
ward or aft of the splash wall, 
in the hangar, in the bridge, on 
the funnels or the flight deck, in 

the engine or boiler room or the 
mortar bay. The more specific the 
information is, the better. 

All images and information should 
be sent to Donna Gibbs of the 
Vancouver Aquarium at: donna.
gibbs@vanaqua.org

For more information about 
the Project ABIS, contact Doug 
Pemberton at: dpemberton@ 
artificial.bc.ca
SOURCE: ARSBC

Biodiversity study to be made on Annapolis wreck in BC

Rockfish will be 
one of the first 

to use the new 
Annapolis wreck

It won't take long for anemones to inhabit the Annapolis

BARB ROY

BARB ROY

BARB ROY

Howe Sound residents like this feather seastar and cloud sponge will soon inhabit the 
Annapolis wreck

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_U-BoatMalta
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BC Wreck Trek
Canada’s 

— Accessible Wrecks in British ColumbiaText by Barb Roy. Photos by  
Barb Roy and Ron Akeson
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feature BC Wreck Trek

A reluctant winter clung to an 
early March morning while 
flakes of snow silently fell on 
eight fully suited divers as our 
open-skiff slowly motored 
across glassy-calm water to the 
first dive site. No one spoke a 
word. 

I couldn’t help but notice the beauty 
of nature all around. Even through a 
light veil of surface fog, dark evergreens 
towered atop rocky shorelines of nearby 
islands, now bathed in the soft hues of 
dawn. Perched high above us in a tree, 
an eagle squawked with another as we 
passed, followed by the quiet gurgle of 
an otter entering the water. 

 “Five minutes out!” announced our 
dive guide, John de Boeck, owner of 
Browning Pass Hideaway on northern 
Vancouver Island. “Below rests the skel-
eton of the SS Themis wreck. Watch 
your depth and especially watch your 
bottom time because the currents really 
move around Croker Rock. While div-
ing here, it’s possible you might see the 
ship’s bathtub, maybe the boilers, a few 
octos and watch out for immense wolf-
eels!”
 I rubbed my cold hands together and 
blew some warm air on them before 
donning drygloves and attaching them 
to my drysuit. As we prepared to enter 
the chilly water, John added the gener-
al site details and said, “Don’t worry, by 
now the wolf-eels have already eaten 
their breakfast…” Yes, I’ve grown accus-

tom to John’s wit over the years. For 
someone who has been offering dive 
excursions since 1981, he knows the area 
eerily well.  
 Slipping beneath the surface through 
a forest of tall gently swaying kelp fronds 
proved to be as magnificent as the 
topside terrain. Life and color was every-
where. Black rockfish hovered mid-wa-
ter, not in the least bit afraid of us. I am 
sure if the light was brighter, the ship’s 
remains would have been in full view 
60ft (18m) below—the visibility was that 
good. 
 My husband, Wayne, wasted no time 
in locating his first wolf-eel. A few needle 
white teeth oddly protruded through 
huge rubbery lips. Muppets always 
come to mind when I see these comical 
characters up close. All around its den 

Diver examines soft corals on the wreck of the Themis, off Vancouver Island, British Columbia

Large male wolf-eel with female found on remains of the Themis wreck out of Port Hardy, northeastern Vancouver Island, British Columbia
PREVIOUS PAGE: Rust drips from the main tower of the Cape Breton in Nanaimo, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada
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were piles of crumbled scallop, urchin 
and crab shells. This guy indeed had an 

appetite for seafood, a lot like 
Wayne…
 After the wolf-eel had ven-
tured out to greet several of us, 
we continued to circumnavi-
gate the hull, finding a differ-
ent assortment of critters living 
on every protruding piece of 
wreckage. Puget Sound king 
crabs, clusters of gray colored 
sponge, anemones, pink and 
red soft corals and multitudes 
of small fish adorned our path 
at every turn. It was clear from 
the amount of life, the cold 
nutrient-rich water circulating 
through this area was support-
ing a vibrant ecosystem, similar 

to other dive locations in BC. 
 One of my favorite scenes to photo-

graph on the wreck was old fishing nets 
hanging and draped over the stern of 
the vessel. They had been there for so 
long and were so heavy with collected 
invertebrate life, they no longer moved 
much in the current. 
 Retreating to a more sheltered part 
of the wreck, we encountered two sets 
of coal-black eyeballs suddenly peering 
out at us. Was it another wolf-eel, no… 
Then two huge brown masses darted by 
us from behind. Whoa! Turned out the 
two sets of eyes belonged to two small 
harbor seals, which were hiding from two 
very large sea lions. John later explained 
the sea lions like to harass harbor seals as 
a form of play. Makes me wonder if the 
orcas like to play with the sea lions too? 
Overall, this enchanting site was as fun to 
explore as it was to photograph.          

For visiting divers
One of the things I like best about diving 
in the Pacific Northwest is the diversity of 
shipwrecks British Columbia has to offer. 
There are plenty of natural wrecks all 
over coastal BC and sites purposely cre-
ated by the placement of retired military 
ships to attract divers. Most are easily 
accessible and host an assortment of 
marine residents. 
 The Artificial Reef Society of British 
Columbia (ARSBC—www.artificialreef.
bc.ca), a not-for-profit group, has 
scuttled eight over the past 25 years. 
Although most exceed 300ft (91m) in 
length, all are within reasonable depths 
to suit any level of diving skill, including 
technical divers. 
 To facilitate diving in this unique region 
for potential visiting divers, I have com-
piled a list of some of the more colorful 
and interesting wrecks. Working in a cir-

cular direction, we will start at the south-
ern end of Vancouver Island, traveling 
north up the island and across to the 
Sunshine Coast, then back to Mainland 
Vancouver along the coast. 

Vancouver Island 
G.B. Church. Near the town of Sidney, 
and within minutes from Victoria (BC’s 
capital city), the G.B. Church sits upright 
in 50 to 90ft (15 to 27m) of water off Port-
land Island in Princess Margaret Marine 
Park. At 175ft (53m) in length, this freight-
er was the first ARSBC project with a 
successful sinking in 1991. Over the years, 
marine life wasted no time in occupying 
the ship’s deck, hull and structures, which 
are now thick with encrusting tubeworms, 
nudibranchs, anemones and other inver-
tebrate life. Small fish thrive around the 
wreck, often using it like a nursery.  
 “I like diving on the ARSBC’s wrecks 

Nudibranch on wreck of the G.B. Church near Sidney, Vancouver Island

Photography is always colorful on 
Themis wreck in Port Hardy area (left); 
John de Boeck gives briefing before 
dive on Themis wreck (lower left)

http://www.artificialreef.bc.ca
http://www.artificialreef.bc.ca
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to learn about 
local history,” com-
mented visiting diver 
Degan Walters from 
Seattle, Washington. 
“And it’s a way to do 
something I love. But I 
still like to see and photograph 
underwater life, so although I’m 
wreck certified, I don’t spend a lot of 
time deep inside the wrecks.
 “One of my favorite experiences was 
when my dad and I dove the G.B. Church, 
which was my first time diving a wreck and 
my first time diving with my dad! We entered 
the bridge and it was entirely covered with plumose 
anemones. I also saw an octopus in its den and lingcod 
everywhere.” 
 
HMCS Mackenzie. The retired HMCS Mackenzie was scut-
tled in 1995 off Gooch Island in 100ft (30m) of water. Divers 
can reach the wreck as shallow as 30ft (9m) or venture into 
one of the many large access holes cut into the vessel’s hull 
and decks (as with all the ARSBC projects). Special note: The 

Scallops on G.B. Church 
wreck near Sidney, 
Vancouver Island

Map of Vancouver Island with location of  
some of the accessible wrecks along the coast

KEY WEST    B IG  P INE KEY & THE LOWER KEYS         M
ARATHON     

     
    

ISLAMORADA   
   

   
   

   
KEY L

ARGO

What weird and wonderful things await you when you dive The Florida  
Keys & Key West? With the only living coral reef in North America  
and thousands of different species of marine life, everything you  
can imagine. fla-keys.com/diving 

Where the wild things are.

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_FloridaKeys
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Mackenzie was used in an epi-
sode of the television series, 
The X-Files, too!
 Rockfish Divers, a new dive 
shop and charter operator 
in Victoria, has some great 
dive videos (courtesy of Alisa 
Preston) and images of both 
wrecks posted on their website. 
During a recent charter, Alisa 
created some interview ques-
tions for one of the passengers, 
Travis Kintzinger, a divemaster 
in training, about his local dive 
experience. Here is an excerpt:

AP: What were your first impres-
sions of the artificial reefs off 
Sidney, BC?

TK: They were lovely, great 
dives. The visibility was excel-
lent—upwards of 40ft (12m). 
The magnitude of the wrecks 

was impressive, making you 
feel way smaller in comparison. 

AP: What kind of life did you 
see on the wrecks?

TK: On both, there was tons of 
life, yet each seemed to have 
something a little different 
too—more brittle stars on the 
McKenzie, more Puget Sound 
king crabs on the Church. 
There was a huge density of 
plumose anemones, but also 
lingcod, cabezon, decorator 
crabs and more invertebrate 
life than you can list.

AP: What stood out for you on 
the McKenzie?
 
TK: How well the structure of 
the ship is preserved. Other 
than it being covered in aquat-

ic life, it was easy to see all the 
features of the ship, including 
the opportunity to peek inside 
and see the rooms. There was 
a desk with a chair still sitting in 
front of it.
 
AP: What about the G.B. 
Church?

TK: There was a huge giant 
Pacific octopus that was very 
visible under the bow of the 
ship. The midden heap clear-
ly showed that this creature 
was quite comfortably settled 
in. Because this ship is a little 
smaller, it was much easier to 
circumnavigate the entire ship 
and explore the plumose-cov-
ered upper part of the struc-
ture as well.
 Rockfish Divers operate two 
dive boats to these wrecks 

Author’s daughter, Tallen Patrick, in 737 plane after sinking in 2006

Leather seastar on Mackenzie wreck 
near Sidney, Vancouver Island; Dive 
community of Chemainus prepares 
to sink 737 plane in 2006 (below)

and other sites in the local area 
throughout the year.

Xihuw Boeing 737. The Boeing 
737-200 airframe was scuttled in 
2006 not far from the commu-

nity of Chemainus in 60 to 100ft 
(18 to 30m) of water. Dubbed 
the Xihuw Reef (xihuw meaning 
red sea urchin, pronounced key’ 
quot) by local Hul’qumi’num First 
Nations, the indigenous people of 

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_SirenFleet
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the area, the plane sits on support 
stands to keep it off the bottom. 
 According to local B&B owner, 
zoologist and book author Andy 
Lamb, the plane now hosts a 
large population of feather stars 
on the supports. “Species come 
and go in cycles like the pale 
creeping pedal sea cucum-
ber, Psolidium bidiscum. As a 

non-wreckie more interested in 
critters, I enjoy the plane because 
it is easy to dive and penetration 
is safe, but it also has lots of crea-
tures hiding in its many crannies.” 
 “Not much more to add,” said 
charter operator, Peter Luckham 
from 49th Parallel Diving, who 
takes four divers out at a time. “It 
continues to be a very cool dive 

with lots of critters—117 
recorded species on the 
plane as of July 2015, which 
are species that Andy or I 
have confirmed seeing.” 
 Peter advises making 
advanced booking for the 
diving, as with BC Ferries. 

HMCS Saskatchewan  
and Cape Breton. Locat-
ed off Snake Island near 
Nanaimo, a destination hub 
for BC Ferries, both wrecks 
sit upright, occasionally 
experiencing a slight cur-
rent, which feeds the abun-
dance of life now residing 
on both wrecks.
 The 366ft (112m)-long 
Saskatchewan was scuttled 
in 1997 and rests in about 
130ft (~40m) with the radar 

platform reached 
at 40ft (12m). The 
Cape Breton (about 
400ft or 122m) was 
placed not far from 
the Saskatche-
wan in 140ft (43m) 
of water in 2001. 
As with the other 
ARSBC projects, 
both wrecks are 
riddled with large 
diver access holes 
throughout.    
 “All wrecks here 
have been very 
popular,” said Ed 
Singer, charter oper-
ator and owner of 
Sundown Diving in 
Nanaimo. “They are 
used on a regular 
basis for training by 
Coast Guard RCMP 

and a variety of recreational and 
technical divers. 
 “We have been seeing an 
abundance of cabezon fish on 
the bigger wrecks lately, and the 
cloud sponges have been doing 
very well. We had a group from 
Denmark out on the September 
long weekend, and on the way 
to the wrecks, we were lucky to 
see  humpback whales, which 
we have been seeing a bit more 
in this area all summer. The seals 
are still covering Snake Island and 
do venture out to visit us on the 
wrecks. Visibility is starting to pick 
up for the winter season, ranging 
from 50 to 90ft (15 to 27m)! Our 
new vessel as of May has been 
keeping very busy, departing 
from Nauticals Marina, which is a 
15 to 20-minute ride to the wrecks 
and five minutes to the Rivtow 
Lion.”

feature BC Wreck Trek

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Diver 
explores midship on the Cape 
Breton wreck; Author’s hus-
band, Wayne on the wreck 
of Vanlene in Barkley Sound; 
Lingcod rests upon deck 
of Saskatchewan wreck in 
Nanaimo area
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Vanlene. I mention this natural 473ft 
(144m)-long wreck, which sank off Austin 
Island in Barkley Sound in 1972 on the west 
side of Vancouver Island, because it is like 
diving two different sites in one location. 
The bow portion of the broken freighter 
is scattered about at the top of a reef in 
25 to 50ft (~8 to 15m) of water while the 
remainder of its twisted hull stretches down 
a steep rocky reef to over 100ft (30m) in 
depth. 
 Both sections are home to adult and 
juvenile rockfish, perch and lingcod as well 
as a healthy population of anemones and 
sea stars, but I have always found quite a 
colorful variety of nudibranchs in the shal-
lower section. We have also been visited 

by curious harbor seals who like to hang 
around the divers. The deeper sections, 
however, allow for superb imagery and 
video possibilities with large mangled sec-
tions, ghostly tires from its original cargo of 
Dodge Colts, and odd-looking ratfish to 
photograph. 
 This is just one of many cool wrecks in Bar-
kley Sound. Most have been recorded and 
explored by the Underwater Archeology 
Society of BC and can be found on their 
website: www.uasbc.com.   

HMCS Columbia and SS Capilano. 
Scuttled in 1996 next to Maude Island 
between Campbell River and Quadra 
Island, the Columbia sits upright in 120ft 

Diver checks out life in rear guns of Columbia wreck off Maude Island

Vanlene wreck has a deep end and a shallow section, off Austin Island in Barkley Sound (above); 
Diver descending on line at Capilano wreck off Maude Island (left inset)

http://www.uasbc.com
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(~37m) of water just around the cor-
ner from Seymour Narrows, another 
great dive site. Worthy of a look, is the 
accordion-shaped bow, caused by 
the impact during sinking with hard 
unforgiving bedrock. Another point of 
interest is the six huge rear gun barrels, 
often filled with tiny juvenile rockfish.  
 Earl Lowe, owner of Abyssal Dive 
Charters reports, “Well, we usually see 
lingcod and some fairly large cabezon 
or octopus. It’s been interesting watch-

ing the life change 
over the years 
from basically bare 
metal to being 
covered by swim-
ming scallops, vase 
sponges, plumose 
anemones and huge feather-duster 
worms.” 
 When visiting the Columbia, I always 
try to drop over the side of the ship 
and check out the hiding spaces under 

sections of the hull 
where giant Pacif-
ic octopuses often 
reside. On one 
dive there, Wayne 
and I found three!
 The natural 
wreck of the 120ft 
(~37m)Capila-
no is located in 
the center of the 
Strait of Georgia, 
south of Mitle-
natch Island sitting 
upright in 100 to 
120ft (30 to 37m) 
of water. Char-
ter operator and 
co-owner of Pacif-
ic Pro Dive, Bill 

Coltart, said with enthusiasm: “We are 
very excited! October marks the 100th 
anniversary of the sinking of the Capila-
no. She is still intact and covered with a 
plethora of marine life including huge 

feature

Author’s husband, Wayne (left), spots a huge lingcod 
on Capilano wreck; Outline of the Capilano wreck 
(above); Earl Lowe of Abyssal Dive Charters visits the 
Capilano on request (below inset)

Diver at propellor of the Capilano wreck off Mitlenatch Island
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boot sponges, cloud spong-
es, giant yelloweye rockfish, in 
addition to hundreds of cop-
per rockfish and lingcod. The 
prop is completely covered 
in plumose anemones and is 
difficult to discern it as a pro-
peller. 
 “One of my best experienc-
es there was being surround-

ed by dozens of dog 
sharks while completing 
a safety stop during an 
ascent after the dive!”
 Pacific Pro Dive spe-
cializes in dive char-
ters for technical and 
mixed-gas divers, offer-
ing a selection of deep 
wrecks and walls to 

examine. Bill, himself, 
is a Technical Diving 
Instructor Trainer for 
IANTD, PADI and TDI.  
 
SS Themis. Located 
near Croker Rock 
in Queen Charlotte 
Strait, not far from 
Port Hardy at the 
northern end of Van-
couver Island, this 
270ft (82m)-long Nor-
wegian cargo ship 
went down in 1906. 
Although it is pretty 
beaten up from years 
of exposure, many 
parts are still identifi-
able. You can often 
find resident wolf-eels, 
large Puget Sound 
king crabs and sever-
al species of sponges. 
Pink and red soft cor-
als cover most of the 
structures making this 
an extremely colorful 
and photogenic site. 

You can still see the firebox, 
boiler and bathtub in the 50 
to 70ft (15 to 21m) range as 
well as old fishing nets men-
tioned earlier, also covered 
with invertebrate critters. 

Sunshine Coast
HMCS Chaudiere. Located 
in Sechelt Inlet off Kunechin 
Point, this was the first 366ft 
(111.6m) Destroyer Escort to 
be scuttled by the ARSBC 
in 1992. It lies on its port side 
in 50 to 140ft (15 to 43m) of 
water, festooned in a cloak 
of glass tunicates and anem-
ones that line the railings and 
cover most of the topside 
structures. The two forward 
gun barrels point straight 
down with a growing cluster 
of cloud sponge near the 
bottom. 
 “The Chaud is an amaz-
ing wreck,” said Jon Dews-
bury, who operates a rental 
cottage in Sechelt on the 
Sunshine Coast of BC, the 

Chaudiere before sinking in Sechelt Inlet

View looking down on what is left of the deck of the 
Themis wreck (left); Chaudiere went down on its side, 
making it more challenging (right)

RON AKESON
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Scuba Shack. “The starboard side of the 
destroyer is a great platform, which starts 
at around 50ft (15m) and gradually gets 
deeper to around 130ft (~40m). Over the 
years, life has made the Chaud its home, 
including lingcod, perch, the occasional 
octopus and wolf-eels. It’s a fun ship to 
explore.”  
 As a photographer, I have always 
enjoyed using the emerald green color 
of the water to outline my shots while div-
ing on the wreck. During winter months, 
the visibility is incredible, allowing a clear 
outline of the dive boats on the surface 
while you are on the wreck below,

Mainland Vancouver
HMCS Annapolis. Located in Halkett Bay 

off Gambier Island in Howe Sound, this 
was the ARSBC’s latest completed proj-
ect with the sinking taking place in April 
of 2015. The vessel sits upright in 110ft 
(33.5m) of water, offering divers several 
additional features different from the 
other retired military ships. A helicopter 
hangar is completely open and ready to 
explore, along with covered walkways 
on either side of the vessel. 
 Local NAUI dive instructor and co-own-
er of Sea Dragon Charters, Jan Breck-
man said: “What makes the Annapolis so 
special is that it is shallower than most of 
the other artificial reefs. There is also plen-
ty of ship to explore if regular divers want 
to keep in the 60ft (18m) depth range, 
and even starting at 45ft (13m). There are 

also way more diver 
access holes than 
most artificial reefs!”
 It takes about 25 
minutes to get to 
the site from Horse-
shoe Bay in Main-
land Vancouver. As 
with all of the arti-
ficial reefs in BC, 
life has already 
begun to claim 

residence on this new reef of 
steel. It is just a matter of time 
before it, too, will be covered 
in a swathe of life.

Passport logbook
The Dive Industry Association 
of British Columbia has come 
out with a new free Wreck Trek 
diving passport and logbook 
(at www.diveindustryassocia-
tion.com/bc-wreck-trek) to aid 
visiting divers in their desire to 
explore the wrecks of coastal 
BC. For detailed information on 
the ARSBC artificial reefs, visit: 
www.artificialreef.bc.ca. For BC 
Ferry information and reservations 
(recommended during summer 
months) visit: www.bcferries.com. 

Additional features
As mentioned earlier, this is just a hand-
ful of the wreck diving sites you will find 
along the waters of coastal British Colum-
bia. In addition to these locations, be 
sure to check out the fabulous reefs, 
walls and underwater structures like a 
bronze mermaid in Powell River and over 
a dozen immense reef balls in Victoria.
 When not diving, there are plenty of 
activities to indulge in like hiking, zip-lin-
ing, skiing (winter), fishing and sight-see-
ing, not to mention excellent wineries 
and an array of local specialty cuisine 
establishments. 

Hiker pauses to 
enjoy view of 
Howe Sound 
north of Mainland 
Vancouver (left); 
Annapolis sinking in 
Howe Sound on  
4 April 2015 (below)

DIABC

http://www.diveindustryassociation.com/bc-wreck-trek/
http://www.diveindustryassociation.com/bc-wreck-trek/
http://www.artificialreef.bc.ca
http://www.bcferries.com
http://www.orcaoceanicdiving.com
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travel news

Chamber service for divers extended 
to Oban and Orkney

SS Thistlegorm about to get 
permanent moorings

"Bullet scam" going on in Manila airport
CNN Philippines reports that police have 
recorded 30 alleged cases of the scam.  
Travelers from all over the world are said 
to have been targeted by airport securi-
ty staff who allegedly plant live ammuni-
tion in luggage in order to extort money. 
President Benigno Aquino III ordered 
the Department of Transportation and 
Communications to conduct an investi-
gation of the alleged scheme. 
 
Cling wrap 
Eric Apolonio, a spokesperson of the 

Civil Aeronautics 
Association of 

the 

Philippines, advises travelers to keep 
an eye on their luggage at all times 
—even as it goes through the airport 
security x-ray machine. Travelers are 
also advised to choose a hard-case lug-
gage sealed with heavy-duty padlocks, 
so passengers would easily know if their 
bags had been tampered. In lieu of 
having a hard case, wrapping the lug-
gage in a tight-fitting layer of cling wrap 
has become a frequently-seen counter-
measure. 
 
Bangkok shoplifting scam
Bangkok’s main airport, Suvarnabhumi, 
received a fair bit of negative press a 
few years back for allowing scammers 
to operate within its grounds. Customers 
were accused of shoplifting after delib-
erately not being given a receipt, or not 
charged for products they presumed 
they had legitimately purchased at the 
counter. The innocent shoppers were 
subjected to allegations of suspected 
theft and were then threatened that 
their cases would not be heard for sev-
eral months unless they pleaded guilty 
and paid substantial fines.

Travel advisories 
Travel scams and confidence tricks are 
often noted on various countries official 
travel advisories along with advice on 
how to act in case you get caught up in 
one. 

Arguably most famous wreck in the Red Sea is to finally 
get permanent moorings.

On the risk of falling ill 
while traveling

On the aft deck, a cannon still appears poised as if to take 
on incoming enemy aircraft.

As all wrecks do, Thistlegorm has 
slowly deteriorated over time. 
However, with the increase in 
divers and boats to the wreck, the 
rate of deterioration has acceler-
ated at an alarming pace. Years 
of dive boats tying mooring lines 
onto the wreck itself, in often 
rough conditions and strong cur-
rents, have litterally pulled the 
wreck apart. The wreck sees an 
average of 300 divers a day. 
 
In January, the Hurghada 
Environmental Protection and 
Conservation Association (HEPCA) 
and the Egyption Navy will put 18 
moorings blocks in place around 
the wreck. To this effect, the dive 
site will be closed for 15 days 
while the mooring blocks are 

being installed. The new mooring 
bouys will be put in place at a 
distance of 120m from the wreck, 
so henceforth, the dive boats will 
have to use tender vessels—such 
as a RIB—to bring the divers to 
and from the down line.

HEPCA has been running the 
campaign "Saving the Red Sea 
Wrecks" since 2007. Following 
this, targeted action plans were 
promoted, appropriate mooring 
systems were installed and air-
escape outlets strategically drilled 
into the wreck. Precise informa-
tion was given to the operators 
concerning the proper use of the 
mooring lines whose efficiency 
plays a major role in the success of 
the operation. 

PETER SYMES

Got zippers, pockets? Make sure strangers 
cannot slip something into your luggage.

Keep 
an eye 

on your 
luggage at 
all times!

Even if travelers heed the travel medicine clinics’ 
advice on how to reduce risks during travel, the risk 
of falling ill is not reduced, according to a study 
conducted at Umeå University in Sweden. 
 The study showed that travelers felt that the 
pre-travel health advice they received was help-
ful. Two-thirds of the travelers followed the advice 
given, although they still fell ill to the same extent 
as those who were not compliant with the advice. 
The reasons why following the pre-travel advice do 
not reduce the risk of falling ill can be many, for 
instance, poor hygiene in restaurants lies behind 
great parts of the problem concerning travelers’ 
diarrhoea. Compared to older travelers, younger 
travelers were less compliant with advice, fell ill to a 
greater extent, and took greater risks during travel. 
 SOURCE: UMEÅ UNIVERSITY

Divers in Scotland will now 
also have access to cham-
bers on the west coast 
and Northern Isles in addi-
tion to the primary service 
in Aberdeen. The three 
chambers will operate as a 
national service, ensuring 
that anyone who requires 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy 
for diving decompression ill-
ness will be able to access 
it. Dr Mike Winter of National Services Scotland told Aberdeen Press 
and Journal: “It is important to have the appropriate number of hyper-
baric chambers in the right places to balance access to care with 
maintenance of specialist skills, in order to provide a safe and sustain-
able hyperbaric medicine service for divers across Scotland." 

Decompression chamber (file photo)
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Great Barrier Reef
Text and photos by Brandi Mueller

—Ribbon Reef, Osprey Reef & Shark Diving

Australia’s
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travel Australia

If there was a place that 
inspired me to become 
a diver and invoked my 
passion and love for the 
ocean, it was Australia’s 
Great Barrier Reef (GBR). 
As a kid, I could spend 
hours watching televi-
sion specials about this 
blue, fish-filled world that 
was so different from the 
Wisconsin farm town I 
grew up in.

While flying to Australia on my 
way to dive the GBR for a week 
with Mike Ball Dive Expeditions 
(MBDE), I was reading The Reef 
by Iain McCalman. The book 
was about the history of the GBR 
from its discovery (mostly at the 

demise of many famous sailor’s 
ships), Aboriginal connections 
and the people who survived 
by the reef (who have been liv-
ing in the area for at least 40,000 
years), and also research that 
has been done on the reef and 
its current state of health (not 
good overall, like most of the 
Earth’s reefs).
 The book listed the GBR stats, 
which can easily be found 
through any Google search 
or Wikipedia. It is the larg-
est coral reef system on Earth. 
You can see it from space. It is 
one of the seven natural won-
ders of the world, as well as a 
World Heritage Site. It covers 
over 344,000 square kilometers 
(133,000 sq. miles) and encom-
passes more than 900 islands. It 
is home to more than 1,500 fish 
species; 400 coral species; 500 

types of seaweed and algae; 
125 species of sharks and sting-
rays; 5,000 species of mollusk; 
58 species of seahorses and 
pipefish; 30 species of whales, 
dolphins and porpoises; as well 
as turtles, dugongs and saltwater 
crocodiles.
 Whew, those are some pretty 
awesome stats—and I get to 
spend a week diving it!
 Jealous? You should be. In his 
book, McCalman quotes British 
geologist Joseph Jukes who, 
while serving as a naturalist on 
a GBR exploration expedition in 
the mid-1800s, said: “What an 
inconceivable amount of animal 
life must be here scattered over 
the bottom of the sea, to say 
nothing of moving through its 
waters, and this through spaces 
of hundreds of miles. Every cor-
ner and crevice, every point 

Reef scene at Steve’s Bommie (above); Sweetlips with cleaner wrasse at Goggle Gardens (top right)

View of Great Barrier Reef from liveaboard Spoilsport. PREVIOUS PAGE: Anemone with anemonefish at Half Way
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occupied by living beings, which, 
as they become more minute, 
increase in tenfold abundance.” 
I was looking forward to see for 
myself what was “moving through 
its waters.”
 Finally arriving in Cairns, I col-
lected my luggage and headed 
down towards the harbor to the 
MBDE office. With a few hours to 
myself before it was time to board 
the boat, I wandered down the 
Esplanade at the water’s edge, 
eager to meet my shipmates and 
start diving.

Day 1: Ribbon Reef #10

We left Cairns shortly after 
boarding and headed north 
overnight. I would like to say 
the soft and gentle sway of the 
boat rocked us to sleep, but 
in reality it actually knocked 
a few of us out of our beds. 
August is winter in the Southern 
Hemisphere, and wind and 

waves are common. 
Thankfully, sunshine 
greeted us in the morn-
ing at Ribbon Reef 
#10 for our first dive at 
Goggle Gardens.

Goggle Gardens. An 
easy dive, it was great 
for orientation and get-
ting back into the swing 
of things. We found 
pretty coral formations 
and plenty of fish. A few 
whitetip reef sharks were 
hanging out in the sand 
below us as we slowly 
made our way around 
the gardens, taking in all 
the marine life around us.

Cod Hole. Up next was 
one of the GBR’s most 
famous dive sites, Cod Hole, 
known for its friendly potato cods. 
These charismatic (and large) fish 
either swarm divers or act com-
pletely indifferent as divers get up 

close and personal to take pho-
tos. 
 Three large cods were right 
under the boat when we jumped 
in and they happily posed for 

our many cameras. They even 
allowed us to snap photos of 
them with their mouths wide 
open while being cleaned by tiny 
cleaner wrasse.

travel Australia

THIS PAGE: Scenes from Cod Hole where friendly potato cods 
interact with divers; Cleaner wrasse and potato cod (above); 
Underwater photographer and puffer fish at Gotham City (left)
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Gotham City. Our fifth and last 
dive of the day was a night dive 
at Gotham City. It turned out to 
be one of the few night dives of 
my life where I wished I had a 
wide-angle lens on. You might 
think fish aren’t very smart, but 
the jacks around Ribbon Reef 

#10 have learned to follow 
night divers. Like a pack 
of hungry dogs, they fol-
low divers, and as soon as 
someone stops to look at 
an unsuspecting sleeping 
fish, the jacks dart in and 
gobble up the resting fish. 
Although we tried hard 
not to expose the jacks’ 
potential prey to this dan-
ger, the jacks nevertheless 
managed to snatch away 
a few more such “snacks” 
for dinner before the divers 
returned to the surface.

 After the last dive, the captain 
started the engines and, over 
the course of the night (another 
bumpy one), took us to Osprey 
Reef, 348km (216 miles) northeast 
of Cairns.

Day 2: Osprey Reef
Osprey Reef is a submerged atoll 

with sheer walls descending 2,000 
meters (6,500ft). It is known for its 
great visibility and an abundance 
of pelagic marine life.

Fairy Grotto. We started our dive 
at a beautiful site named Fairy 

Grotto. Getting into the water 
before breakfast, the sun was still 
low in the sky and bright rays of 
yellow light shone through the 
water onto the reef. We swam 
into a light current along the 
edge of the wall, looking out into 
the blue for sharks that often swim 
by. Along the wall, fish swam side-
ways and looking down on them, 
it almost felt as if we were flying.

Admiralty Anchor. Our second 
dive site was at Admiralty Anchor, 
which was also a wall dive; at the 
top of the wall were lots of little 
swim-throughs and interesting 
rock and coral topography, mak-

ing the dive site seem like a fun 
maze. So named because of an 
anchor that could be seen at the 
end of one of the swim-throughs, 
we saw plenty of fish and a turtle.

False Entrance. Our last dive site 
of the day was False Entrance, 
which had a beautiful sheer wall 
the boat moored at the edge 
of. Right under the boat was a 
large school of trevally; while 
photographing them, a huge 
bumphead parrotfish swam by. I 
cruised the wall for a little while as 
grey reef sharks, including several 
babies, swam up and down the 

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Critters at 
Gotham City include school of trev-
ally, flatworm, batfish, scorpionfish, 
nudibranch and jellyfish
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wall. I headed back into the shallow reef 
area to try and find a school of barracu-
da the dive guides said were often there.

 Unsuccessful in my bar-
racuda hunt, I headed 
back to the boat but 

decided to take one 
more look off the edge 
of the wall. In the dis-
tance, I saw a shadow. A 
large shadow. My heart 
rate accelerated as the 
shadow got larger and 
closer till it was moving 
directly toward me. I had 
to actually tell myself to 
calm down and get the 
camera ready (and pinch 
myself to see if it was real-
ly happening). The shad-
ow morphed into a huge 
whale shark that swam 
directly over me. It then 
turned in a circle and 
came back towards me, 
turned again, and then 
continued on. I was about 

to pinch myself again (just to check) as 
another diver showed up at the perfect 
time for me to get a shot with him and 
the whale shark.
 The whale shark was the talk of the 
boat for the rest of the day. I find one of 
the most amazing things about diving is 
seeing the unexpected in situations like 
this. There are some places you can go 

where it’s almost guaranteed you can 
see whale sharks, either seasonally or 
because they are being fed. But when 
you think of how large the Coral Sea is 
and how little time we spent underwater 
there, what are the odds of such a rare 
creature to just happen to swim by at just 
that moment on the edge of that exact 
part of the wall? I found it breath-taking.

Whale shark (left and lower 
left) at False Entrance; 
Red sea fan (right) at False 
Entrance; Anemonefish and 
anemone on reef at Fairy 
Grotto (below)
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Day 3: Shark diving
After the whale shark, I sort of felt like they 
might as well take me home, nothing was 
going to top that experience, but we still 
had one more day at the amazing Osprey 
Reef.

North Horn. Our morning dives were at 
North Horn, where I was lucky enough to 
do a shark dive. Shark feeding is of course 
controversial, but MBDE and the one or 
two other operations that dive Osprey Reef 
have been bringing sharks closer to divers 
at North Horn for many years.
 When the boat pulled up, so did the 
sharks. They have been conditioned to 
know when they are going to be fed. With 
only two liveaboard boats feeding the 
sharks less than once a week, this site isn’t 
“over-fed.” The sharks did not seem overly 
aggressive and had absolutely no interest 
in the divers, only the container with food 
in it. Divers remained on the wall, staying 

stationary by holding on to rocky 
areas of the wall where there 
wasn’t any coral. 
 A bucket of food was on what 
almost looked like a rock dinner 
table. The sharks circled the area 
until the bucket was opened, they 
ate their food, and then they left.
 Shark dives allow divers to have 
close encounters with sharks and 
to be able to observe for them-
selves that sharks are not the 
aggressive, man-eating predators 
depicted in the movies (nor do 
they fall from tornados). Dives like 
this can help change the nega-
tive image of sharks through the 
divers sharing their stories and 
photos with others. They can help 
spread awareness and educate 
those who don’t get to see sharks 
personally, and I’m a believer that 
shark dives done safely for both 

the sharks and divers, helps to promote a 
positive image of sharks to the non-diving 
population.
 That being said, this dive was awesome. 
Between 40 and 50 grey and whitetip reef 
sharks showed up and put on a fantastic 
show by coming close to divers and even 
staying around swimming along the wall 
after the food was released.

Half Way. Our last two dives at Osprey Reef 
were at Half Way. This pretty dive site was 
another with lots of pathways and maze-
like passages through the reef. I found four 
anemones of completely different colors, 
including a vibrant purple anemone just 
under the boat.
 After the dives, it was time for the 
Farewell BBQ party for several of the guests 
who were only on a four-day trip. MBED 
offers three-, four- and seven-day trips. 

THIS PAGE: Around 40 to 50 grey and whitetip reef sharks show up for a shark dive at North Horn
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New Special Expeditions!
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The Best Diving on the

Dive with giant potato cod, explore deep walls, 
witness shark action at Osprey Reef.
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Unique Opportunity on the Great Barrier Reef.
www.mikeball.com/minke

Check out our website for details.
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www.seacam.com

cinema of dreams

silver

THIS PAGE: Commensal shrimp on anemone, puffer 
fish (right) and fire dart fish (below) at Half Way

Those signing up for three- and four-day trips 
either end or start the trip at Lizard Island where 
they take a low-altitude scenic flight to or from 
Cairns. Overnight, the captain took us back 
west to the Great Barrier Reef and Lizard Island.

Day 4: Lizard Island
Before dawn, we arrived at Lizard Island and said goodbye 
to several of our new dive buddies. A few of us staying for 
the whole seven days went to shore with them to say one 
last goodbye and have a short tour of the island with our 
photo and video pro, Julia. Now a National Park, this island 
was a sacred place for the aborigines and also had been 

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_Seacam
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Olive sea snake on reef (far left) and mating pair (left inset), 
nudibranchs (left and top center) at Snake Pit; Reef scene 
at Coral Kingdom (above)

visited by Captain Cook (he 
saw a lot of lizards and decid-
ed to name it after them). It 
currently hosts a research sta-
tion and a resort.
 New guests arrived on the 
plane and as we got to know 
them, the boat headed back 
to Cod Hole for another dive 
with those crazy cod fish. 
After that, we moved to a site 
called the Snake Pit. Who can 
guess what we saw there?
Snake Pit. Did I mention the 
GBR has 17 species of sea 
snakes? (Eek!) Quite a few 
olive sea snakes reside at the 
Snake Pit and, according to my 
internet searches, they are con-
sidered aggressive and highly 
venomous (this is Australia, what 
else would you expect?) But they 
are not aggressive towards div-

ers and showed no interest in us 
whatsoever.
 Actually, there was no time to 
be afraid of them because, just 
under the boat, we found them 
mating! Three snakes were curl-

ing around each 
other. One of 
them, I’m going to assume was 
the female, kept trying to swim 
away, but the other two would 
catch up and wrap themselves 

around her. Several others were 
seen going up and down from 
the surface (they need to breathe 
about every 20 minutes).

 On the night 
dive, I forgot all 
about the sea 
snakes and was 
entranced by 
mini coral walls 
covered in nudi-
branchs and flat-
worms.

Day 5: Light-
house Bommie
On the morning 
of our fifth day of 
diving, we went 
to Lighthouse 
Bommie. 
Somehow, I ended 

up the first person in the water; 
just below the surface was pure 
beauty. At least three different 
schools of fish were feeding in the 

water column and it looked as if 
it was raining fish. The water was 
deep blue, with little dark shad-
ows darting around everywhere. 
The bommie was a coral pinnacle 
that started around 30m (100ft) 
and went up to 3m (15ft) from the 
surface.
 Swimming down to the sand, 
a large school of snappers with 
yellow stripes blocked my view 
of a green sea turtle waking up 
and heading towards the surface. 
After taking a few breaths of air, 
the turtle came back down on 
the pinnacle and swam into a 
little crevasse where cleaner fish 
came out and gave the turtle a 
scrub. For the rest of the dive, the 
turtle hovered effortlessly as tiny 
cleaner fish picked at him (and 
we took dozens of photos).
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Sea turtle (above) and barracuda (top right) at Lighthouse Bommie

Disco clam or electric flame 
scallop (above); Pipefish (left)

Pixie Pinnacle. If you could imag-
ine what a dive site called Pixie 
Pinnacle looked like, I bet you 
would conjure up images of tiny, 
prettily-colored fish darting around. 
If that’s what you imagined, you’d 
be right, and our second and third 
dives took place there. I hadn’t 
put my macro lens on my cam-
era for any day-dives yet (I might 
have missed the whale shark), but 
the dive guides told me this was a 

great site for 
nudibranchs, 
anthias, 
anemonefish 
and more, so 
I shifted into 
macro mode. 
In typical 
photogra-
pher humor, 
as I was 
attaching my 
105mm lens, 
I told those 
around me 
they were 

probably going to see a whale.
 But that is never really supposed 
to happen, right? This is just a joke 
we make... right?
 Well. About 40 minutes into the 
dive, one of the dive guides came 
up to me and pointed at a few div-
ers, pointed to his eye, and then 
gave the signal I thought was for 
dolphins (hand doing a large, slow 
wave motion). I laughed a little to 
myself, “It figures,” but hey, it was 

just dolphins, 
right? They 
probably just 
swam quickly by and I was quite 
content with some really cool nudi-
branchs I was shooting. I did a nice, 
long, 70-minute dive and headed 
back to the boat. Upon arriving, I 
noticed some people were snorkel-
ing behind the boat, so I looked out 
into the blue… and a minke whale 
swam by!
 Suddenly, my nudibranchs 
weren’t that cool, and I literally 
flew out of the water and changed 
my camera lens at Mach speed. 
Jumping back into the water on a 
snorkel, I joined the others behind 
the boat, and a few minutes later, 
a minke whale swam right under 
me.
 Minke whales (dwarf minke 
whales, to be exact) have quite the 
reputation with MBDE. In June and 
July, they pass through the GBR and 
these friendly whales seem to enjoy 
being around the Spoilsport just as 
much as divers do. In-water snorkel-

ing encounters often last for hours. 
But it was mid-August, long after the 
minkes are supposed to be gone, 
and it turned out to be one of the 
latest recorded minke encounters 
ever recorded. Someone on the 
boat must have been a good luck 
charm.

Day 6: Steve’s Bommie
Our final day of diving started out 
at Steve’s Bommie—another pin-
nacle, which was also loaded with 
fish. Thousands of purple, pink and 
orange anthias swarmed around 
the top of the bommie, and at the 
very top, there was an anemone 
with Nemo—an Ocellaris clownfish. 
(You can’t dive on the GBR and not 
find Nemo!) The rest of the trip, we 
had only seen anemonefish, but this 
was the first actual Ocellaris clown-
fish sighting we had all week.
 The last two dives were at a new 
reef the crew wanted to check out. 
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Lizard Island (above); Ocellaris 
clownfish (far left) and nudibranch 
(left) at Steve’s Bommie; Minke 
whale at Pixie Pinnacle (right); The 
Spoilsport liveaboard (lower right)

This exploratory dive turned out to be 
really pretty and a perfect, relaxing site 
to end our week of diving.
 With our gear cleaned, cameras 
put away, and packing started, we 
had another Farewell Aussie BBQ that 
included our captain playing guitar and 
singing while we ate shrimp right off the 

“barbie” and later had another fantastic 
dinner onboard. Overnight, we headed 
back to Cairns under a clear sky and a 
million stars.

Mike Ball
You cannot take part in a Mike Ball Dive 
Expeditions without Mike.

 Upon arriving in Cairns, I was amazed 
to find Mike Ball at the office greeting me 
and the other guests as we checked in, 
and he made plans to meet us for din-
ner at a nearby restaurant. He has been 
running liveaboard dive boats for over 35 
years (diving operations since 1969) and 
still makes an effort to meet every guest. 
His passion for the ocean and his business 
is undeniable, as he talks openly about 
his career, the upcoming dive expedi-
tion, answers questions, and is generally 
just really interesting to talk to. You don’t 
expect to be having dinner with the 
owner before starting your trip (especially 
when that owner is the legendary Mike 
Ball and an inductee of the International 
Diving Hall of Fame).

Going home
It is taboo to call a week on the Spoilsport 
a “dive trip”, it is more accurately called 
an “expedition”; its definition would be 
“a journey or voyage undertaken by a 

group of people with a 
particular purpose.” Mike 
Ball trips are just that: a 
group of people sharing 
the desire to dive on little-
dived reefs, to see the 
amazing and beautiful 
and unexpected won-
der of the ocean, and to 
become (for a little while) 
a part of the Earth’s 
largest living thing. I left 
feeling I’d experienced 
something extraordinary, 
and if you have the 
opportunity to partake in 
a voyage with Mike Ball 
Dive Expeditions, you will 
too. ■

Brandi Mueller is a PADI IDC Staff 
Instructor and boat captain living in the 
Marshall Islands. When she’s not teaching 
scuba or driving boats, she’s most happy 

traveling and being underwater with a 
camera. For more information, visit: www.
brandiunderwater.com.

http://www.brandiunderwater.com
http://www.brandiunderwater.com
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Text and photos by Brandi Mueller

I have a confession. I’ve gone 
solo diving before. (Mom, I’m 
sorry.) I’ve been a scuba instruc-
tor for 11 years, diving since I 
was 15, and have done over 
4,000 dives, I believe sometimes 
I am more comfortable under-
water than I am on land (seri-
ously, fish can be much easier to 
get along with than people). 

There is much controversy on this subject, 
and as my disclaimer, what follows are 
just my personal thoughts and experi-
ences, directly related to my recent trip 
with Mike Ball Dive Expeditions. MBDE 
was probably the first and currently one 
of the few commercial dive operations 
that allows certified solo divers with the 
required safety equipment to dive alone 
on their trips. Solo diving is becoming 
quite trendy right now, and more shops 
and boats are starting to teach and rec-
ognize solo certifications.

MBDE and solo diving
MBDE is no stranger to solo diving. Mike 
Ball actually pioneered the practice in 
1997, creating his own course for his dive 
boats, in order to teach divers safe solo 
diving, and promoted it to guests. These 
days, the operation is teaching the SSI 
Solo Diver certification onboard, which I 
took, completed, and then dived solo for 
most of my time with the operation.
 Nothing is worse than showing up for 
the trip of a lifetime on your own and 
being forced to be paired up with a dive 
buddy who may be at a different experi-
ence level or have different dive goals 
than yourself. For me, the solo course 
was a no-brainer. I am an avid under-
water photographer, with the tendency 
to spend excessive amounts of time with 
a single fish. Dive buddies (who are not 
photographers of the similar obsession) 
are annoyed by me. Dive guides hate 
me, because they are leading a dive 
with several people, and I am the trou-
blemaker who stops to take 20 photos 
of a butterflyfish. Pretty soon, they have 
continued on and lost me. 

The course
The course is relatively straightforward; 
there is a book to read, some questions 
to answer and skills to do underwater, 
such as showing the ability to switch to 
your back-up air source, navi-
gation and good buoyancy. 
Pre-course dive requirements 
include being an advanced 
diver, having at least 100 
logged dives and being 21 
years old (or 18 and a certified 
dive professional).
 The goal of the course is to 
make a diver more self-suffi-
cient, which is great whether a 
diver intends to dive solo or not. 
The more confident a diver is in 
his or her ability to handle any 
situation, with or without their 
buddy, the safer they (and their 
buddy) will be. 

 After taking the course, the instructor 
and other crew members make it known 
that you do not have to dive solo every 
dive. You can take the course and still 
dive with the dive guides, or they will 
pair you up with a buddy. Also, the dive 
guides do not shun you for being a solo 
diver; if they find something cool, and 
you are in the area, they will still signal 
you over and show the interesting critter 
to you.
 I will say that solo diving on MBDE is sort 
of solo-lite diving. With up to 28 guests on 
each trip, it is actually hard to get away 
from everyone at most dive sites (I might 

have tried). There are also dive guides in 
the water on every dive, so if there was 
a problem, there “may” still be another 
diver around to help you. (This situation 
is also good because when you are the 
only one who sees a whale shark, no one 
will believe you.)

Mike Ball on solo diving
Mike Ball was kind enough to have a cof-
fee with me post-expedition, and I had 
lots of questions for him on his thoughts 
on solo diving. His trips are probably the 
first commercial operation in dive history 
to allow, teach and encourage solo div-

ers. He introduced the Mike Ball 
Safe Solo System in 1997. 
 Mike told me that someone 
who “wants” to solo dive is prob-
ably already 90 percent ready 
to. It is like hiking; a hiker who 
wants to hike alone is most likely 
already mostly mentally pre-
pared and properly geared-up 
for the task. By encouraging 
the course, divers are properly 
trained, which helps with indi-
vidual safety as well as safety 
of the company, and just like 
any scuba course, completion 
is determined by the instructor; 
if they don’t think you’re ready, 

Solo Diving
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they won’t certify you until 
you are. Divers enjoy their 
trip more because they are 
diving how they want, and 
the dive guides can focus 
their attention on divers 
who may need or want a 
little more guidance under-
water. 

My thoughts
In another confession, I 
will admit that in the past 
I have gone out of my 
way to solo dive. I even 
have a close friend and 
dive buddy with whom I 
have concocted plans in 
which we get in the water 
together, go our separate 
ways, and then join up at 

a determined location at a 
certain time so that we get 
back on the boat together. 
(This only failed when dive 
guides found us mid-dive 
nowhere near each other.)
 As a certified solo diver, 
on a boat that accepts 
the practice, I was able to 
focus all my mental energy 
on my own personal aware-
ness and safety (where I 
was, where the boat was, 
what was going on around 
me). Otherwise, I would 
be thinking about how to 
dodge the dive guide, wor-
rying about a new-to-me 
buddy, or feeling guilty 
about lagging behind the 
group, taking photos. It just 

seemed easier being able 
to and actually doing things 
the right way (who knew?)
 I would venture to say, 
this course is for everyone, 
but the act of diving solo 
is NOT for everyone. The 
course teaches a diver to 
be more self-reliant and 
discusses a lot of common-
sense issues about what to 
do if alone during an emer-
gency. In classical buddy-
oriented courses, subjects 
like these are ignored 
because they focus entirely 
on a diver never being 
alone. Always being with 
your buddy is a great prac-
tice, but in reality, some-
times situations occur where 

you end up alone even 
when you tried not to 
be. This course can help 
a diver be prepared for 
those less-than-perfect 
situations. 
 In conclusion, as an 
experienced diver and 
an underwater photog-
rapher, being able to 
be allowed to safety 
solo dive helped me 
immensely to get the 
shots I wanted with-
out annoying a buddy 
or dive guide (no one 
wants to watch me take 
photos of one clownfish 
for 30 minutes). On the 
downside, I missed out 
on some cool stuff oth-
ers saw. Not diving with 
the dive guides who are 
familiar with the dive sites 
and all the resident crit-

ters made me miss a few 
cool sightings. On the 
other hand, I spent sev-
eral minutes solo over the 
edge of a 2,000m drop-
off, having a semi-spiritual 
moment with a whale 
shark before another 
diver showed up. That 
was magical, although 
no one would have 
believed me if I was the 
only one who saw it. 

Brandi Mueller is a PADI 
IDC Staff Instructor and 
boat captain living in the 
Marshall Islands. When 
she’s not teaching scuba 
or driving boats, she’s 
most happy traveling 
and being underwa-
ter with a camera. For 
more information, visit: 
Brandiunderwater.com.

Solo Diving

http://www.brandiunderwater.com
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Ningaloo Reef
Text and photos by 

Pierre Constant

Western Australia’s
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On the coast of Western 
Australia, Exmouth is a 

little sleepy town on 
the Exmouth Gulf. 

Located at the 
threshold of 

the Indian 
Ocean, this 
is where you 
can find the 
renowned 
Ningaloo 
Reef, one 

of the long-
est and most 

virgin fringing reefs on 
the planet. A World Heritage 
Site since 2011, it hosts about 
200 to 300 species of corals 
and 500 species of fish.

There are many ways to reach Ex-
mouth. You may either fly in from 
Perth, capital of the state, or you 
can hire a car to cover the 1,300 
km distance in one-and-a-half days. 
Personally, I choose to go overland 
from Adelaide in South Australia, 
crossing the famous Nullarbor De-
sert. From the top of the awesome 
cliffs, chances are that you will see 
humpback whales in season, pods of 
dolphins or even great white sharks 
cruising by. The transition of the land-
scapes is remarkable, and you can 
have a look at the sinkholes where 
intrepid cave divers of the CDAA 
(Cave Divers Association of Australia) 
make their explorations in freshwater.

A meeting of currents
Here, two notorious ocean currents 
meet: the warm Leeuwin Current 
and the cold Ningaloo Current. 
Coming down from the equator, 
and resulting directly from the South 

Equatorial Current that crosses the 
Pacific from east to west, the Leeu-
win Current follows the western coast 
of Australia from north to south. It is 
dominant during the austral autumn 
from February to March, and brings 
tropical fishes and warm water or-
ganisms from Indonesia.
 On the other hand, the Ningaloo 
Current originates from the Antarctic, 
flowing from south to north. On the 
continental plateau, this is a coastal 
current active during the winter 
months from June to December. It 
stimulates the marine environment 
with a bonanza of plankton, fishes 
and cold-water marine organisms.
 The conjunction of these two cur-
rents creates a marine biodiversity of 
primary importance. It explains the 
migration of big marine animals that 
visit Exmouth and Ningaloo Reef at 
various times of the year. I am refer-
ring to the whale sharks, manta rays 
and humpback whales and, by con-

The lagoon west of Cape Range National Park; The marina in Exmouth (top right)

Coral Bay (above); Face of sweetlips (below); PREVIOUS PAGE: Stawberry grouper at Labyrinth in Lighthouse Bay
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      The world-wide perpetual 
                      photo and video shootout 
with close to US$100,000 in prizes!

underwaterproject.org

The Underwater Project (UP) is a world-
wide perpetual underwater shootout 
competition. 

An evolution from seven years as the 
Underwater Festival, the UP continues 
to share the beauty and the issues of the 
underwater world and shows the rest of 
the world what we have to lose.

A few new features of the UP are:

• A great new fully featured 
snapshot map

• Every member will get their own 
stunning portfolio site with 
snapshot map and gallery

• Collect and display awards and 
achievements

• If you have been participating in the 
Underwater Festival in previous years, 
your past entries will become part of 
your portfolio

• Members can choose for entries to be 
used by non-profi ts for conservation 
purposes and/or become available for 
sale with 50% of profi ts coming back 
to the member.
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sequence, their predators: the orcas 
and others.

Whale sharks
The whale shark (Rhincodon typus) 
arrives in the warm season in March 
to April, and will stay until July (some-
times even till August to September). 
Their presence is related to mass coral 
spawning, that is, coral reproduction 
and the resulting snowstorm of eggs.
 The interaction of the Leeuwin and 
Ningaloo Currents induces a plank-
tonic bloom, which is known as krill 
(fish eggs, crab larvae, gastropod 
and copepod larvae), but which also 
triggers nekton (shoals of small fish, like 
sardines and anchovies).
 The whale shark cruises in the oce-
anic pelagic waters as much as in the 
coastal waters, around the equator, 
between 30° north to 35° south. It is as-
sociated with upwellings, highly pro-
ductive areas, currents and eddies.
 At Ningaloo, whale sharks meas-

ure anything between 4m to 12m in 
length. The whale shark is ovovivipa-
rous, which means that it is born in its 
mother’s belly, after hatching of the 
vitelline sac. Six markings (tags) ef-
fectuated on different specimens in 
2005 have shown a migration towards 
Timor, Indonesia, Christmas Island and 
the Indian Ocean. I had a personal 
encounter with whale sharks in Christ-
mas Island (south of Java), where they 
concentrate every year between 
October and March to feast on the 
incredible release of millions of eggs 
from the spawning of red land crabs.
 At Exmouth, however, the obser-
vation of whale sharks is strictly con-
trolled. A boat and its tender can only 
approach from the front at a minimum 
distance of 30m. Snorkeling enthusiasts 
have to maintain a distance of three 
meters from the creature, and of four 
meters from the tail. Snorkeling with 
whale sharks turns out to be a spicy 
bill, costing no less than AU$385 for an 

outing. It’s a profitable industry, one 
that makes you think twice before 
handing over your cash.

Humpback whales
Late April to early May, at the begin-
ning of the austral winter, humpback 
whales leave Antarctica to migrate 
north along the eastern and western 
coasts of Australia. The reproduction 
and the birth of the baby whales take 
place in June-July, between Perth and 
the Kimberly region, after an 11 to 12 
months of gestation.
 At birth, the baby is already four 
meters long and weighs nearly a ton. 
The mother’s milk has the consistency 
of chewing gum, with 35 percent fat. 
During the first months of its life, it gains 
45 kilos per day. Once weaned after 
11 months, it measures eight meters.
 Following the suspension of whale 
hunting in 1963, the population of 
humpback whales (Megaptera no-
vaeangliae) in Western Australia, has 

Whale shark at Ningaloo Reef off Western Australia

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_UnderwaterProject
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been estimated at 29,000 individu-
als. The mothers and calves return to 
Antarctica in August to September.
 In Exmouth, whale-watching is also 
subject to strict rules. A boat can-
not approach less than 100m, and 
never from the front or the rear. 
Visitors are not permitted to go into 
the water for snorkeling. The cost of 
a whale-watching tour at sunset is 
about AU$70 per person.

Sea turtles
Three species of marine turtles come 
to lay their eggs on the beaches 
of Ningaloo, during the summer 
months between October and 
March. These are the green sea 
turtle (Chelonia mydas), the logger-
head sea turtle (Caretta caretta) 
and the hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmo-
chelys imbricate). 
 The Jurabi Turtle Interpretation 
Centre in the Cape Range National 
Park offers informative panels on 
the biology and ecology of these 

turtles, as well as information about 
the observation of turtles and the 
beaches where they nest. A code 
of conduct has been implemented, 
and the correct attitude is explained 
by a documentary at the Milyering 
Visitor Centre.
 The green sea turtles and logger-
head sea turtles almost look alike, 
with the difference being that the 
loggerhead possesses five pairs of 

coastal scutes, 
whereas the 
green has only 
four pairs. The 
hawksbill is easily 
recognizable by 
its pointed head 
with a conspicu-
ous beak.

Fishing
Fisheries oper-
ate in Exmouth 
and in Coral 
Bay in the Indian 

Ocean. They target the benthic 
resources, ie. the bottom-dwelling 
fishes, as well as the shrimps, scal-
lops, abalone and rock lobster 
(Panulirus cygnus), which is endemic 
to Western Australia. 
 Based on Exmouth Gulf, the shrimp 
fisheries of MG Kailis Seafood have 
a production of 700 tons per year, 
comprising five different species that 
are harvested between May and 

November. The brown tiger prawn 
(Pennaeus esculentus) is the 
most succulent.

Dive operator
The Exmouth Diving Centre is a 
branch of Dolphin Dive Fremantle, 
south of Perth. Operations are run 
in a very professional manner by 
Danielle, the manager. Strict Austral-
ian diving regulations are applied to 
the letter.
 Originally a fishing charter, the 
Cougar Cat is now a dive boat 
measuring 14.7m long, 5.7m wide 
with a 1.3m keel, powered by twin 
Cummings 6-cylinder engines, 3,500 
watts each. Kelsey, the skipper, is a 
Canadian woman who has been in 
Exmouth for five years, after working 
as a dive instructor for eight years in 
the Caribbean, Cook Islands, Vuan-
uatu and on the eastern coast of 
Australia. She welcomed us aboard 
for a complete briefing on the differ-
ent aspects of the boat, the security 

and the diving before we left the 
mooring.
 “I am the one and only person 
who can say the two magic words: 
‘Abandon ship!’” she said, with a 
sense of humor. “And the nearest 
exit is… wherever you see water!” 
she added, with a big laugh. Lou-
ise, the divemaster, is German, 
and Thibaut, the dive instructor on 
board, is French.
 Depending on the weather fore-
cast and sea conditions, two dive 
areas are used by Exmouth Diving 
Centre: Lighthouse Bay, located on 
the northwest of the Cape Range 
peninsula, just under the viewing 
point of Vlamingh Head, where the 
lighthouse overlooks the bay, and 
the Muiron Islands, two elongated 
islands located at the entrance of 
Exmouth Gulf, to the northeast.

Lighthouse Bay
My first dive at Lighthouse Bay was 
at a site called Gulliver. It was done 
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http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_Atlantis
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on a shallow reef at the depth 
of 13.7m. The temperature of the 
water was 23°C. Thibaut rejoiced 
at the visibility of 10 to 12m: “The 
best you can get around here,” 
he said, beaming a reassuring 
smile.

Gulliver. The coral reef drew a 
figure eight, where it was easy 
to get lost. At once baffled by 
the profusion of marine life, I was 
astonished by the number of 
sea snakes in cream color with a 

brown head. “The bite is 10 to 15 
times more venomous than the 
cobra,” I was told.
 The brown-lined sea snake 
(Aipysurus tenuis)—a cousin to the 
olive sea snake seen in the north 
and northeast of Australia—is 
endemic to Western Australia. It 
measures up to 1.20m, has fangs 
7mm long and can live up to 15 
years. It feeds on fish, fish eggs, 
cuttlefish, shrimp, crabs and mol-
luscs, which it uses its venom to 
capture. These reptiles, however 

curious, are absolutely harmless 
to human beings, swimming in-
between your legs as if nothing 
happened.
 Groupers were everywhere 
and quite large on average. 
Some were white, as if albinos. 
Schools of blue and gold snap-
pers mingled with striped fusiliers. 
I was charmed by a honeycomb 
moray in its hole, white with black 
specks. But I stopped short in awe 
in front of a tasseled wobbegong 
shark, 1.5m long. It eyed me in a 

suspicious manner, playing dead 
under the overhang. I would not 
stick a finger in front of its nose, 
that’s for sure! The highlight of the 
dive was a white frogfish with two 
red lines, absolutely mimetic on a 
coral bommie.

100+1000. The second dive took 
place at a site called 100+1000. 
It had mediocre visibility, due to 
the swell and sand in suspension. 
At a depth of 12m, the reef was 
carved like swiss cheese. 
 I noticed a number of blue-
spotted stingrays, plated sweetlips 
(Diagramma labiosum), emperors 
such as Lethrinus nebulosus, the 
long-nosed emperor (Lethrinus oli-
vaceus) or the redthroat emperor 
(Lethrinus miniatus). 
 Shrouded by a cloud of golden 
cardinalfish, (Apogon aureus), a 
whitetip shark dozed off in a swim-

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Giant paint-
ed frogfish in its white phase; Brown-
lined sea snake; Leopard grouper 
and snapper; Black-spotted moray 
eel—all at Gulliver
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through. A few species of 
snappers were present, such 
as the blue and gold snap-
per, the blackspot snapper. A 
big jack zoomed through, a 
ravishing barramundi—white 
with black dots—showed up, 
looking like a happy clown. 
Anywhere you looked, there 
were whitish sea snakes cruis-
ing by leisurely.

Muiron Islands
Two days later, we were off to 
the Muiron Islands. Stretched 
north to south, and partly 
covered with sand, the rocky 
platform is dented by wave 
action. Since the Aussie rule 
did not allow me to dive solo 
behind the small group, I was 
given de facto Alexandre as 
buddy. He happened to be 

French and a photographer 
as well, so it was not that bad 
after all!

Whale Bone. The site of Whale 
Bone was stuffed with little 
caves, swim-throughs and 
overhangs. Sticking my head 
into the first hole, I came 
nose-to-nose with a wobbe-
gong in a sleeping state.
 The eastern 
side of the Muiron 
Islands is pro-
tected from the 
wind, but as soon 
as one rounds the 
southern tip of the 
island, the swell 
hits you, the sand 
whirls around you 
and photography 
becomes a night-
mare!
 With the con-
spicuous hump 
on their head, 
a few Batavia 
batfish sail by, 
under an over-
hang. Although 

not colorful, the reef was 
covered by soft corals of the 
genus Sarcophyton, in yellow 
or white color. Here and there 
were some copper color gor-
gonians, or Dendronephthya 
soft corals in purple, pink or 
yellow.

Dinner Plate. The eastern side 
of North Muiron Island was 

Diver with wobbegong 
shark on reef at Gulliver 
(left); Close-up of head of 
wobbegong shark (below)

Blue-spotted stingray at 100+1000 in Lighthouse Bay Teira batfish at Labyrinth in Lighthouse Bay

Dive the best of 
North Sulawesi With 

“Gangga Divers”
Gangga - Bangka - Lembeh - Bunaken

www.ganggaisland.com

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_GanggaIsland
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a field of sparse bommies, Acro-
pora hard table corals or Porites 
mounds. The site was known as 
Dinner Plate. A few nudibranchs 
were visible, such as Phyllidia ocel-
lata or Nembrotha kubaryana, 
black with green spots.

 Diving was cancelled for a few 
days, firstly because the weather 
was not in favor, and secondly, 
because of the lack of partici-
pants. Thibaut informed me of a 
whale-watching sunset tour, which 
I was glad to join.

Whale watching
With about ten peo-
ple on board, we 
headed for the en-
trance of Exmouth 
Gulf in the late 
afternoon. Follow-
ing skipper Kelsey’s 
automatic briefing, 
Thibaut offered 
complimentary 
drinks to the happy 
passengers gath-
ered at the bow, 
all eager to see a 

whale—for some, it would be their 
first. Beer and so-called cham-
pagne—alas, Australian Chardon-
nay-Pinot Noir—set the mood for a 
merry tune, while we waited.
 Someone yelled, “Thar she 
blows!” and everybody rushed for-
ward to marvel at the blow, or the 
dorsal fin, a rounding back, a pec-
toral fin standing tall as a grand 
salute. There was even a whale 
breaching, which involved the 
whale bringing its head out of the 
water to peep at the surroundings, 
and letting it fall back down in a 
loud splash. The reality was never-
theless frustrating for the photog-
rapher. With a distance of 100m, 
chances of getting a good picture 
was almost nil. A shaky hand or a 
moving boat—sometimes both—
meant that blurred photos were 
the norm.

White grouper at a cleaning station, Gulliver

School of manyline sweetlips at the 100+1000 dive site
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Ningaloo Marine Park
Long inhabited by the Aborigi-
nees, the coral coast has wit-
nessed a number of historic ex-
peditions, military activities and 
maritime industry. The Ningaloo 
Marine Park starts 1,000km north of 
Perth, and stretches from the Red 
Bluff at 24°01 south, to the north 

of the Navy Communication Base 
near Exmouth, at 21°52’92” south 
and 114°19 east. It is managed via 
a joint cooperation between the 
Australian government and the 
Western Australian Department of 
Parks, Wildlife and Fisheries.
 About 20 sanctuary zones have 
been defined, all along the coast. 

They favor the total protection 
of the species, at the same time 
allowing visitors the observation 
of the marine fauna. No com-
mercial or recreational fishing is 
allowed. A population of dugongs 
had long been resident to the 
Gulf of Exmouth until 1999, before 
it migrated to Shark Bay—most 
certainly disturbed by human 
activities.

More diving
With the weather forecast back 

to normal, I was looking forward 
to some more dives at Lighthouse 
Bay. The chosen site was that of 
Labyrinth.

Labyrinth. As the name indicates, 
it was a maze of passages, arch-
ways, swim-throughs, overhangs 
in the reef, surrounded by white 
sand, at a depth of 14m. The vis-
ibility was not good for flash pho-
tography, so I tried to stick with 
Louise the divemaster, in the hope 
of going in the right direction.

 My first charm-
ing encounter was 
with a little school 
of threadfin pearl 
perch (Glauco-
soma magnificum), 
which belongs to a 
unique family, the 
Glaucosomidae. 
It is rather square-
shaped, silver in 
color, with a big 
round black eye, 
very long and thin 

Dendronephtya soft coral (left), stellate puffer (above) and threadfin pearl perch (right) at Labyrinth 
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dorsal and anal fins, tapering towards 
the back. It reminded me of some kind of 
extraordinary Chinese fish. It was an exqui-
site, unusual species.
 Once again, I spotted a tasselled wob-
begong, lymphatic under an arch. Rest-
ing on a boulder nearby, a juvenile sea 
turtle eyed me comically, and there was a 
black Nembrotha kubaryana nudibranch 
with green dots and orange rhinophores. 
White-blotched groupers (Epinephelus 
multinotatus) spied on me from the corners 
of the reef. Emperors were close to angel-
fishes, snappers with sweetlips, and a yel-

low spotted blue boxfish fluttered about, 
following its fancy. It was hard to know 
which way to look.

Blizzard Ridge. Not far from there, the site 
of Blizzard Ridge was like an underwater 
sandstorm. I lost visual contact with Louise, 
who suddenly vanished beyond a sandy 
flat, where I was not about to wander. 
Later on, she confessed having met a 4m 
manta, which circled her a few times. As 
for me, I came across a large honey-color-
ed stingray, locally known as “stingaree”, 
with a few remoras in tow.

 Two sea snakes showed up, exploring 
every hole in search of food. The first one 
suddenly played dead, as it looped into a 
funny pose, with head resting on the sand. 
Abandoning it to its dreaming, I gazed 
upon two Teira batfish cruising along the 
reef. Out of the blue, Louise caught up 
with me, like a naughty boy, and with a 
hand signal, directed me towards the an-
chor chain.

Topside excursions
Non-diving days are a good excuse to 
go exploring in the Cape Range National 

Malabar grouper and 
common bluestripe 
snapper (left); Soft coral 
at Gulliver (right); The 
dive boat, Cougar Cat 
(below)

Global map with 
location of Exmouth 

(right inset) 
Location of Exmouth 
on map of Australia 

(below)
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Park, which covers most of the Cape 
Range peninsula. A good tar road 
rounded the north point. There, rest-
ing like a rusty ghost, was the Mildura 
wreck. Vlamingh Head historic light-
house overlooked the bay, embrac-
ing the panorama of the west coast.
 There was a succession of sand 
dunes with sparse bush-like vegeta-
tion and white sand beaches, border-
ing turquoise bays and emerald green 
lagoons. A few of these beaches 
were nesting grounds for sea turtles 
at nighttime. Other sites, such as 
Turquoise Bay or Oyster Stacks, were 
good for snorkeling: the lagoon was 

between the coast and the fringing 
reef of Ningaloo offshore.
 For the aficionados of trekking, Yar-
die Creek Gorge—at the end of the 
road—offered a superb walk on the 
rim of the cliff with views of the Yardie 
Creek. This was where you might spot 
the charming black-footed rock-wal-
laby in the rocks. Others might prefer 
cruising with a kayak on the river itself.
 Oriented north to south, the ridge 
of Cape Range National Park was an 
ancient dolomite karst environment, 
stuffed with caves and carved by 
canyons. Two tracks were accessible 
for two-by-four vehicles on the east 
side. The one to Shothole Canyon 
came to a dead end. The other one 
to Charles Knife Gorge, 21km south 
of Exmouth, was more spectacular, 
with numerous viewpoints. This dirt 
road led to the Badjirrajirra Loop Trail, 

which takes you on top of the plateau 
to an impressive viewpoint over Shot-
hole Canyon. For a fit trekker, it is a 
two-hour round trip, under the sun, so 
come prepared! 

The author’s thanks go to Exmouth 
Diving Centre (www.exmouthdiving.
com.au). With a background in ge-
ology, Pierre Constant has been a 
naturalist, photographer, consultant, 
and travel addict for 40-plus years, as 
well as an expedition organizer, cave 
diver and author of four books and 
150 articles. For more information, visit: 
Calaolife.free.fr and Scubadragon-
galapagos.com.

SOURCES: 
CAPE RANGE NATIONAL PARK MILYERING  
VISITOR CENTRE AND JURABI TURTLE CENTRE

Yardie Creek Gorge (above) and a karst cave (top left) at Cape Range National.Park; Thorny 
devil (inset above); Black-footed rock-wallaby in the cliffs of the Yardie Creek (right inset)

View over Shothole Canyon, from the karst plateau, Cape Range National.Park

http://www.exmouthdiving.com.au
http://www.exmouthdiving.com.au
http://calaolife.free.fr/uk/index_uk.html
http://www.Scubadragongalapagos.com
http://www.Scubadragongalapagos.com
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Cayos Cochinos
Text and photos by 

Rico Besserdich

— Pristine Diving in the Bay Islands

Honduras’
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The Cayos Cochinos is a 
group of small islands located 
just between the mainland 
of Honduras and Roatan. 
Within this group are two small 
islands—Cayo Menor and 
Cayo Grande—and 13 more 
small coral cays situated 30km 
(19mi) northeast of La Ceiba 
on the northern shores of 
Honduras.

We can’t say Honduras is unknown to 
scuba divers. Roatan is known and so is 
Utila, both of them dive locations that 
do attract scuba divers, mostly from the 
United States, and do provide plenty of 
dive centers and all the dive logistics 
keen divers do expect.

 The Cayos are part of the Bay Islands 
(Islas de la Bahía). Some people still 
like to call them Hog Islands, referring 
to the famous pirate Henry Morgan 
(ca. 1635–1688) who—according to 
legend—”planted” hogs on these cays 
so he and his fellow pirates would have 
meat on their return trips. [1]

 Around 100 people (the Garifuna) live 
on these islands, and yes, scuba-diving 
is possible here! “The Cayos Cochinos 
reefs are the least disturbed ecosystem 
in the Bay Islands,” stated Dr Matthias 
Hammer in National Geographic. “The 
waters around this collection of coral 
cays are a marine biologist’s dream: 
protected by the government, off-limits 
to commercial divers and fishermen, 
and busy with creatures that may 
not yet have names.” The German 
conservation biologist made several 
expeditions to this region. [2]

 Established as a key area of the 
Mesoamerican Barrier Reef System (the 
world’s second largest barrier reef, right 
after the Great Barrier Reef in Australia), 
the Cayos and surrounding waters 
were declared a marine reserve in 
1993, in order to protect all marine and 

View from Garifuna Island of Chachuate. The islands of Cayo Major and Cayo Menor can be seen in the background.

Below 18m, beautiful isolated sponges (above) and Christmas tree worms (left) at Pelikano Uno
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terrestrial flora and fauna within 
a 460 sq km area. Laws prohibit 
all commercial fishing, netting, 
and trapping within the marine 
park. Local Garifuna people are 
permitted to fish with hand lines, but 
prohibited from netting and spear 
fishing. Since 1994, the Honduras 
Coral Reef Foundation (HCRF) is in 
charge of preserving the natural 
beauty of the area. 
 The HCRF has a marine biology 
research center on Cayo Menor 
(the smaller one of the two 
main islands) where scientists 
and students of marine biology 
from all over the world are 
welcomed as guests to do their 
field research. Accommodation 
in cozy bungalows and catering is 
provided. 

Diving style
I have to confess that I love the 
oceans and all marine life, but I 
am very far from being even close 

to a marine biologist. I apologize 
in advance for my inability to 
give proper identification to the 
living things I saw during my dives 
in Cayos Cochinos. But what I 
would like to share are my visual 
impressions and a few of my 
adventures, experienced as a diver 
and photographer.
 The luxury of diving places where 
only very few have dived before 
requires a readiness for adventure 
and a willingness to accept 
compromises. But it all pays back a 
hundredfold.
 If you are used to staying on 
huge liveaboard dive boats, where 
staff prepare your scuba gear while 
you sip your morning coffee on 
the upper deck, you might need 
to re-think your expectations here, 
because diving on Cayos Cochinos 
is different. 
 During my stay, I saw that most of 
the visitors to Cayos Cochinos were 
day guests who joined a 45-minute 

Rich diversity of corals and sponges at Roatan Banks

Crystal clear waters of a privately owned island

Turquoise Bay Resort - Roatan, Bay Islands, Honduras 
email: reservations@turquoisebayresort.com

Phone: (617) 391 8338
www.turquoisebayresort.com 

Relaxed ambiance. Friendly people.
Pristine diving. Great memories.

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_TurquoiseBayResort
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boat ride from the city of La 
Ceiba (on the main land) and 
spent their day visiting the islands, 
looking out for the pink boa 
constrictor (it is only found there), 
hiking the trails through the jungle, 
going snorkeling or perhaps scuba 
diving. But most of the daily guests 
were more interested in the pink 

boa and in the souvenirs some of 
the local Garifuna people were 
selling, despite the fact that there 
were dive centers in La Ceiba that 
provided everything one would 
need for scuba diving.

Getting there
After a 34-hour trip flying from 

Izmir in Turkey to Istanbul, then to 
London and Newark, and finally to 
San Pedro, I arrived in Honduras. 
What time was it? Ah, nine hours 

earlier than home! Then I took a 
two-and-a-half hour car ride from 
San Pedro to La Ceiba, the city 
that is also widely known as “Gate 

to the Bay Islands”. It is also known 
as Honduras’ party town and 
they perform some dances there 
where the “hips don’t lie”.
 When in new places, I always 
love to check out the marina. 
Well, there was nothing to check 
out in La Ceiba, as the boat 
picked me up directly from the 
beach of my hotel. That was 
pretty cool. My dive boat was 
actually more a sort of power 
canoe, but that didn’t matter. 
The boats were designed to pick 
guests up from the beach and 
bring them to Cayos Cochinos as 
fast as possible. 
 The approach to Cayos 
Cochinos gives one a sort of 
Robinson Crusoe feeling: there 
was sand, palm trees and 

everything one would expect 
from a Caribbean island—no cars, 
no roads, no bikes, not to mention, 
the crystal clear turquoise waters. 
Production teams of the television 
reality show, “Survivor”, from 
Spain, Italy, Greece and Israel, 
do sometimes hire one of the 
smaller islands for their production. 
But don’t believe that all those 
“Survivor” candidates actually 
stay on the island with one shack 
and three palm trees all the 
time—I saw them enjoying happy 
hour at the hotel bar.

The underwater world
Well, I think I am expected to stay 
very serious here and not drift into 
euphoria, when talking about 
the underwater world of Cayos 

At Le Jardin, corals can be photographed using ambient light alone; Diver and 
feather star (chrinoid) at El Avion (left inset); Roatan Banks (top left)
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THIS PAGE: 100% intact coral reefs—no exceptions! Huge fan coral at Pelikano Uno (above); 
Sponge art, macro style (left)

Cochinos. But that is easier said than 
done after diving here.
 I have never seen such rich diversity, 
especially of corals, in any of my 4,000 
dives around the world. There were 
plenty of different species of hard and 
soft corals growing almost to the surface 
of the water. The soft corals were waving 
in the currents, following the gentle 
music of the sea. I felt like I was the first 
diver ever to dive these waters. 
 Yes, we divers are not supposed 
to touch anything—”leaving nothing 
behind but bubbles.” However, at dive 
sites around the world where a growing 
dive industry performs thousands of dives  
and every operator involved seems to 
just have profit in mind, responsible divers 
can do the best they can to not touch 
corals, but sooner or later, we will notice 
the negative effects of intensive diving 
at such areas anyway.
 Cayos Cochinos was different in this 

regard. There were limits and restrictions 
to the amount of divers that could be 
at any one dive site, and the entire 
concept of scuba diving activities 
done here followed the strict principles 
of ecotourism, promoting a deeper 
understanding of the fragility of coral 
reefs. Quality instead of quantity. 
 While no coffee was served during the 
boat trip, there was world-class diving at 
top-quality spots, and yes, one 
had the dive sites (almost) all 
to oneself. While I was diving 
there, I was accompanied by 
the dive guide and one of the 
marine biologists of the HCRF. 
There were no other dive boats 
in sight, and we had the reefs 
all to ourselves.

Pelikano Uno.  In terms of 
diving and underwater 
photography, I would say 

that the dive site called Pelikano Uno 
(close to Cayos Mayor) was a dive spot 
every keen diver and photographer 
should put on his or her bucket list. The 
boat anchored (moored) at the edge 
of a reef, which was basically shaped 
like a long saddle. We descended to 
4m and found ourselves surrounded by 
thousands of soft corals. It was actually 
impossible to find an empty space—a 
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space where no coral was growing. 
 We then continued our way with the 
saddle-shaped reef to our left. The reef 
descends in cascades and comes to 
an area where one can find beautiful 
isolated corals. Again, there were plenty 
of them. Once our pressure gauges 
demanded that we turned back, we just 
ascended back to the top of the reef, 
following the saddle-shaped reef until 
we spotted the boat. If one prefers to 
stay longer, one can find plenty of things 
to see in just five to six meter’s depth. 
Current was no big deal, and just for the 
record, in June, which was actually the 
off season, the water was 27°C. A 3mm 
shorty would do.
 Other dive spots worth mentioning 
include: El Avión, Roatan Banks, Punta 
Pelicano, Cabeza d León, Arena La 
Grupera, El Jardín, Cayo Timon and 
Wilfried’s Bell.

Wrecks.  The highlight of all the dive 
sites was, of course, the corals, but 
there were also two wrecks to explore. 
El Avion is a wreck of a smaller aircraft 
(probably a Piper plane), which is 
covered by plenty of different corals. 
Wilfried’s Bell is a wreck of a Bell 
helicopter, which was dropped down 
on the reef in 2008. The chopper rests 
nicely isolated on sandy ground, 
a cool playground for underwater 
photographers if the visibility is good, 
(which, sadly, was not the case when  
I dived there).

El Jardin.  El Jardin offered nice 
underwater topography, with several 
reef pinnacles, sandy areas with sand 
eels and also a couple of enjoyable 
swim-throughs. Very close to this site is 
a small bay where you can leave the 
boat, enter the jungle and find yourself 
some fresh fruit. But beware where you 

The interior of the 
cockpit of the Piper 
aircraft at El Avion 
(left); Wilfried’s Bell, a 
“Bell” helicopter that 
was sunk in 2008 off 
Cayo Menor Island 
(far left); The propellor 
of the Piper aircraft at 
El Avion (below)
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step, because there are fragile corals 
everywhere, even in 50cm shallow water.

Roatan Banks.  Roatan Banks was a 
massive reef in-between Cayos Cochinos 
and Roatan. Jacks, barracuda and 
snapper, turtles, rays, groupers and 
every type of coral and reef fish could 
be found here. This, however, pretty 
much depends on the time of the year. 
February to May are good times to 
visit. When I was there in June, the rainy 
season started, resulting in a bit less fish 
around.
 The Roatan Banks was, with a depth 
of 30m, the deepest dive site of my stay. 
All the other dive sites I dived were at a 
depth range of five to 20m and, as such, 
were suitable for divers of all levels.
 There are roughly a dozen different 
sites to dive in the waters of Cayos 

Cochinos, but due to the outstanding 
diversity, you can easily dive every spot 
two to three times and never discover 
everything. I dove Pelikano Uno three 
times and felt like I had not even 
discovered 50 percent of that dive site.

Notes to underwater 
photographers
Bring everything you’ve got. There is 
plenty to shoot for wide-angle and 
macro fans alike. Keep in mind that 
Cayos Cochinos is one of the most 
untouched dive areas on the planet. 
There is no need to swim around for 
a long time, searching for interesting 
subjects to shoot. It is more about 
coming to a decision about what not to 
shoot, as you are surrounded by plenty of 
life and photogenic subjects.
 Some areas close to the islands are so 

shallow that snorkeling with your camera 
is the proper option, providing you with 
lots of photographic opportunities, even 

Rich diversity of corals and sponges growing on roof of Piper airplane wreck at El Avion

Dream diving at Pelikano Uno; Diver with large sea fan at Roatan Banks (left inset)
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while working with ambient light 
only. 
 Underwater, visibility starts to 
drop by the beginning of June. 
The best underwater visibility I 
found was roughly at 25m; the 
worse was at just six meters. But I 
was told that in the months prior 
to June, 30 to 35m visibility was 
considered to be normal, with 
over 40m visibility on some lucky 
days.
 To those who are interested 
in marine biology, I suggest you 
contact the research station of 
the HCRF at Cayos Cochinos. They 
know the place and everything 
that grows, crawls and swims there. 
There is even an option to dive 
with one of their marine biologists. 
Remember what National 
Geographic said about the place: 
Plenty of species in those waters 
do not even have a name yet. 
So, if you ever want to discover a 
new marine species and give it a 
name, here is your chance!

How to get there
There are several regular flights 
from Newark, Houston, Fort 
Lauderdale, Atlanta and Miami 
to San Pedro Sula, Honduras. It is 
about 2.5 hours by car (transfers 
are offered by tour operators 
and dive centers) from Pedro 
Sula to reach La Ceiba (or just 
hop on a short charter flight), the 
gate to the Bay Islands. Twice a 
week, there is a flight from Grand 
Cayman directly to La Ceiba. 
If you are already on Utila or 
Roatan, you can reach Cayos 
Cochinos by private boat charter. 
From the island of Guanaja, there 
is a ferry that goes to La Ceiba.

Accommodations
The most relaxed and comfort-
able way to dive at Cayos 
Cochinos is to stay in the Palma 
Real Hotel and let its new dive 
center—the Diving Center Palma 
Real Hotel located right at the 
hotel’s pool—arrange your dives. 
Hop on the speed boat right 

at the hotel’s beach to enjoy 
a couple of dives at Cayos 
Cochinos and make a stopover at 
the island of Chachauate to meet 
the Garifuna people. Alternate 
places to stay (that do not have 
their own dive center but are 

connected to one) include La 
Delphina, Rainbow Village Hotel 
and Partenon Beach Hotel.

Things to know
•  Sand flies! Nasty small monsters. 
Better bring some spray.
•  Honduras produces some of the 

finest rums of the world and the 
country’s Imperial beer is not too 
bad, either.
•  Bring sun protection and lots of 
water to drink. It is very, very hot.
•  The currency of Honduras is the 
Honduras Lempira, but US dollars 
are widely accepted. Exchange 
rate: 1 USD = 22 Lempiras. 

Rico Besserdich is a widely 
published German photographer, 
journalist and artist based in 
Turkey. See: Maviphoto.com.

SOURCES: 

[1] HTTPS://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/HENRY_

MORGAN 

[2] HTTPS://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/CAYOS_

COCHINOS#CITE_NOTE-NATGEO-1

travel Cayos Cochinos

Reef scene at Le Jardin (left). It is 
difficult to find a spot where NO 
corals are growing; Garifuna Island 
of Chachuate is a cool place for a 
break in between dives (below)

Corals grow almost to the water’s surface; Huge sponges at Pelikano Uno (left)

http://www.maviphoto.com
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fact file

History  In 1821, Honduras became 
independent of Spain. Military rule fol-
lowed for two and a half decades until 
1982, when a freely elected civilian gov-
ernment came to power. The country 
proved a haven during the 1980s for anti-
Sandinista contras fighting the Marxist 
Nicaraguan Government. Honduras was 
also an ally to Salvadoran Government 
forces, which were fighting leftist guerril-
las. In 1998, the country was devastated 
by Hurricane Mitch, which killed around 
5,600 people and caused about US$2 bil-
lion in damage. The economy has slowly 
rebounded since then. Government: 
Democratic constitutional republic. 
Capital: Tegucigalpa

Geography  Honduras is located 
in Central America and borders the 
Caribbean Sea, between Guatemala 
and Nicaragua. It also borders the 
Gulf of Fonseca (North Pacific Ocean), 
between El Salvador and Nicaragua. 
Coastline: 820km. Terrain is mostly moun-
tainous in the interior with narrow coastal 
plains. Lowest point: Caribbean Sea 0m. 
Highest point: Cerro Las Minas 2,870m. 
Note: While the country has a short 
Pacific coast, it has a long Caribbean 
shoreline, including the mostly uninhab-
ited eastern Mosquito Coast.

Climate  Lowlands are subtropical; 
Mountainous regions are temperate. 
Natural hazards include common but 
mild earthquakes as well as frequent 
damaging hurricanes and floods along 
the Caribbean coast.

Environmental issues  
Challenges include expand-
ing urban population; defor-
estation due to logging and 
clearing of land for agricul-
ture; soil erosion and further 
land degradation accelerat-
ed by uncontrolled develop-
ment and farming of marginal 
lands; heavy metal contami-
nation of freshwater sources 
by mining activities. 

Economy  Honduras is the 
second poorest country in 
Central America. It suffers 
from extremely unequal dis-
tribution of income, as well 
as high unemployment and 
underemployment. Heavily 
reliant on a narrow range of 
exports such as apparel, bananas, and 
coffee, the nation’s economy is vulner-
able to changes in commodity prices 
and natural disasters; but, investments in 
the maquila and non-traditional export 
sectors are contributing to a gradual 
diversification of the economy. Almost 
half of the country’s economic activ-
ity is directly tied to the United States. In 
2006, the US Central America Free Trade 
Agreement (CAFTA) came into force. It 
has helped increase investment, how-
ever, security and political issues may 
be detering potential investors. Marginal 
economic growth in 2010 will not improve 
living standards for those in poverty, 
which is almost 65 percent of the popula-
tion. The fiscal deficit is growing, despite 
improvements in tax collections because 

of increases in current expenditures to 
cover increasing public wages. In 2014, 
the country embarked on a three-year 
IMF stand-by arrangement to improve its 
poor fiscal situation. Further plans by the 
government address challenges in stimu-
lating economic growth, increasing fiscal 
responsibility and transparency, modern-
izing the judicial system, improving infra-
structure, reducing violence and promot-
ing educational opportunities.

Currency  Lempiras (HNL) 
Exchange rates: 1USD= 22 HNL;  
1EUR= 24.85HNL; 1GBP= 33.69HNL;  
1AUD= 15.83HNL; 1SGD= 15.58 HNL

Population  8,746,673 (2015 est.); 
Below poverty: 60% (2010 est.). Ethnic 

groups: mestizo (mixed Amerindian and 
European) 90%, Amerindian 7%, black 
2%, white 1%. Religions: Roman Catholic 
97%, Protestant 3%. Internet users: 1.7 mil-
lion

Language  Spanish and Amerindian 
dialects

Health  There is a high degree of risk 
for food or waterborne diseases such 
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as bacterial diarrhea, hepatitis A and 
typhoid fever as well as vector-borne dis-
eases such as dengue fever and malaria 
(2013).

Hyperbaric Chambers   
La Ceiba Decompression Chamber 
La Ceiba, Barrio Bonitilla  
tel. 3334 9345

Utila Hyperbaric Chamber 
Bay Islands College of Diving  
Utila, Bay Islands of Honduras 
www.dive-utila.com 
 
Websites    
Let’s Go Honduras 
www.letsgohonduras.com

http://www.dive-utila.com/html/safety.php 
http://www.letsgohonduras.com/
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Humpback Whales
Text and photos by Don Silcock — Diving With Gentle Giants

Tonga’s
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Our skipper, Ali, carefully 
maneuvered the boat into 
position and cut the engine, 
shouting, “Go, go, go!” at the 
top of his lungs. And go we 
did—straight into the deep 
blue water, with cameras held 
in vice-like death-grips and 
onto the path of over a dozen 
mature and rather excited 
humpback whales.

Humpback whales average around 
14m long and about 35 tons in weight■
that’s a lot of mass coming at you■but 
there was no time to feel scared or 
even count these huge submarine-like 
mammals, because we were finally wit-
nessing one of their famed heat runs, 
when a female humpback has signaled 
that she is ready to mate and all males 

in the vicinity come a-running.
 For the males, the heat run is 
the ultimate test of their mas-
culinity and the reason they 
have traveled over 6,000km 
from the Antarctic. Only one 
of them will be chosen to be 
the one. They will have to out-
swim, out-maneuver and outwit 
the other males in their quest 
for the female’s favor. It is truly 
an incredible sight to behold 
and one that not many people 
will ever get to see firsthand; 
the Kingdom of Tonga is among a few 
select locations globally that allows a 
limited number of operators to place 
small groups of people into the water 
with the humpback whales.

About Tonga
The South Pacific nation of Tonga con-
sists of over 170 islands stretched out 
across an 800km-long archipelago on 

the western edge of the Pacific Ocean 
area known as the Polynesian Triangle. 
An interesting country with a rich history 
and very strong culture, Tonga is one 
of the few places in the world where it 
is possible to swim with the humpback 
whales that migrate to Tongan waters 
every year from their feeding grounds in 
the Antarctic. Located about 1,600km 
northeast of New Zealand, the Tongan 

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: The Tongan town of 
Neiafu;  Sunday in Tonga; Neiafu Harbor; Church-
goers on Sunday in Neiafu. PREVIOUS PAGE: 
Competitive group of male humpback whales
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islands fall into three main group-
ings that occupy an overall land 
area of just 750 sq km—scat-
tered across a total area of some 
700,000 sq km.
 Geologically, Tonga is an inter-
esting mix of the volcanic and 
non-volcanic. The archipelago 
aligns roughly north to south 
and is about 70km across at its 
widest point. In the south is the 
Tongatapu Group, which includes 
the capital of Nuku’alofa (on the 
main island of Tongatapu) and 
the remarkable island of ‘Eua 
to the east. In the middle of the 
archipelago is the Ha’apai Group 
and to the north is the Vava’u 
Group.
 Culturally, Tonga is very much 
Polynesian and the original set-
tlers are believed to be the 
Austronesian Lapita people of 

Southeast Asia. The 
Lapita settled in the 
islands of what are 
now the independent 
countries of Tonga, 
Samoa and Fiji, some-
where around 3000 
B.C. According to oral 
history, around 950 
A.D., the Tu’i Tongan 
Empire first emerged, 
which reached its 
zenith in the 12th cen-
tury, stretching some 
9,500km across the 
Pacific Ocean from 
the tip of the Solomon 
Islands in the west to 
Easter Island in the 
east.
 The expansion of 
the Tu’i Tongan Empire 
was enabled by their 

long-distance kalia double-
canoes, which established the 
Tongans as the most advanced 
shipbuilders in Polynesia. These 
ocean-going vessels, with their 
big and distinctive triangular 
sails, reached lengths of over 
25m. They were capable of 
carrying 200 warriors each, at 
speeds of up to 11 knots across 
huge expanses of the Pacific. 

Numerous wars, internal dissent, 
assassinations and tyrannical rul-
ers saw the Tu’i Tonga Empire 
slide into serious decline in the 
14th century. By the 16th century, 
the party was over.
 Unique among Pacific nations, 
Tonga has never completely 
lost its indigenous governance, 
and the islands of the Tongan 
archipelago were united into a 

Rainbow over Vava’u (above); Freediver in Swallows Cave (right)

Neiafu Harbor
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Polynesian king-
dom in 1845. 
Tonga became 
a constitutional 
monarchy in 
1875 and a 
British protec-
torate in 1900. 
Then, in 1970, it 
withdrew from 
the protectorate 
and joined the 
Commonwealth 
of Nations. 
Tonga remains the only monar-
chy in the Pacific.
 The humpback whales are 
present in Tongan waters from 
around mid-June to early 
October and can be seen all 
over Tonga, but the Vava’u 
group of islands in the north of 
the archipelago is by far the 
most popular area to see them.

The cycle of life
Each winter, the humpback 
whales visit Tonga in a cycle of 
life characterized by a remark-
able annual migration north 
from their feeding grounds in 
the Antarctic to the 170-plus 
islands of the Tongan archipela-
go where they breed and give 
birth. The whales of the Tongan 
tribe are but a small part of the 
estimated 60,000 whales that 
make up the current southern 
hemisphere humpback popula-
tion.
 Incredibly, that population 
had been reduced to less than 
5,000 by the time commercial 
whaling was formally banned 
in 1986—taking the humpbacks 
of the southern hemisphere 

to the very brink 
of extinction. 
Whaling was 
so devastating 
because hump-
backs are crea-
tures of habit. 
Those in the 
southern hemi-
sphere return to 
the same feeding 
grounds around 
the polar ice-cap 
every summer to 

gorge on the huge schools of 
krill that abound there. Then, 
come May, as winter starts to 
descend upon the Antarctic, 
they migrate north to their mat-
ing and breeding grounds using 
the same migratory corridors.
 A similar pattern is repeated 
across all of the independent 
but co-existent groups that 
make up the southern popula-
tion. As the Tongan tribe—as 
it is often referred to—starts its 
journey north, so do the much 
larger eastern and western 
Australian, South American, 
South African and Hawaiian 
groups. For the whalers, as the 
Americans would say, this was 
like shooting catfish in a bar-
rel. Not only did the whalers 
target the humpbacks in their 
feeding grounds and migratory 
corridors, they also hit them in 
their breeding grounds by tak-
ing advantage of the strong 
bond between the fast-moving, 
deep-diving, slow-breathing 
mothers and their surface-
bound calves that need to 
breathe every few minutes—
simply put, catfish in a barrel.

Each winter, the 
humpback whales visit 

Tonga in a cycle of 
life characterized by 
a remarkable annual 
migration north from 
their feeding grounds 
in the Antarctic to the 
170-plus islands of the 

Tongan archipelago 
where they breed and 

give birth. 

Mature male humpback whale
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Recovery and impact of tourism
Nature has an incredible capacity to 
heal when we allow it to do so, and the 
recovery of the southern and northern 
hemisphere humpback populations 

(which incidentally never meet, because 
of the polar-opposite nature of the sea-
sons) is testament to that ability. Recent 
appraisals have put the global hump-
back population at around 100,000, 

which is 80 percent of the pre-whaling 
estimate of 125,000. The recovery has 
generally been so strong that some 45 
years after they were formally protected 
under the federal Endangered Species 

Act, the NOAA (National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration) is proposing 
the removal of most of the global popu-
lation groupings from the endangered 
species list.

 In Tonga, although the humpback 
population has recovered, it is well below 
the 80 percent global average. Current 
estimates put the Tongan tribe at around 
1,000 whales in total—some 50 percent 
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of the pre-whaling guesstimate. 
The Tongan tribe was one of the 
last to be hunted by the com-
mercial whalers (there were richer 
pickings elsewhere) and also suf-
fered from the disproportionate 
impact of the country’s domestic 
whaling industry.
 Although small-scale and semi-
traditional in nature, the Tongan 
whalers used large canoes and 
handheld harpoons to hunt 
humpbacks. Their only way to 
harvest the meat, oil and bones 
of the captured whale was to 
tow it back to shore. Practically, 
this meant that the only whales 
which they stood a chance of kill-
ing were the small two- to three-
ton calves; because if they har-
pooned a large humpback, they 
would be the one being towed—
probably far out to sea!
 Already suffering badly from 
the commercial whalers, hunting 
the calves had a double-wham-
my impact on the already criti-
cally small numbers of the Tongan 
tribe, a situation that was tacitly 
acknowledged when the King of 

Tonga formally banned whaling 
completely in 1978—eight years 
before the rest of the world did. 
The decision was unpopular at 
the time, but given the rebound 
in the numbers of the Tongan 
tribe from their 1978 low of 
around 250 whales and the signifi-
cant impact of whale-watching 
on the domestic economy, there 
is little doubt that the decision 
was a very wise and far-sighted 
one. It has been estimated that a 
single humpback whale returning 
to Tonga every year could gener-
ate US$1 million in whale-watch-
ing revenue over the course of 
its 45-year lifetime, leaving little 
doubt that a live whale is con-
siderably more valuable than a 
dead one.

Mothers and their calves
The annual migration of the 
Tongan tribe covers a journey of 
over 6,000km from their feeding 
grounds in the Antarctic to the 
warm waters of the archipelago. 
Traveling at an average speed 
of around 6km per hour, they 

rest sparingly and live off the fat 
reserves they have built up during 
the summer months in the south.
Their migration path takes them 
up the eastern coast of New 
Zealand and along the sub-sea 
volcanic arch that forms the bed-
rock for the Tongan archipelago. 
They make that epic journey to 
mate and so that the females, 
pregnant from the previous year, 
can give birth in the warm waters 
and relative safety of the many 
sheltered bays of the archipela-
go. Those bays are also the per-
fect nurseries where the mothers 
can nurse the calves on their rich 
milk so that they can quickly bulk-
up in preparation for the long 
journey to the Antarctic feeding 
grounds.
 Encounters with a mother 
and calf are a special and very 
touching part of being allowed 
in the water with the Tongan 
humpbacks, but they have to be 
done carefully as the mothers are 
extremely protective and wary 
of potential predators. Under 
the whale-watching guidelines 

Humpback whale treats whale watchers to spectacular tail flip in close encounter

Mother with calf above and escort below. PREVIOUS PAGE: Large humpback whale calf
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established by the Tongan government, 
there is a 300m radius exclusion zone 
around the humpbacks that vessels must 
not enter; however, licensed operators 
may enter what is called the caution 
zone, which allows them to get as close 
as 100m. Entry into the water has to be 
done silently outside that 100m bound-
ary; otherwise, the mother, sensing pos-
sible danger, will lead the calf away. A 
maximum of four swimmers, plus a guide, 
are allowed to enter the water and 
approach the whales. This must be done 
very quietly (no splashing fins) and care-
fully so as not to intimidate and scare 
them away.
 A good guide can read the body 
language of the resting mother and will 
position the group so as to maximize the 

interaction and photographic potential. 
If the mother has accepted the pres-
ence of the swimmers, the encounter 
becomes sublime as she may even 
approach to take a closer look; being 
so close to such a huge creature is an 
experience that stays with you forever.

The heat run
If the mother-and-calf encounter is a 
gentle and calm experience, the heat 
run is almost the complete opposite, 
as you are dropped in the water some 
100m upstream of a pack of cavorting 
males chasing a lone female. They move 
very fast, and your time is very limited as 
they rush towards your direction, intent 
on securing their part in the evolution 
of the species. It truly is an awe-inspiring 

sight, as the female leads the way and 
the males compete to stay in the race 
by charging one another to try and 
knock a competitor out, or diving below 
another male to blow a bubble curtain 
to disorientate him so that he drops out.
 Incredibly, despite their seemingly 
intense focus on procreation, they seem 
to know where you are and avoid you, 
which is pretty reassuring given the 
potential impact a 35-ton creature trave-
ling at speeds of up to 10 knots could 
have on the human frame. Heat runs 
can go on for hours, so it is quite possible 
to have multiple encounters by being 
picked up and then dropped in again in 
front of the pack.

travel Tonga

Two mature males; Heat run of male humpbacks (left); False killer whales (top right)
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Singers
Although they have no vocal chords, 
male humpbacks can produce com-
plex songs by somehow circulating 
air through the various tubes and 
chambers of their respiratory sys-
tem. The singing is believed to play 
a part in the breeding cycle, and 
singing males position themselves 
vertically in the water with their flukes 
up and heads down when perform-
ing. Often, this is quite close to the 
surface; and as they remain static in 
this position, it is possible to duck-dive 
down to get a closer look without 
disturbing the whales, which appear 
to be in an almost Zen-like state. 
However, when heard underwater, 
the sound waves produced during 
the singing make your whole body 
vibrate, so getting close to a per-

forming male is an intense and some-
what intimidating experience.

Swim-pasts
Swim-pasts are dives in which you 
have been dropped ahead of a 
traveling pod of whales and they 
swim past you. There are two types 
of swim-pasts: those with a group 
of young males who appear to be 
hanging out together (a bit like the 
human equivalents you see at large 
shopping malls) and then there are 
the mothers and calves together 
with their escort.
 Escorts are mature male or female 
humpbacks that tag along with the 
mother and calf and help fend off 
predators and males which may try 
to force their attention on the moth-
er. If the escort is a male, his motiva-

tion is rarely altruistic, as he would 
be hoping to be allowed to mate 
with the mother. It is not known why 
females take up the escort role, but 
the answer probably lies in the social 
nature of the humpbacks.
 Similar to the heat run encounters, 
swim-pasts do not last long, but they 
typically are not repeatable, since 
the traveling whales will dive down, if 
they are approached too much.

Playful calves
Newly born calves are three to four 
meters long, weigh up to one ton, 
and are formidable animals in their 
own right (though they appear 
small when swimming beside to their 
mothers). Initially, they are quite 
timid, and the mothers are very pro-
tective. Nevertheless, consuming 

travel Tonga

Playful calf; Singer humpback diving down (top left); Calf and mother humpback whale (top right)
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up to 200 liters of their mothers’ fat-rich 
milk every day allows the calves to grow 
quickly. As they do, they start to dem-
onstrate playful behavior at the surface 
such as breaching and tail-slapping. It is 
believed that this strengthens the calf in 
preparation for the long migration south-
wards; hence, the mother will permit this 
cavorting around while watching out for 
potential predators.
 The calves are very inquisitive and may 
come over to check you out, but be 
warned this is probably as dangerous as 
in-water whale-watching gets. Although 
not aggressive in nature, the calves 
have very little spatial awareness, unlike 
the mature whales that always seem to 
know exactly where you are. So you may 
get side-swiped by the calf’s pectoral 
fin or fluke as it turns, or, even worse, 
get caught in a tail-slap! In my opinion, 
the risk is well worth it as the interaction 
with the calves is a sheer delight, as their 
youthful energy and enthusiasm seems 
to positively radiate from them, making 
such encounters truly memorable.

Afterthoughts
I spent almost three weeks in Tonga, 
based in Neiafu, the capital of the north-
ern Vava’u group of islands, which is the 
main whale-watching area of Tonga. 
Apart from Sundays, when everything 
apart from the many churches are 

closed by royal decree, I was out on the 
water virtually every day from about 8:00 
a.m. onwards. Each day was different 
in some way or another—one day we 
would have great mother-and-calf inter-
actions, other days would be filled with 
swim-pasts, while yet others would have 
playful calves or singers. Then, there was 

the day with the incredible heat run. But 
as we came back into Neiafu’s beautiful 
Port of Refuge harbor in the late after-
noon, I was filled with the same sense 
of wonder and awe at what we had 
experienced earlier that day in the water 
with these magnificent creatures—a truly 
unique experience! ■

Asia correspondent Don Silcock is based 
in Sydney, Australia. He travels widely in 
Asia and his website (www.indopacificim-
ages.com) has extensive information and 
image galleries on the great dive loca-
tions across the Indo-Pacific region.

Mature male hump-
back whale; Whale 

watchers with cresting 
humpback (below)

http://www.indopacificimages.com
http://www.indopacificimages.com
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History  Tonga is unique among 
Pacific countries as it has never 
completely lost its governance by 
its indigenous population. In 1845, 
the archipelagos of “The Friendly 
Islands” were unified into a Poly-
nesian kingdom. In 1875, Tonga 
became a constitutional monar-
chy, and in 1900, a British protec-
torate. In 1970, Tonga withdrew 
from the protectorate and joined 
the Commonwealth of Nations. 
Tonga, today, is the only monar-
chy in the Pacific. Government: 
constitutional monarchy. Capital: 
Nuku’alofa.

Geography  Located in Oce-
ania, Tonga comprises an ar-
chipelago in the South Pacific 
Ocean. Coastline: 419km. Ter-
rain: Most islands are flat, with 
limestone bedrock which was 
formed by the uplifting of coral 
formations, while others consist of 
limestone-covered volcanic rock. 
Lowest point: Pacific Ocean 0m. 
Highest point: unnamed point on 
Kao Island 1,033m. Natural haz-
ards include cyclones from Oc-
tober to April, as well as volcanic 
activity and earthquakes on 
Fonuafo’ou.

Climate  Tonga has a tropi-
cal climate influenced by trade 
winds. The warm season occurs 
December to May, and the cool 
season, from May to December.

Environmental issues Chal-
lenges include deforestation as 
more and more land is cleared 
for development and agriculture; 
indiscriminate collectors of shells 
and coral are causing some dam-
age to coral reefs; and native sea 
turtle populations are threatened 
by overhunting.

Economy  As the last consti-
tutional monarchy among the 
Pacific Island countries, Tonga has 
a small, open, island economy, 
with agricultural goods making up 
a slim export base. The main crops 
include yams, squash and vanilla 
beans. Fish make up two-thirds of 
agricultural exports. The country 
imports a large portion of its food, 
primarily from New Zealand. To 
offset its trade deficit, the country 
relies on external assistance and 
remittances from overseas Ton-
gans. Tourism is the second-largest 
source of income following remit-
tances. In 2006, Tonga had 39,000 
visitors. Government initiatives are 
targeting investment, the devel-
opment of the private sector, and 
increasing funding for health and 
education. With a large English-
speaking, educated workforce, 
Tonga offers a feasable labor 
market, as well as fertile soil pro-
vided by the tropical climate. 
Investment opportunities include 
deep sea mining and renewable 
energy. With a sound basic infra-
structure, Tonga’s social services 

are well developed. Challenges 
the government faces include 
high unemployment among 
young people, calls for democrat-
ic reform, moderate inflation and 
increasing civil service spending.

Population  106,501 (July 2015 

est.) Ethnic groups: Tongan 96.6%, 
part-Tongan 1.7% (2006 est.) Reli-
gions: Protestant 64.9% (which in-
cludes the Free Wesleyan Church 
37.3%, Free Church of Tonga 
11.4%, Church of Tonga 7.2%, 
Tokaikolo Christian Church 2.6%, 
Assembly of God 2.3% Seventh 

S o u t h  P a c i f i c  O c e a n
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Male humpback whales in a heat run

Day 
Ad-

ventist 
2.2%, Constitutional 
Church of Tonga 0.9%, Anglican 
0.8% and Full Gospel Church 
0.2%), Mormon 16.8%, Roman 
Catholic 15.6% (2006 est). Internet 
users: 40,400

Currency  Tongan Pa’anga 
(TOP). Exchange rates: 
1USD=2.24TOP, 1EUR=2.38TOP, 

1GBP=3.38TOP, 1AUD=1.62TOP, 
1SGD=1.57TOP 

Language  Tongan and Eng-
lish are the official languages, 
with 87% speaking both (2006 
est.)

Security & Health  Check with 
your state department on security 
advisories as well as you health 
department about required vaci-
nations and precautions, prior to 
travel. In Tonga, there is a degree 
of risk for food or waterborne 
diseases such as hepatitis A and 
typhoid fever. 

Decompression Chambers
Tonga has no recompression 
chambers. 

Websites
Tonga Tourism
www.tongaholiday.com ■

http://www.tongaholiday.com/
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Edited by  
Rosemary ‘Roz’ E. Lunn

Mares XR
Why dive fingerless 
gloves? Perhaps 
you require extra 
dexterity to fol-
low a line in 

zero or low visibility 
conditions. Or maybe 

you are diving where you 
are not allowed to touch 

things, ie coral, but you 
do want protection on 
your palm for coming up 

a line. Alternatively, you need to easily grasp rocks to 
pull and glide through a cave, but you don’t want to 

end up with sore paws. Until now, it was very much DIY 
if you wanted fingerless gloves. With the DEMA launch 
of Mares 2mm Amara Gloves, you can now dive finger-

less gloves that should not fray or split after a couple of 
dives. Available in six sizes. Mares.com

TUSA Direct Reflect
As a professional dive guide and instructor, I 

tended to favour wearing bright yellow fins 
simply because it made me easier to 

be seen. Today, as a proud Essex 
Girl (probably only Brits will get 

the reference), I tend to wear 
white fins for the same 

reason: to show up 
underwater. TUSA has 

taken this one fin-
step further and 
done something 
that I don’t think 

many (if any) other 
manufacturers have 

adopted. Their new 
SF0101 Hyflex Vesna fins (unveiled at DEMA 2015) 

have been made with a reflective material, called TUSA Direct 
Reflect. Apparently, if you flash a light on it, this will shine, helping 
to keep you visible in low light or at night. Brilliant! Other features 
include a newly designed “Comfort Foot Pocket”, a combination of 
uniquely positioned holes that will reduce drag, and a heavy duty 
elastic fin strap to make doffing and donning that little bit easier. The 
Hyflex Vesna fins will be available in six colours and four sizes. Tusa.com

Poseidon M28
The flying industry has invested significant effort in designing gauges that are 
simple to understand by stressed pilots. The information is delivered not only 
via figures but also through dials and images because it is easier to interpret. 
Poseidon has incorporated this concept into its M28 Dive Computer 
(launched at DEMA 2015). Divers can replace the paddle on their SE7EN 
with this firmware upgradable computer, or it can be dived as a stand-
alone device. The feature-rich black and white graphics are delivered 
via LCD display. Divers have the choice of two algorithms (DCAP and 
Bülhmann ZHL16C with gradient factors). Features include a real time GPS 
and a 3D digital compass with tilt compensation. We believe M28 (depth 
rated to 200m or 656ft) will start shipping in spring 2016. Poseidon.com

Dive Rite SL Reel
Dive Rite augmented its gear range 

with the launch of the Slide Lock Reel 
at DEMA. This free-spooling reel (does not have a ratchet 
action) can be quickly and easily locked off with the flick 
of a thumb. The ABS plastic reel spool is positively released 
or fastened with a spring-loaded locking pin that looks 
remarkably like a miniature door bolt. To activate it, you 
simply place your thumb on the pin and slide it into the 
alternative position to release or lock the spool in a sec-
ond. This is an ambidextrous reel because the “side-hande” 
allows the diver to effortlessly switch the reel from hand to 
hand, when laying line, regardless of water temperature 
and thermal protection worn. Divers also have a choice of 
line thickness (#24 cave diving and #36 wreck diving) and 
each reel is fitted with a shackle snap as standard. 
Diverite.com

Apeks Aqua Lung Explorer
Apeks Aqua Lung unveiled its 3kg Explorer softsided 
carry-on at DEMA. This bag is made from a light-
weight yet tough 1680 denier polyester, and has 
reinforced seams, protected corners, vinyl artic-
ulated side panels and a vinyl U-shaped 
zippable flap. The one compartment 
interior (45.5 litres) is lined in a “silk-to-
the-touch” material, with a full-length 
mesh pocket and zip fastening built 
onto the underside of the flap. Easy 
mobility is achieved by two rugged 
wheels and an ergonomic retract-
able push-button curved handle. 
When secured the aluminium han-
dle is recessed, providing some 
measure of protection from the 
rigours of baggage handling and 
travel. The bottom of the bag is 
also protected—it is fortified with 
a heavy plastic material. The per-
manent stand (also attached to the 
bottom of the bag) provides a grab 
handle, so that you can easily carry this 
bag two-handed, with the other hand using 
the (padded) top carry handle. Aqualung.com

http://Mares.com
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Sting no more
No one likes getting stung by a jellyfish. Sometimes, 
no matter how many precautions you take—seeking 
local information, wearing protective clothing and 
diving defensively—you can still get stung. There are 
various treatments on the market, the latest being 
Sting No More. This was unveiled at the recent 
DEMA expo.
 The driving force behind Sting No More is Dr 
Angel Yanagihara, a research professor and avid 
diver at the University of Hawaii. She has been 
studying the venom of box jellyfish for over 18 
years. Her own life-threatening encounter in 
1997 prompted her interest in box jelly venoms. 
“I got stung, and there was no useful treat-
ment so I made it my goal to develop one,” 
she said.
 The resulting Sting No More first aid topical 
formula relieves various jellyfish stings, and 
can also work on fire ant bites. The rapid-
acting spray can be used to rinse away 
remnant tentacles, and the maximum 
strength topical cream, provides relief 
from symptoms, even days after the sting. 
Sting No More products are used by mili-
tary combat divers and long distance 
ocean swimmers, including Diana Nyad. 
Now these treatments are available to 
the public online and via certain dive 
centres. Stingnomore.com www.waterproof.eu

W45mm

Where modern technology enhances old fashion diving 

STYLISH SILVER DESIGN LOADED 
WITH FEATURES.

W4 is the latest back-zip wetsuit from Waterproof.
After nearly 30 years of experience of making 
wetsuits we have put all our knowledge into this 
high-quality suit with an eye-catching retro-futuristic 
design.

The 3D anatomical design, with pre-bent arms 
and legs with stretch panels and gender 
specific construction ensures a comfortable 

fit and a relaxing body position in the water. 
3D-moulded real rubber kneepads are 

perfect for the diving instructor who 
spends a lot of time on his/her knees 
in the water while teaching.

Double smooth-skin seals at arms 
and legs, adjustable neck and a 

10mm spinepad, with an extra seal at 
the backzipper work together to keep 

the cold water out. Seals are designed to fit 
WP boots and gloves.

All zippers in top class Vislon from YKK. The  
Bronze slider in the back zipper ensures trouble-
free function for many years.
ToughTex panels at elbows and knees, Bonded HiQ 
Nylon Thread and 100% CR Neoprene in all 
panels - quality in every detail.

The W4 also features double computer strap 
anchors with anti slip, comfort front neck zipper, 
inner plush lining, seat and shoulder antislip 
reinforcement.

The WPAD™, or the Waterproof 
Personal Accessory Dock, is a 
soft artfully constructed docking 
station located on the right thigh 
used for attaching our expandable 
pocket.

Waterproof D9X
We tried and tested the regular D9 a while back 
and were pleased to find that a drysuit could feel 
as light as a windbreaker and comfortable to 
use. The breathable fabric was also surprisingly 
effective at wicking body moisture out of the 
suit once topside. At that juncture, Waterproof’s 
CEO, Björn Ehlmé, stated that the travel suit was 
designed to be as light as possible, and thus, 
not intended for heavy-duty use. The new D9X 
makes no such compromise. The D9X is made 
from a newly developed stronger laminated 
material, which Waterproof also use for its 
military suits, while still keeping the weight 
down to a very respectable 3.2kg. Elbows, 
knees and lower back have been rein-
forced. The sleeves benefit from the new 
“Zip-Off” neoprene warm cuffs that are 
designed to accept any dry glove sys-
tem. The D9 did not have thigh pockets 
or boots, whereas D9X has 
these features. Both mod-
els are equipped with a 
lightweight TZip zipper. 
Also included in the 
set are suspenders, 
low pressure hose, 
mesh bag and repair 
kit. Waterproof.eu

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_WaterproofW4
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Maritime Archaeology
at the University of Southern Denmark

A Unique Commercial Diver Training Center

education

Text by Konstantinos Alexiou 
Photos courtesy of the Maritime 
Achaeology Program, University of 
Southern Denmark, Konstantinos 
Alexiou and Kim Lundgreen

In 2006, a postgraduate pro-
gram in maritime archaeology 
was established at the University 
of Southern Denmark. Based in 
Esbjerg, on the west coast of the 
Jutland Peninsula in southwest-
ern Denmark, it is a one-of-a-
kind university program in this 
centuries-old seafaring nation. 
The Maritime Archaeology 
Program is designed for stu-
dents who want to pursue a 
professional career in maritime 
archaeology and heritage man-
agement. 

The great advantage of this unique post-
graduate program, compared to others 
worldwide, is the practical training stu-
dents receive in underwater archaeol-
ogy. Students have the opportunity to 
obtain an internationally-recognized 
commercial diving qualification at very 

low cost. The dive center of the Maritime 
Archaeology Program is approved by 
the Danish Maritime Authority, and it can 
issue the Danish commercial scuba diver 
certificate. 
 The teaching faculty of the program, 
all actively involved in different fields of 

maritime archaeology and diving, have 
created a vibrant and dynamic learning 
environment. With their supervisory and 
teaching expertise, they bring the latest 
cutting-edge developments, techniques 
and research to courses and training. 
 The program is international and con-

ducted in English, and as education 
is free in Denmark, the students com-
ing from European Union/European 
Economic Area countries are not 
required to pay tuition fees. Only students 
from outside the EU/ EEA are charged an 
annual tuition fee.

Commercial diver training
The commercial diver training center 
is a part of the Maritime Archaeology 
Program. Since 2014, in cooperation 
with the Department of Biology at the 
University of Southern Denmark, the dive 
center has offered dive training in the 

A student explores a 
wreck during field stud-
ies in Germany. (Photo 

courtesy of the Maritime 
Archaeology Program, 

University of Southern 
Denmark)
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city of Odense to students of biol-
ogy. Those who successfully com-
plete the dive course obtain the 
Danish commercial scuba diving 
qualification. This qualification enti-
tles divers to work in depths of up 
to 30m using scuba equipment. 
 The commercial diving school 
is an associate member of the 
International Diving Schools 
Association (IDSA). The center is 
also approved for teaching Diving 
First Aid courses and Diving First 
Aid Refresher courses for students 
at the University of 
Southern Denmark 
and external par-
ticipants.
 Candidate div-
ers have to be at 
least 18 years old 
and must pass a 
medical examina-
tion, performed 
by an approved 
hyperbaric physi-
cian, as well as a 
fitness test. Prior 
diving experience 
is not required. The 
dive course is an 
intensive five-week 
course, with the 
fifth week being 
devoted to exami-
nations, and takes 
place in a range of 
different locations 
in Denmark and 
Germany. 
 The students are 
introduced to basic 

dive theory, such as dive physics 
and physiology, dive equipment, 
underwater work and diving haz-
ards, dive planning and manage-
ment, diving first aid, and diving 
legislation. 
 The initial practical training com-
mences in benign pool condi-
tions where the students develop 
their basic underwater and scuba 
equipment skills. The open water 
training starts in the second week 
of training and, in general, takes 
place in Denmark and Germany. 

 During the third week, the class 
travels to Kreidesee, Hemmoor, 
a water-filled quarry in Northern 
Germany. This is where the stu-
dents will familiarize themselves 
with dives to greater depths and 
simulated decompression stops, 
while further building their confi-
dence in the underwater environ-
ment. 
 The practical training resumes 
in Denmark (in the Little Belt near 
Fredericia) for the final week, 
where the candidate divers will 

Divers build a frame, which they will later bring to the surface with the help of a lift bag. Photo 
courtesy of the Maritime Archaeology Program at the University of Southern Denmark.

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_Wakatobi
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continue enhancing their under-
water skills. 
 During these four weeks of 
theoretical and practical training, 
they will practice several tasks 
including underwater navigation 
and diver searches, emergency 
procedures, lifting operations, 
underwater construction and rig-
ging, as well as techniques and 
methodologies related to mari-

time archaeology and marine 
biology. The diversity of training 
topics in a variety of locations 
provides the students with a solid 
hands-on training in different 
underwater conditions, such as 
poor visibility and currents. 
 The fifth week is devoted to 
final examinations, which include 
written, practical and oral exams. 
The candidates are examined by 

the center’s instructors and an 
external censor appointed by the 
Danish Maritime Authority. 
 The successful candidates 
receive the working knowledge 
and experience to perform safe 
diving operations while demon-
strating valuable skills and work 
ethics. Since its establishment in 
2006, the dive program has made 
significant gains in popularity 

among students at the University 
of Southern Denmark. In addition, 
there is a great interest from exter-
nal participants—individuals not 
directly related to the University 
of Southern Denmark. In the past, 
external participants have had 
the chance to participate in the 

training. Therefore, as the inter-
est continues to increase, it is the 
school’s intention to run courses 
specifically offered to external 
participants. 

REFERENCES:
COMMERCIAL DIVER TRAINING CENTER 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK
HTTP://WWW.MARITIMEARCHAEOLOGY.
DK/?PAGE_ID=549

MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY PROGRAM, 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK
HTTP://WWW.SDU.DK/EN/UDDANNELSE/
KANDIDAT/MARINARKAEOLOGI

MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY PROGRAM 
BLOG, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN 
DENMARK
HTTP://WWW.MARITIMEARCHAEOLOGY.
DK/

BIOLOGY PROGRAM, UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTHERN DENMARK
HTTP://WWW.SDU.DK/EN/UDDANNELSE/
KANDIDAT/BIOLOGI/UDDANNELSENS_
OPBYGNING/ERHVERVSDYKKER

THE INTERNATIONAL DIVING SCHOOLS 
ASSOCIATION (IDSA)
HTTP://WWW.IDSAWORLDWIDE.ORG/

Diver readies for another training dive. Photo courtesy of Kim Lundgreen, University of Southern Denmark

Diver enters the water duirng 
practice session. Photo courte-
sy of Kim Lundgreen, University 

of Southern Denmark.

BELOW: The final week of train-
ing takes place in Lillebælt, 

(Little Belt), Fredericia, 
Denmark. Photo courtesy of 

Konstantinos Alexiou, University 
of Southern Denmark

http://www.maritimearchaeology.dk/?page_id=549
http://www.maritimearchaeology.dk/?page_id=549
http://www.sdu.dk/en/Uddannelse/Kandidat/Marinarkaeologi
http://www.sdu.dk/en/Uddannelse/Kandidat/Marinarkaeologi
http://www.maritimearchaeology.dk/
http://www.maritimearchaeology.dk/
http://www.sdu.dk/en/Uddannelse/Kandidat/Biologi/Uddannelsens_opbygning/Erhvervsdykker
http://www.sdu.dk/en/Uddannelse/Kandidat/Biologi/Uddannelsens_opbygning/Erhvervsdykker
http://www.sdu.dk/en/Uddannelse/Kandidat/Biologi/Uddannelsens_opbygning/Erhvervsdykker
http://www.idsaworldwide.org/
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I just had it serviced!
Text by Simon Pridmore 
Photos by Brandi Mueller

Andrew rolled off the tender 
boat into the exciting, fish-
filled, current-strewn waters 
of northwest Papua, in the 
area known to divers as Raja 
Ampat. It was the first dive of 
a trip that he had been look-
ing forward to for months. 
He deflated his BCD and 
descended. As he was roll-
ing around onto his front to 
get his bearings, his world 
exploded. 

Suddenly, he had no regulator in his 
mouth and he was surrounded by a 
thousand Jacuzzis-worth of bubbles. 
As he was only at a depth of 6m 
or so, he decided to ascend to the 
surface first and then see what had 
happened. So, exhaling continuously, 
he rose up, emerging to the sunlight 

surrounded by the chaos of a frothing 
ocean. 
 He made himself buoyant, then 
inspected the damage. Reaching for 
his regulator hose, which was whip-
ping around him like an angry snake, 
he found that his second stage was 
completely gone and air was pouring 
out of the open hose-end. That was 
the source of all the bubbles then! He 
reached behind his head and turned 
his valve off, then swam to the tender 
boat, where the driver was looking 
understandably concerned. As he 
started to swim, Andrew realised that 
he had also somehow managed to 
lose a fin. For him, his first dive in Raja 
Ampat was done. Fortunately, he was 
fine, just a little shocked, and there 
would be plenty more dives on the 
trip, albeit none so dramatic.
 Later, back on the main boat, he 
recounted what had happened. 
None of his audience had heard of 
anything like this before. They were 
simultaneously impressed and horri-
fied and came up with a variety of 
explanations but the second stage 

was long gone, lying on the bottom 
of the sea, and there was no means 
of testing the parts that remained. 
“You know what is the worst thing 
about this?” Andrew added. “I just 
had the regulator serviced!” 

If it ain’t broke… 
When I was running deep techni-
cal diving courses a few years ago, I 
was amazed at the number of times 
the students, visiting from all over the 
world, would encounter regulator 
problems in the confined water ses-
sions or on the first ocean dive. These 
were genuine problems, not tests 
that I was engineering just to chal-
lenge the students. We were each 
diving with four independent regu-
lators so there was evidently more 
that could go wrong compared with 
single cylinder recreational diving but 
the frequency with which problems 
occurred seemed to be well beyond 
statistical probability.
 Eventually, I connected the phe-
nomenon with the fact that many 
of my students had had their regu-

THE NEW MAJOR 
UNDERWATER 
EXHIBITION
IN RUSSIA

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_MoscowDiveShow
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16,000 sqm of dedicated space which hosts 50 
stands, a seminar room, 2 cafe areas and...

“The Aquatheatre” - The largest portable open windowed tank 
in the World.  The 6m long, 2.2m deep tank has no need for 
underwater lights and cameras, you can shoot straight 
through the super clear tank windows.  It was used as the Shark 

Tank in Kick Ass 2 and has featured on Britain’s Got Talent.

SpeakerSpeaker presentations include Paul Toomer, Mark Powell, Ian 
France, Garry Dallas, Louise Forse, Ashley Roberts, Steve 
Millard, Nick & Caroline  Robertson-Brown, Andy Torbet and 

Rosemary Lunn.

Freediving demonstrations by some of the UK's top freedivers

Watch the Wigan Warriors undertake their first scuba lessons!

The ability for customers to book a try dive in the Aquatheatre

Press and Media attendance and much much more!Press and Media attendance and much much more!

You are invited to the launch of 

Event City, Manchester , UK
Saturday 23rd & Sunday 24th April 2016

THE GREAT NORTHERN
DIVE SHOW

opinion Serviced

lators serviced before the course, 
not because the regulators were not 
performing properly but because the 
students were about to embark on an 
extreme diving course and wanted to 
make sure that their life support equip-
ment was in the best possible shape.
 What they were doing was taking 
equipment that was functioning per-
fectly and getting someone to disman-
tle it and put it back together again 
unnecessarily, in contravention of the 
old adage, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix 
it!” In the end, it got to the point where 
I had to ask candidates for technical 
diving classes specifically NOT to have 
their regulators maintained before the 
course if they had no substantive rea-
son to think they were not working just 
fine. We had far fewer issues after that.

Human factors
Why should this be the case? 

Invariably, human factors are the key. 
It is the rare and fortunate dive centre 
that has a skilled, professional engineer 
on staff. Most regulator technicians 
are just divers who have completed a 
regulator maintenance course or have 
been taught by someone else who 
completed a regulator maintenance 
course. They might have a checklist 
and schematic to work from but they 
are not trained in technical processes. 
For instance, a common error that 
many dive centres make is failing to 
rotate their O-ring and service kit stor-
age bins, adding new stock on top of 
old so that the old stock can become 
very old indeed by the time it is used. 
 Not all dive operations have regula-
tor test benches and testing a newly 
serviced regulator can amount to not 
much more than connecting it to a 
cylinder, breathing from it a few times 
and dipping it into a tank of water to 

see if it leaks. Neither is any dive cen-
tre set up to service ALL equipment 
brands. Although regulators function 
according to the same basic princi-
ples, they can be very different in form. 
Many have proprietary parts and some 
even require dedicated tool kits.

What you can do
We do not all share the same attitudes 
towards guarantees, insurance and 
maintenance schedules, so whatever I 
recommend, you will probably end up 
acting according to your natural incli-
nation towards such things anyway. 
Which means, if you are the sort of 
person who strictly adheres to the ser-
vice schedule for your car, then do the 
same with your regulator and follow 
the manufacturer’s guidelines. If, on 
the other hand, you usually wait until 
you detect a minor problem with your 
vehicle before taking it in, then adopt 

the same approach with your scuba 
gear too. If your regulator is looking 
mouldy, starting to leak or becoming 
difficult to breathe from, then have it 
serviced before things get worse. The 
important thing is not to wait until it fails 
completely before you take action.
 Where do you take it? There is a 
good chance that a dive centre that 
sells, uses and rents out a particu-
lar brand of regulators will also have 
qualified technicians on staff. Look for 
manufacturers course attendance cer-
tificates on the wall. Check the course 
dates to make sure that the staff have 
kept in touch with new models and 
check the names too, to make sure 
that they reflect the folk who are work-
ing on the equipment today, not staff 
members who are long gone. 
 If in doubt, find an alternative. Use 
social media to ask other divers with 
the same brand of regulator for a 
recommendation. In countries where 
diving is well-established, you can find 
very well-equipped operations that 
actually specialise in fixing regulators 
and dive equipment in general. Some 
dive centres and resorts actually out-
source their own repair work to these 
specialists too.
 Finally, when you get your newly ser-
viced regulator back, take it on a cou-
ple of dives at home or join one of the 
pool sessions at your local dive club and 
test it out there. Don’t just put it back in 
your dive bag until you go on holiday 
and find yourself breathless and froth-
ing in the middle of a remote ocean as 
Andrew did. 

Simon Pridmore has been part of the 
scuba diving scene in Asia, Europe and 
the United States (well, Guam) for the 
past 20 years or so. He is the bestsell-
ing author of Scuba Confidential: An 
Insider’s Guide to Becoming a Better 
Diver and has just published a new book 
entitled Scuba Professional: Insights into 
Scuba Diver Training and Operations. 
Both are available at Amazon.

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_TGNDS
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Edited by 
Catherine 
GS Lim

Underwater 
Acoustics
Listening in the Ocean: 
New Discoveries and 
Insights on Marine Life 
from Autonomous 
Passive Acoustic 
Recorders, edited by 
Whitlow W. L. Au and 
Marc O. Lammers.

Thanks to passive 
acoustic record-
ers (PAR), we have 

gained much insight into the lives of 
marine animals and geological processes under-
water. There are many different types of PARs 
used by researchers in various locations world-
wide, passively gathering up copious amounts of 
data. Over the years, they have brought about 
many fascinating discoveries, some of which 
have been included in this book. 

Series: Modern Acoustics and Signal Processing
Hardcover: 325 pages
Publisher: Springer, 1st ed. 2016 edition 
Date: 31 December 2015
ISBN-10: 149393175X
ISBN-13: 978-1493931750

Marine Mammals
Marine Mammal Physiology: Requisites 
for Ocean Living, edited by Michael A. 
Castellini and Jo-Ann Mellish.

Think of this book as an instruction manu-
al—for scientists—on how to design a ma-
rine mammal. Instead of examining every 
single aspect of the animal, this book 
focuses mainly on the physiological fac-
tors of marine mammals, and how they 
allow the animal to exploit the environ-
ment to its fullest advantage. The topics 
covered run the gauntlet of diving and 
locomotion, nutrition and energetics, re-

production, sensory systems, and environmental interactions. In 
addition, the writers also discuss the newest methods for under-
standing and working on the physiology of marine mammals.

Series: CRC Marine Biology Series
Hardcover: 376 pages
Publisher: CRC Press 
Date: 14 December 2015
ISBN-10: 1482242672
ISBN-13: 978-1482242676

Southern Ocean
Biodiversity of the Southern Ocean, 
by Bruno David and Thomas Saucède.

The unique position, size and isolation of 
the Southern Ocean make it an extreme 
world characterized by violent storms, very 
low temperatures and immense ice zones. 
With a history of nearly 40 million years, it is 
an ideal case study for exploring ecological 
adaptive processes, scalable to work in ex-
treme environmental conditions. This book 
covers the consequences for the evolu-
tion, ecology and biodiversity of the region, 
including endemism, slowed metabolism, 
longevity, gigantism and its larval stages. The 

final chapter explores the outlook for the Southern Ocean, both in 
the short term as well as hundreds of millennia into the future.

Hardcover: 130 pages
Publisher: Elsevier, 1st edition 
Date: 2 December 2015
ISBN-10: 1785480472
ISBN-13: 978-1785480478

Deep Oceans
The Geopolitics of Deep Oceans, by John 
Hannigan.

Welcome to the deep ocean. Today, we see 
it as a hotspot teeming with a remarkable 
diversity of species. This book examines its 
past, present and future, with the author argu-
ing that our understanding of it depends on 
whether we perceive it as a resource cornu-
copia, a political chessboard, a shared com-
mons or a unique, threatened ecology. For 
readers concerned about this final frontier of 
our planet, this book serves as an introduction 
to the geography, law, politics and sociology of 
this unique realm. 

Hardcover: 200 pages
Publisher: Polity Books, 1st edition 
Date: 2 December 2015
ISBN-10: 0745680186
ISBN-13: 978-0745680187

Sharks
Physiology of Elasmobranch Fishes: Structure 
and Interaction with Environment, edited by 
Robert E. Shadwick, Anthony Peter Farrell and 
Colin J. Brauner.

This book explores our current knowledge of 
elasmobranch physiology. It compares this 
species to other species, highlighting areas 
of interest for future research and presents a 
perspective on future problems. It provides 
comprehensive coverage on the physiology 
of elasmobranchs, offering a systems ap-
proach between structure and interaction 
with the environment and internal physiol-
ogy. Containing contributions by leading 

experts in the field, this book is a companion volume to 
Physiology of Elasmobranch Fishes: Internal Processes, 
Volume 34B, in the Fish Physiology series.

Series: Fish Physiology
Hardcover: 422 pages
Publisher: Academic Press, 1st edition 
Date: 30 November 2015
ISBN-10: 0128012897
ISBN-13: 978-0128012895
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marine
mammals

During an observa-
tion flight over a remote 
region of Patagonia in 
southern Chile, scientists 
discovered 337 dead 
whales. It is the largest 
ever single whale strand-
ing on record.

 Due to the remoteness of the 
location and rough sea condi-
tions, researchers have not yet 
had a chance to examine the 
whales up close. However, they 
have identified, through satel-
lite and aerial photography, 
305 bodies and 32 skeletons of 
whales between Puerto Natales 
and the Gulf of Penas. 

 Because 
of the 
advanced 
state of 
decay of the 
remains, iden-
tification of 
the species 
of the whales 
has not been 
made, said 
lead scien-
tist Carolina 
Simon Gustein 
of Universidad 
de Chile and 
Consejo de 
Monumentos 
Nacionales 
in Santiago 

who led the team that made the 
discovery in June and had been 
analyzing findings for a scientific 
paper when the story was leaked 
to the Chilean media. However, 
judging from their size and loca-
tion, they are most likely sei 
whales, said Gustein.
 “We are planning on going 
back there in the summer to 
try to study them more close-
ly,” Gutstein told National 
Geographic.
 Sei whales are an endangered 
species. Therefore, an investiga-
tion has been launched by the 
Chilean government. Scientists 
are still trying to find out what 
caused the die-off. Though 
Gutstein did not wish to specu-
late on the cause of death, red 
tides or blooms or toxic mico-
organisms have been blamed 
in the past as possible culprits 
for other mass deaths of marine 
mammals. Possible causes of red 
tides include nutrients in agri-
cultural run-off and sewage.  
SOURCE: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

Over 300 beached whales in largest ever stranding

WIKIPEDIA COMMONS / PUBLIC DOMAIN

Sei whale illustration by E. Fuglø, Faroe Islands Postal Service

New fossil sheds light on how whales lost their teeth

Humpback whale strains water through its baleen to collect krill to eat.

ROBERT PITMAN / NOAA / WIKIPEDIA COMMONS / PUBLIC DOMAIN

Researchers at New 
Zealand’s University of 
Otago may have uncov-
ered the missing link 
between toothed and 
toothless whales in a 
newly discovered spe-
cies of early baleen whale 
identified from fossilized 
remains found on the west 
coast of North America. 

Modern whales are filter feed-
ers using baleen, or bristle-like 
combs, instead of teeth to catch 
the tiny krill upon which they 
feed. Before whales developed 
these structures in their jaws, the 
animals employed a suctioning 
method using small, pointy teeth 
and large gums, according to the 
study researchers.
 The 30 to 33 million-year-old 
fossilized remains of the new spe-

cies, Fucaia buelli, were found off 
the northern tip of the Olympic 
Peninsula in Washington State 
by paleontologists Jim Goedert 
and Bruce Crowley of the Burke 
Museum at the University of 
Washington in Seattle. One of the 
study’s co-authors, Felix Marx, of 
the National Museum of Nature 
and Science of Japan, said the 
species is one of the oldest and 
smallest baleen whales known 
to science. It measured around 
two meters (6.5ft)—smaller than 
today’s smallest baleen whale, 
the pygmy right whale, which 
measures about 6.4m (21ft). 
 “We think that Fucaia was simi-
lar to modern dolphins in captur-
ing its prey using its teeth and 
perhaps strong suction,” said 
Marx. “Suction feeding likely ena-
bled early whales to move from 
a tooth-based feeding style to 
filter-feeding, by allowing them to 
capture smaller prey items than 
teeth alone could handle.” 

 Indeed, there were 17 pre-
served teeth found on the new-
found whale skeleton, which hold 
insights not only into how early 
whales hunted their prey and fed, 
said Marx, but also how whales 
made the transition from being 
toothed to toothless, without los-
ing the ability to hunt and feed.
 “However, Fucaia now shows 
that the transition was probably 
more complex,” Marx said. “The 
teeth of Fucaia are so large that 
they line the entire upper jaw, 
and thus simply leave no room for 
baleen. Wear on the teeth also 
shows that the upper and lower 
teeth sheared against each other 
as the mouth opened and closed; 
thus, any baleen that might have 
been present would constantly 
have been caught between the 
teeth.”
 The study was published in the 
British journal Royal Society Open 
Science. 
SOURCES: SCIENCEDAILY, LIVESCIENCE
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Text by Walt Stearns 
Photos by Walt Stearns  
and Peter Symes

While there has been much ado 
internationally about Australia’s 
culling practices on large sharks 
in their coastal waters, there 
is about to be a similar event 
to take place in Florida come 
January 1st, 2016.

No, it’s not because we are faced with 
a similar perception that the east coast 
of the United States is inundated by 
too many sharks running around eating 
people (which we are not), but for the 
fact that NOAA’s National Marine Fishery 
Service (NMFS) rescheduled the opening 
date for the Commercial Shark Fishing 
Season in the Atlantic from summer to the 
first day of the year, 1 January 2016.
 As a resident of Palm Beach County 
(South Florida), this news, which by the 
way was posted on NOAA’s website on 
30 November 2015, is something I find 
particularly disturbing. I will explain the 
reason why.
 During the months between December 
and April, scores of sharks migrate down 
the coast to a narrow stretch of Florida’s 
east coast for the very same reason tour-
ists flock to the state each winter—to es-
cape the cold! The most prominent local 

place most sharks and people will con-
verge is between Stuart and the City of 
West Palm Beach. For larger coastal spe-
cies like hammerhead, tiger, lemon, bull 
and sandbar, the warmer waters are not 
only inviting, they also place the sharks in 
a precarious position highly exploited by 
commercial fishing.

 How so, you might ask? Unique among 
other parts of Florida’s coast, the un-
derwater topography here features the 
narrowest continental shelf anywhere 
along North America’s East Coast. Off-
shore of the City of West Palm Beach, 
the shelf reached its narrowest point, 
spanning less than three miles (4.8km) in 

width. So when sharks move up or down 
the coast, the narrow shelf acts a little bit 
like a bottleneck, causing them to con-
centrate in greater numbers where water 
tempuratures are most desirable. To coin 
the phase, “like shooting fish in a barrel,” 
should help complete the picture.

Lemon sharks
One species that concerns me the most is 
the lemon shark (Negaprion brevirostris).
As large coastal species go, lemons can 
grow impressively large—measuring up 
to 8ft (2.5m) long, weighing up to 300 lbs 
(140kg). Between their size and mouth 
equipped with sharp, short, spike-shaped 

shark tales

Open Season on US Coastal Sharks
WALT STEARNS
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teeth for capturing fish, have all the 
bearings of a pretty serious customer. 
Among divers, particularly underwater 
photographers, they are local favorites 
due their highly mild-mannered be-
havior, seldom getting highly excitable 
over anything.
 My own personal experience with 
these lemons began as far back as 
January 2001 when I came upon over 
40 adult-size sharks, resting on the bot-
tom in formation like cars in a parking 
lot. Contacting Dr Samuel Gruber, one 
of the world’s most renowned experts 
on lemon sharks, confirmed that this 
particular aggregation behavior was 
one-of-a-kind, not known anywhere 
else in the world. This finding set in mo-

tion a highly extensive 
study under the auspices 
of Doc Gruber’s Bimini Shark Lab. 
Information gained from the Jupi-
ter Lemon Shark Project was able to 
fill in new chapters about this shark’s 
natural history that were previously 
unknown.
 In 2010, findings from Gruber’s re-
search played an instrumental part in 
the State of Florida passing into law 
and granting complete protective sta-
tus for lemon sharks in state waters.
 The reasoning for this action was 
based on the shark’s slow growth rate, 
which makes them extremely vulnera-
ble to overfishing. Lemons reach sexual 
maturity at 12 to 15 years of age, and 

re-
produc-
tion takes place every 
second or third year at 
most, with the number of pups in a litter 
averaging between six and 18. Add to 
that a juvenile mortality rate of 40 to 60 
percent the first years of development, 
and you have a very low recruitment 
rate for the species.

Devestating blow
Two years ago, January 
2013, NOAA delivered 
a major blow by reposi-
tioning the Commercial 
Shark Fishing Season 
from July to January. 
The net toll on lemons 
was devastating with 
NOAA maintaining that 
very few lemon sharks 
were reported by the 
fish houses in 2013. 
 This does not surprise 
me for two reasons: 
First, it is common prac-
tice among fish houses 
to label most large 
sharks as bull sharks to 
expedite entries;
secondly, the actual 
number of adult lemons 
left in the Jupiter area 
was not that large, 
considering the overall 

popula-
tion was per-
haps in the 200s or 300s for 
the entire Atlantic coast.
 As a means of tracking the move-
ments of living lemon sharks, Gruber 
and his team, over a 12-year period, 
placed a variety of acoustic tags on 
a large number of adult lemons they 
where able to track through FACT 
receiver array, which ranges from Key 
West all the way north to Nova Scotia. 
 When Ph.D candidate Steve Kessel 
(a member of Gruber’s research team) 
analyzed the "acoustic catches" col-
lected from FACT array, the data for 
2013 said something else entirely dif-
ferent. The most incontrovertible was 
a sharp decline starting in 2011 that 
ended at almost “zero” for the number 
contact pings from returning lemon 
sharks. 

Response
NOAA’s position on this information 
bordered on ridiculous, saying lemon 
sharks are still alive but have decided 
after at least a dozen years, to leave 
the Jupiter area and perhaps stay in 
the Carolinas.
 But the most interesting footnote to 
this saga was that during our first bat-
tle to get NOAA to change the open-

shark tales
PETER SYMES
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ing dates—with them 
insisting that there 
was “no data” prov-
ing lemon sharks or for 
that matter any other 
large coastal species 
of sharks were ag-
gregated here—the 
commercial fishermen 
certainly knew about 
it. By NOAA’s own ad-
mission, the commer-
cial fishers themselves 
wanted the opening 
date pushed back to 
July.
 In a letter from Nich-
olas A. Farmer, Ph.D., 
to NOAA Fisheries 
Southeast Regional Of-
fice back in September 
2013, Farmer wrote:
 "While there have been a 
few lemon sharks reported as 
purchased, there have not 
been many—in fact, there 
have been fewer this year 
than most years. Most of the 
lemon sharks have been 
reported by Florida dealers, 
which is what we expected.
 "When we pushed for more 
information, we were told that 
essentially the fishermen in 
that area were upset that we 
opened the shark fisheries Jan-
uary 1 in 2013. They preferred 
it when we opened in July, as 
we had the few years previous 
to that (historically, we always 
opened the sharks fisheries Jan 
1—the change to July only 
lasted a few years). We are 
in the middle of a comment 
period for next year's specifi-
cations. If the fishermen con-
tinue to have concerns about 
a January 1 start date, they 
should submit their comments 
now. The comment period 

ends September 23."
 What the letter was essen-
tially addressing was the issue 
that commercial shark fisher-
men north of Florida were 
complaining that the South 
Florida and Treasure Coast 
fishermen where getting an 
unfair advantaged due to the 
fact that the southern fishers 
had far better access to the 
sharks—being that they were 
aggregating there—than the 
northern fishers did.
 By the way, that comment 
period for next year's specifi-
cations that Farmer mentioned 
is opened predominately to 
the “stake holders” (mean-
ing commercial fisherman) in 
addition to biologists involved 
in fisheries management. So, 
unless you are a member 
of the South Atlantic Fishery 
Management Council (www.
safmc.net) and/or the Gulf of 
Mexico Fishery Management 
Council (gulfcouncil.org), you 

are not going to hear about 
these meetings, because they 
are generally not open to non-
stake holders. 

Future action
So, here we are again. The 
dates are set once again for 
January 1, and we have little 
chance, sad to say, in get-
ting NOAA to stop, rescind, or 
change their decision on this 
seasonal opening. Sure there 
has been a petition or two di-
rected at NOAA, but from my 
own experience, they seldom 
get that much attention.
 But, I for one don’t believe 
the fight is over. If there is to 
be any consolation prize to be 
had, here is what I suggest you 
do:
 Being that lemon sharks 
are a “protected species” in 
Florida waters, which extend 
three miles off Florida’s East 
Coast, the sharks fall under the 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Con-

servation Commission's jurisdic-
tion, so the FWC must enforce 
the protections, at least in 
regards to any actions inside 
state waters.
 Taking into consideration, 
that the FWC Commission is 
still trying to recover from their 
decision to open a hunting 
season on Florida black bear, 
which turned into a complete 
debacle not to mention a 
media nightmare that left the 
agency bloodied, an oppor-
tunity has been created—an 
opportunity in which the FWC 
can redeem themselves by 
“doing their job” in something 
that matters to many Floridians 
and marine conservationists.
 What I propose is not the 
creation of another petition, 
but rather to write a letter to 
each and every member of 
the FWC Commission, who you 
will find right here:  http://my-
fwc.com/about/commission/
commissioners/. 

PETER SYMES
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It has been well documented 
that sharks have an incred-
ible sense of smell. This fact has 
been used in the development 
of an oderous spray, which 
apparently makes sharks run for 
cover—a handy thing to have 
on a dive.
 Dr Eric M. Stroud, with the 
help of Dr Samuel Gruber and 
Grant Johnson of the Bimini 
Shark Lab in the Bahamas, 
developed and tested a com-
posite made of extracts from 
putrefied shark tissues, which is a 
“semiochemical”—a chemical 
signal. SharkTec Anti-Shark 
100 is the result of the 
research. According 
to the manufacturer, 
when the prod-
uct is released, 
"a cloud of 
repellent sends 
a danger sig-
nal to sharks in 
the area that a 
predator could 
be nearby", 
which causes 
sharks to flee, 
thus creating a 
temporary safety 
zone for the user.
 The spray is 
an all-natural, 
non-polluting, 
bio-degradable, 
environmentally-

sound solution for peace of 
mind under the waves, which 
does not harm sharks and does 
not repel other fish or dolphins.  
 And if you are worried about 
the source of the extracts of 
putrefired shark tissues used in 
the spray, SharkTec co-founder 
and CEO, Christopher Dowd, 
said the sharks used come 
from bycatch (unintentionally 
caught by fisheries) donated to 
academic communities such as 
universities and aquariums. "Our 
scientists are tied to the commu-
nity and have federal permits to 

use the bycatch sharks. The 
amount of bycatch 
sharks needed is 
very low—around 
two a year," said 
Dowd.
 "As you know, the 
bycatch on sharks 
is a really big prob-
lem, and our main 
goal is to create a 
product suitable for 
commercial fishing 
and to stop bycatch 
all together. It just so 
happens that what 
we can use to deter 
sharks away from fish-

ing lines, we can also 
use for human safety." 

See the spray in action here: 
Youtube.comShark cage diving not a risk to other water users

Shark cage diving does 
not increase risks to 
other water users, New 
Zealand's Department of 
Conservation states.

Residents of Stewart Island, New 
Zealand, have pleaded for politi-
cians to halt shark cage diving 
in their waters. The residents and 

paua divers have expressed fears 
that the cage diving is attracting 
great white sharks to the area and 
putting them at risk, saying they 
live in fear of a fatal shark attack.

There are currently two operators 
offering shark cage diving off the 
island. New Zealand's Department 
of Conservation (DOC) introduced 
permits for cage diving last year 

to manage risks from the activity, 
which was unregulated before 
2014. DOC has completed a review 
of the cage diving season from 
December 2014 to June 2015.

No evidence of risk
DOC operations director for the 
southern South Island, Allan Munn, 
stated to the New Zealand press 
that an international review of 

shark cage diving indicates there 
is no evidence shark cage diving 
increases the risk to water users. 
The author was world shark cage 
diving expert, Barry Bruce, from 
Australia's Commonwealth Scien-
tific and Industrial Research Or-
ganisation (CSIRO).

DOC has renewed the permits 
issued to the two operators for the 

2015-16 season, but with 
a number of changes. Changes 
made to these permits include 
tighter controls on bait and berley 
(ground fish) use, and limiting op-
erators to using one boat a day.

The permits continued to limit op-
erations to one site near Motunui/
Edwards Island, 8km from Stewart 
Island, and also have rules for op-

erations that prevent sharks from 
being fed and rewarded around 
people.

DOC will review the permits in 
August next year and will consult 
with stakeholders, iwi tribes and 
the public through the 2015-16 
season and the August 2016 re-
view, Munn added.  
SOURCE: CSIRO
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tech talk

A Case for Open Circuit
In Technical Diving?

Is There Still

Text by Richard Taylor 
Photos by Larry Cohen,  
Peter Symes and Olga Torrey

One thing about crystal ball 
gazing, it is a lot like looking 
down into the blue abyss while 
sitting in deco, with the sun’s 
rays streaming in and making 
a magical and inviting sight. To 
those who may not have expe-
rienced this yet, it is one of the 
most evocative and alluring 
sights that any diver—techni-
cal or sport—could ever see. It 
brings one closer to the water 
than one can explain in words. 

A mystery filled by one’s own imagina-
tion, it could be new depths, unexplored 
passages, a new wreck or monsters 
come to get you. But one thing I will 
guarantee, it will spark a desire to look to 
the future and start planning what you 
will do next.
 In this regard, learning to dive and 
actually teaching diving are one and the 
same. Instructors are always planning the 
next course, looking at what they “might” 
want to do and wondering how they can 
get there. Those of us who are technical 
divers also look ahead, and more often 
than not these days, are struck with the 
reality (or allure) of rebreathers. So where 
does that leave open circuit? “Dead,” I 
hear many say, especially closed circuit 

divers. Someone once said, “Rebreathers 
are like spouses: After a while you’ll find 
things that you don’t like that much 
about the one you have, but will either 
keep mostly quiet about it or try to fix it, 
at least until you go your separate ways 
and find a new model, which winds up 
being the worst choice of your life.” 

 Simply put, rebreather divers are pas-
sionate—at least about rebreathers. I 
have to say, if I invested close to $20 
grand on a unit, training and accesso-
ries, I would be passionate about it too. 
If you ask CCR divers where the future is, 
they will always say CCR. However, many 
old-school divers and instructors will tell 

you that open circuit still has a very valid 
place to play in technical diving. So if 
you are just starting out on your tech jour-
ney, or looking at buying your first CCR, 
how do you consider OC training versus 
CCR training? And if you are already 
diving CCR, should there be more focus 
on learning and keeping open circuit 

skills fresh? To answer this question, we 
need to know three things: Where did 
we come from, where are we now and 
where are we heading?

History
Martin Parker, the CEO of Ambient 
Pressure Diving, said, “No company con-

PETER SYMES
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tech talk

tinues to make a living by standing 
still.” This is as true for AP Diving—
the creators of the world’s first 
commercially produced CCR for 
technical divers—as it is for PADI, 
IANTD or TDI.  The success or failure 
of any industry is reflected in the 
ability of businesses to adapt and 
bring new ideas to market, and in 
continuing to survive to keep on 
bringing new ideas to market. This 
innovation is what the so-called 
“technical revolution” was all 
about.
 For many, technical diving was 
“born” when Michael Menduno 
first coined the phrase with the 
birth of AquaCorps: The Journal 
for Technical Diving in 1990.  True, 
divers had been doing “techni-
cal dives” for years before this, 
but that was really considered a 
fringe element—unsafe, untrained 
and under-prepared. It did not 
matter that some of the greatest 
cave and wreck discoveries and 
record-breaking developments 
were done by divers in the ‘70s 

and ‘80s, including Hessenmyer, 
Exley, Isler, Palmer, Gentile and 
Gilliam, to name a few. Technical 
diving was really born in the ‘90s. 
Groups in Florida, New Jersey, the 
United Kingdom and elsewhere 
were established, and though 
some CCR exploration was under-
taken, most technical diving was 
on open circuit, and all were very 
experienced open circuit divers. 
Much of this activity took place 
“underground,” and nitrox was 
even banned from DEMA—even 
in the early ‘90s it was considered 
“the devil’s brew.”
 With the founding of IAND (soon 
to become IANTD), ANDI, TDI and 
even PSA (air to 300ft/90m) train-
ing became more “accepted”.  
Manufacturers got on board, 
and the likes of Dive Rite created 
hardware specifically for technical 
divers. But open circuit remained 
the core. The training was primarily 
geared to experienced twin-tank 
divers, and mixed gas was the 
pinnacle. These were—to many 

who lived through this era—the 
halcyon days of technical diving. 
Anything was possible, and we 
were going to change the world! 
The AquaCorps “Tek Shows” were 
initiated, and TechAsia took place 
in 1995.
 However, one thing you have 
to say about the dive industry, it 
is pragmatic. In the middle of the 
‘90s, DEMA welcomed the tech-
nical community; IANTD, ANDI 
and TDI expanded globally; BSAC 
approved nitrox; and mainstream 
manufacturers released early 
technical dive products. With 
these developments, technical 
diver training schools released new 
programs designed to facilitate a 
gradual skills development, though 
courses still emphasized a require-
ment for experience on OC.  
Uwatec released the first “recrea-
tional rebreather” (the Dolphin/
Atlantis1) in 1994, and although 
this unit was geared towards the 
recreational diver, it was still mar-
keted as part of the technical div-

PETER SYMES

Diver tries out Hollis rebreather at Bay Area Rebreather Forum in California USA
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ing evolution. 
 With the end of the ‘90s and the 
start of the new millennium, the lines 
between technical diving and recrea-
tional diving started to blur. The terms 
“tec/rec” and “tecreational” were 
coined. PADI and SSI started offering 
technical options, and recreationally-
aligned technical programs such as 
GUE Fundamentals and TDI Intro to 
Tech appeared. Technical diving 
began to be seen as just another path-
way beyond recreational specialties 
for adventurous divers, and a full range 
of OC programs were readily avail-
able. CCRs finally edged onto the mar-
ket, first with AP’s Inspiration and then 
others, but training still emphasized the 
OC experience, and most CCR mix 
programs still required suitable OC mix 
qualifications and experience.

Where are we now?
Today’s dive industry is vastly different 
from what the dive industry was back 
when AquaCorps was born, and even 
more different from when AP released 
the Inspiration. It would be hard to 
differentiate a “technical” business 
from a “recreational” one today. Most 

mainstream manufacturers have a 
line or brand of technically-aligned 
products (such as Mares, ScubaPro, 
AUP, Hollis, AquaLung and Apeks) and 
many traditionally technical manufac-
turers offer gear for the sport and open 
water diver (such as Halcyon and 
Dive Rite). Further afield, most resorts 
now offer some sort of technical div-
ing support, with the likes of Wakatobi 
in Indonesia, Blue Lagoon in Truk and 
Mike Ball in Australia joining the ranks 
of many in the Caribbean, the Red 
Sea and Southeast Asia that cater to 
both OC and CCR divers.
 Tech shows are back in force, 
with OZTeK now in its 17th year and 
EuroTeK, TEKDiveUSA and others run-
ning regularly—all supported by a full 
range of local and international manu-
facturers. Traditionally mainstream 
shows, such as DEMA, ADEX, BOOT and 
LIDS, have good tech displays, often 
with specific technical diving-themed 
presentations or events.  
 As the hardware and product lines 
have blurred, so too have the training 
lines. Technical diving is now consid-
ered part of the standard diving cur-
riculum and is even discussed in Open 

Water Diver materials, 
with nitrox often an 
option when learn-
ing to dive, and even 
sidemount is now con-
sidered a recreational 
speciality.  
 CCRs have, of 
course, reached a 
crescendo. New mod-
els are introduced 
regularly with multiple 
tech units (such as JJ, 
Optima, Liberty, rEvo, 
Inspiration, Kiss, ISC 
and SubGravity), rec-
reational units (such as 
Poseidon’s Discovery, 
Hollis’ Explorer eSCR) 
and CCR variants 

for specific needs (such as the KISS 
Sidekick for sidemount). We now have 
a European Rebreather Standard 
(EN14143) and RESA, the Rebreather 
Equipment and Safety Association. 

Alongside these developments, the 
training agencies have pursued new 
divers with “Type R” programs (for rec-
reational divers), designed to get a 
new diver into CCRs quickly (basically 
right after their Open Water Course), 
and both RAID and PADI promote “no 
bubble” diving as an exciting option. 
There is now a clear pathway to tech-
nical diving certification offered by 
most agencies (traditionally techni-
cal or recreational) allowing divers to 
develop skills on the technical side, 
on either OC or CCR, with often no 
requirement for any OC technical 
qualifications.
 Simply put, the technical diver of 
today could be solely CCR-skilled, with 
no more than four dives on open cir-
cuit as an Open Water Scuba Diver.  

Where are we heading?
Excluding disaster or zombie apoca-
lypse, one has to say that the CCRs 
are here to stay, and will only become 

GLOSSARY
CCR = Closed Circuit Rebreather
eSCR = Electronically Controlled Semi-Closed Rebreather
OC = Open Circuit

DIVING AGENCIES AND SCHOOLS
ANDI = American Nitrox Divers International
GUE = Global Underwater Explorers
IANTD = International Association of Nitrox and Technical Divers
PADI = Professional Association of Diving Instructors
PSA = Professional Scuba Association
RAID = Rebreather Association of International Divers
RESA = Rebreather Equipment and Safety Association
SSI = Scuba Schools International
TDI = Technical Diving International

DIVE SHOWS AND EXPOS
ADEX = Asia Dive Expo in Singapore
BOOT = International Boat Show in Dusseldorf, Germany
DEMA = Diving Equipment and Marketing Association
EuroTeK = European biennial advanced and technical diving conference
LIDS = London International Dive Show
OZTeK = Australian Diving Technologies Conference
TEKDiveUSA = US biennial advanced and technical diving conference

PETER SYMES

AP Diving’s Evolution 
rebreather is distributed 
in the US by Silent Diving

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_Eurotek
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tech talk

more entrenched. Technical 
diving will continue as a 
growth area for the dive 
industry, with manufactur-
ers offering new lines and 
agencies expanding course 
options and materials. 
More CCR manufactur-
ers will enter the market, 
with a resultant drop in 
prices as competition 
increases. The move to 
“recreational” CCRs will 
also increase as both 
established and new 
CCR manufacturers will 
see this end as the bulk 
and profitable share of 
the market, resulting in 
more retailers investing in 
this area to increase their 
own sales.  
 As the recreational CCR 
market builds and unit 
price drops, more technical 
divers will move along the 
CCR pathway. Divers will 
be drawn to CCR training 
sooner, and CCR programs 
will become less reliant on 
any OC prerequisite. The 
rate at which this will occur 
depends upon many forces, 
some internal in diving, 
some external. However, 
one thing is certain: There 
will be a greater reliance on 
CCR stability and fail-safe 
and less on OC dive skills. 
 
Pros and cons
So where does that leave 
OC and, more specifically, 

PETER SYMES

OC dive planning and skills? To 
start, the argument between 
going CCR or OC has pros and 
cons on both sides. There is 
not room here to consider all 
the options, but divers will be 

swayed by potential cost ben-
efits (depending upon the 

diving being done), per-
formance, peer pressure 
and personal desire (often 

seen as FOMO—Fear of 
Missing Out). These factors will 

be measured against buy price, 
consumables, maintenance and 
mindset. For open circuit divers, 
these factors are often compared 
to cheaper buy price, familiarity 
(a fading benefit as mentioned 
above), simplicity and team 
requirements versus long-term 
viability, gas costs, exploration 
opportunities, and the planning 
and dive limitations. 
 One thing we can say for cer-
tain is that regardless of where a 
diver sits on the fence, there will 
always be some that will choose 
OC over CCR, even if this is just a 
“poor man’s” or “poor woman’s” 
option. 
 The numbers of OC technical 
students will probably not grow. 
If Michael Menduno’s article, 
“Future of Helium,” is anything to 
go by, OC mix may well become 
price-prohibitive. If exploration 
becomes the domain of the CCR 
diver, will OC tech become some 
sort of advanced recreational 
specialty?
 The future for CCR training is 
probably pretty good. But as we 
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get a greater focus from the dive 
industry on CCR, we will inevi-
tably see a need for easier unit 
crossovers, and potentially even 
a need for basic unit standardiza-
tion. However, with this develop-
ment, we will also see a decline in 
OC skills for CCR divers. As Martin 
Parker has pointed out at past 
shows, what we will see will be 
the development of “a CCR diver 
mindset” versus “an OC diver div-
ing CCRs.”

Conclusion 
Don’t worry, all you OC tech 

instructors out there. The sky is 
not falling on your head. Open 
circuit technical training is here 
to stay, for a while anyway. You 
will always have a need for spe-
cific training—such as for sump 
diving, or team standardization, 
or to accommodate travel to 
remote areas with no CCR sup-
port, or because it is simple and, 
to start, comparatively low-cost. 
But OC technical training must be 
considered optional, and will only 
become more so. 
 All things considered, the focus 
will inevitably switch to CCR. But 

with this development, we will 
see other problems. CCR divers 
will not necessarily just call it quits 
when a unit fails when they are 
away on a trip, or their consuma-
bles run out, or even when their 
unit is away on maintenance. 
CCR training courses will need to 
adapt to include a stronger focus 
on core OC options, such as OC 
gas consumption rates and OC 
dive planning, for times when 
divers are diving without a CCR. 
And, let’s be honest, if you have 
only done CCR technical diving, 
you have probably never been 
asked to use an isolator valve 
(used to control the flow of air on 
twin scuba cylinders connected 
by a manifold). 
 CCR training will need to incor-
porate training and refreshing in 
an OC mindset for time, gas and 
decompression considerations, 
as these are simply different to 
the CCR mind-set. In a hypotheti-
cal world, we could hope that 
CCR divers will go and get OC 
training, or operators will require 
CCR divers to only dive CCR. 
However, the real world requires 
us to address reality, and maybe 
we need to start by having CCR 
divers without the equivalent OC 
qualifications complete a basic 
OC dive and drill at that level.  
Personally, I think we would be 
remiss, if we at least did not con-
sider it.

CCR hard facts
There are currently about 20 CCR 
fatalities each year. This figure has 
remained relatively stable over 
the past few years, even with an 
increasing pool of CCR divers. A 
major study of new versus older 
CCR divers has not been done, 
but modern CCR fatalities can 
be predominantly put down to 
one thing: diver error. A CCR 

mindset MUST be taught to divers, 
one that includes a realistic view 
of the diver’s ability, a respect 
for the unit’s specifications and 
requirements, a thorough under-
standing of what to do when 
things go wrong, and an appre-
ciation for the difference to OC 
diving. 
 
Afterward
When I started putting this article 
together, it was for a presentation 
at the ADEX Tek Show. I began 
writing from the perspective of 
an open circuit technical diving 
instructor and instructor trainer 
who has been teaching technical 
diving for over 20 years. My posi-
tion was simple: OC is a tried and 
proven methodology for skilling 
technical divers. However, part 
way through, I realized that OC 
technical training has peaked, 
probably about 10 years ago, 
and that the future is indeed 
CCR. That does not mean that 
OC technical training will fade 
away. On the contrary, it will 
remain an important and critical 
part of technical diving curricu-
lums—for the short to medium 
term, anyway. But as more techni-
cal divers take up CCR, we need 
to consider how to teach skills to 
our CCR divers about how to use 
OC. In time, CCRs may well domi-
nate resorts, boats and operations 
around the world. But until then, 
OC will be the “go to” option. If 
we allow our CCR divers to pro-
gress through technical training 
with no OC skills, we are not only 
doing them an injustice, but our-
selves as well. It is when things go 
wrong that we often say to our-
selves, “If only I had done this or 
said that.”  
 
(Disclaimer: The above article 
does not reflect any position 

except my own. No inference 
with any group or association 
should be drawn. Sadly, errors 
and omissions are my own as 
well).  
 
As one of Australia and New 
Zealand’s first Technical Diving 
Instructors and Instructor Trainers, 
Richard Taylor is an avid cave 
and wreck diver and frequently 
published technical dive and 
risk management writer and lec-
turer based in Wellington, New 
Zealand. He has served as the 
Australian regional director and 

sales representative for TDI/SDI 
and is a founding member of 
‘The Sydney Project’ mixed gas 
diving team. He was the safety 
and diving officer for the joint 
Australian-Turkish team finding 
the Australian WWI submarine—
the AE2—off Gallipoli. He also 
founded and directed the OZTeK 
Australasian Diving Technologies 
Exhibition and Conference and 
was honored with the OZTeK2013 
Industry Recognition Award for 
“Exceptional Contributions to the 
Growth of Technical Diving.”

Open Circuit

Diver on rebreather (left) and diver 
with sidemount (right) at Keystorm 
wreck, Thousand Islands, St. Law-
rence River, Canada-US border

LARRY COHEN

OLGA TORREY
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Color Psychology
In Underwater Photography

Edited by 
Don Silcock

Text and photos by Rico Besserdich

—A small sniff into color psychology and 
its effects on underwater photography 

We people love to have pic-
tures “nice and colorful”, and in 
fact, it is often the most colorful 
underwater images that awaken 
interest and delight beholders. 
We are slowly understanding the 
mystery about why images of 
anemonefish, or even just simple 
red starfish, are still so popular.

In general, we distinguish between 
achromatic (colors without hue such 
as white, black and all the shades of 
gray) and chromatic colors (all other 
colors such as blue, yellow, red, etc). We 
human beings are able to see approxi-
mately 200 different shades. By chang-
ing the intensity of each color shade, 
we come to approximately 500 differ-
ent levels of brightness. By altering the 
amount of white, we get about 20 more 
color tones per color. The sum of all these 
shades and tones leads us to the fact 
that the human eye is able to perceive 
20 million colors. This should be colorful 
enough.
 Color is an individual visual percep-
tion, caused by light in the area visible to 
the human eye. For us, this visible range 

is between 380 nm and 780 nm of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. There are in 
fact no colors in existance, there are only 
different waveforms of the light that are 
interpreted as colors by our brains. 

 Not only in the field of photography 
but also in the entire observable world, 
we see with our eyes, a “painting with 
light” [the word photography is derived 
from the Greek word ■■■■■, or photos, 

meaning “light” and also “brightness”; 
and the word ■■■■■■■, meaning “paint-
ing” or “drawing”; hence, photography 
is “light painting”], which remains the key 
factor.

 Our “bandwidth” of color perception 
is already not too bad, but not compa-
rable to goldfish (Carassius aureatus) 
which, due to its tetrachromatic spec-
trum, is able to recognize UV colors as 
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well (like most birds can, too). But 
the goldfish does not usually judge 
our underwater images.
 Very interesting and important to 
know, in the context of underwater 
photography, are the psychologi-
cal effects some colors have. To 
know this side of color provides us 
with a powerful tool for using colors 
“with a plan”, creating images by 
intention, using the influence of 
colors to move the human soul.
 But caution is advised! Many 
colors have completely differ-
ent symbolic power and ways of 
interpretation in different cultures. 
And even in the same culture, the 
interpretation of some colors has 
evolved over the centuries. 
 But this much is clear: Colors 
have a strong associative charac-
ter and are important elements of 
design in the visual arts, such as 
photography.

Red
Red (together with blue) is the 
undisputed color of underwater 
photography par excellence. 
Whether it’s a red coral, red starfish, 
red fish or other marine animal in 
red, there is a clear visual appeal, 
and the attention of the viewer is 
guaranteed.
 Red was probably the first color 
that early humankind was able to 
perceive at all. Indeed, after injuries 
in which temporary loss of eyesight 
is a symptom, the color red is the 
first color patients are able so see 
again during recovery—all other 
colors follow later.
 For prehistoric hunting people, 
red was the most important color, 
interpreted as a life-sustaining 
force. Today, red is commonly 
known as the color of love. Red 
roses are a symbol of love and 
fidelity. Red wedding dresses or 

veils in ancient Rome, 
China, Albania, 
Armenia and Greece 
still bear witness to the 
symbolism of the color 
red in heart-related 
matters.
 But, at the same 
time, the color red is 
associated with nega-
tive meanings as well.
 “O Isis, redeem 
me, rescue me from 
the hand of all bad, 
evil, red things!” was 
an ancient Egyptian 
spell 4,000 years ago. 
Today, red is known 
as the color of vio-
lence (blood, war, or 
even “seeing red” in 
the sense of aggres-
siveness and loss of 
self-control), as well as 
a warning (red traffic 
lights, red alert but-

tons, brake lights and signs).
 Red is the most common color of 
flags, as flags with red can be seen 
at long distances.
 “Red hair, bad hair!” or “red 
beard—devil’s beard!” are still pre-
sent in old folksy proverbs, yet, on 
the other hand, the Virgin Mary is 
displayed with red hair in various 
medieval paintings, and the angels 
shown in those paintings are wear-
ing red robes.
 This is just one example of how 
the interpretation of color can 
change, even in one and the same 
culture. It’s a quite controversial 
thing.
 Commercials, whether in print or 
on TV, play with red as an erotic 
and stimulating symbol: red lips, red 
dresses, red cars should stimulate 
us and guide our attention to the 
advertised product. Get your credit 
cards ready—red sells!
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 Love, violence, fidelity, aggressive-
ness, power, sex or the “devil’s style”—
whether in the positive or in the nega-
tive, the color red always comes with 
strong impressions and demands the 
immediate attention of the viewer. 
Therefore, even an underwater image 
of an actually not-so-fancy red starfish 
will be immediately perceived as a 
“positive” image subject, even if the 
photo is lacking quality in technical 
aspects (out of focus or not perfectly 
exposed, etc).
 Red corals and red fish, or even 
underwater models wearing red dress-
es, do guarantee immediate positive 
photographic effect on your audience, 
but often this comes from the special 
psychological effect of the color red 
itself, and not so often from the beauty 
of the photographed persons, animals, 
subjects, or the quality of your photo-
graphs.

Blue
When it comes to the color blue, we 
divers are very subjective, even biased, 

because blue is absolutely the “color of 
divers”—our color! It symbolizes the sea, 
the vastness of the ocean, and the 
feeling of freedom, which we feel dur-
ing our dives in the sea—as well as a 
touch of nostalgia, too, when we wait 
impatiently for the next diving vaca-
tion, sitting in drafty offices, far away 
from joy and water.
 But, fortunately, we are not alone in 
this assessment! Blue is (for example) 
the favorite color of 38 percent of the 
Germans and 29 percent of Americans. 
It is associated with sympathy, har-
mony, kindness, friendship, loyalty, trust, 
reliability, longing, imagination, but also 
with coolness, distance and cold.
 Blue is also the color of far and wide 
things, as well as relaxation, silence and 
peace, and leads to a serious inward 
view of things. All of this fits perfectly for 
us divers—the color blue expresses our 
love for diving.
 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, an 
important pioneer of color theory, host-
ed unwelcome guests in blue-painted 
rooms in the hope that they would 

not stay unnecessarily long. (Goethe’s 
office was decorated in green and his 
dining room was yellow).
 The famous “blue letters” from school 
as well as blue tickets fining drivers for 
incorrect parking are purposely kept in 
these colors because of the color psy-
chology behind them: that “blue” mes-
sages are more likely to be accepted. 
But in general, blue is a color with posi-
tive characteristics, and this is even true 
all around the world.
 In an underwater image, blue trans-
ports the feeling of the wide and pro-
vides a logical connection to the ele-
ment of water to the beholder.
 And this is important: What you con-
sider a completely normal interpreta-
tion of color might not be automati-
cally clear to others. In the best-case 
scenario, your images should speak for 
themselves, without the necessity of 
long explanations from you, the pho-
tographer.

Diving in the sea = the water is blue
—A clear statement that divers, non-
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divers, and with a bit of luck, 
even extraterrestrial intelligence 
can understand. The interstel-
lar space probes Voyager I and 
Voyager II were outfitted with 
data about humankind and 
planet Earth in the hopes of 
attracting extraterrestrial intel-
ligence, sending them the “who 
we are, where we live and come 
by for a drink” message. There 
was also an underwater image 
on board. The Voyager probes, 
drifting in space since 1977, are 
still collecting data, still looking 
around for “ET”, but there’s been 
no answer yet.
 Picture No. 55, stored on spe-

cial hard drives in Voyager I and 
II, is an underwater image dis-
playing a wide-angle scene with 
fishes and a diver in the back-
ground, photographed by David 
Doubilet. The water in this picture 
is, of course, blue! Therefore, an 
underwater wide-angle image in 
the sea should contain the color 
blue. And each sea has its own 
shades of blue—there are end-
less possibilities to play with the 
color blue, transporting impor-
tant visual messages of what the 
underwater world is like.

Green
Green is often the color we have 

to deal with when shooting in 
lakes. We can therefore say that 
the color green represents lakes 
(and rivers) the same way blue 
represents the oceans and seas. 
Green is the color of life, plants, 
spring, harmony and balance. 
However, it also stands for inex-
perience (a novice is “still green 
behind the ears”).
 Unlike red, the color green 
is interpreted as soothing and 
harmonizing and was for this 
very reason often used as the 
dominant color in salon and 
room decoration. We can there-
fore see “green” as the color 
of the silent sounds—an effect 

and a significance that is very 
usable in underwater photog-
raphy because not everything 
must always be super-bright and 
shiny. And “the color of silent 
sounds” sounds nice, too.
 Plants from local lakes are 
especially very beautiful as 
underwater photo subjects, giv-
ing a feeling of freshness and 
clarity to the viewer.
 However, with the color green: 
Some love it, and some hate it. 
There is rarely a middle ground. 
Especially darker shades of 
green, with a high proportion of 
brown, are often associated with 
feelings of disgust rather than 
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www. seacam.com

freshness. That might 
not always be an ideal 
image expression. 
When working with the 
color green in under-
water photography, 
choose it in the same 
way as you would 
when buying vegeta-
bles in the market: get 
something fresh!

Yellow
The favorite color of 
Vincent van Gogh is 
often seen in traffic 
signals and used as a 
warning color in marine 
wildlife. Perhaps some 
people will turn “yellow 
with envy” when view-

ing your underwater pictures. 
But be careful! The British say 
people turn “green with envy”.
 Symbolically, yellow repre-
sents the sun, maturity and the 
flourishing of life. In China and 
other Asian countries, yellow 
represents happiness, glory 
and wisdom. The color yellow 
appears as a “positive color”, 
but has gained a somewhat 
bad reputation, unfortunately, 
referring to the cultural devel-
opment of Europe.
 Prostitutes in the Middle Ages 
were forced to wear yellow 
capes (and thus, in the opinion 
of the Christian Church, outed 
themselves as “unclean”). 
Where the yellow flag unfurled, 
the plague raged, and two of 

the deadly sins in Christianity—envy and 
parsimony—were symbolized by the color 
yellow.
 Goethe wrote in his 2,000-page book, 
Theory of Colors, (published in 1810): “The 
color yellow in its highest purity always car-
ries with it the nature of the light and has a 
serene, cheerful, gentle, lovely property.”
 Wassily Kandinsky (Russian art theorist 
and painter), however, claimed in 1914: 
“On the other hand, yellow, when it is 
viewed directly, concerns people, stands 
out, harasses them and displays the char-
acter of violence, expressed in the color, in 
the end, rude and pushy in the mind.

Color

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_Seacam
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 And from circles of psychology, E. P. Mosse 
wrote in 1997: “This Yellow is the natural and 
actual color of the morbid mind. As soon as 
we notice its growing presence, we can be 
sure that we spot a mental disorder.”
 So it is still a pretty controversial color, this 
yellow. 
 In the animal kingdom, yellow is a warn-
ing color (“Don’t come close to me. I am 
toxic!”) and as such has a very clearly 
understood message. 
 In underwater photography, yellow offers 
us various opportunities to deal with color as 
the main carrier of image composition (yel-

low fish, sponges, corals, anemones), but 
should not be too dominant in the frame. 
Because despite all its beauty, the domi-
nance of the color yellow in underwater 
images triggers feelings of “risk”, “danger” 
and “discomfort”. In individual cases, this 
may even come with a negative attitude (in 
spite of the quality of your photos). If yellow 
is very interspersed with green, an impression 
of “dirtiness” may occur as a result.

Playing with color
The ability to play with colors and use them 
intentionally, always goes hand in hand with 

a kind of psychological influence. To use this 
influence to your advantage can be a tool 
in photographic expression.
 Kandinsky said: “Color is a power which 
directly influences the soul.” Consciously 
working with color is a key factor in imaging 
(which, of course, includes underwater pho-
tography as well), in regards to expression, 
image composition and, of course, “influ-
encing souls.” 

Rico Besserdich is a widely published Ger-
man photographer, journalist and artist 
based in Turkey. See: www.maviphoto.com.

http://www.maviphoto.com
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The first annual Roatan Underwater 
Photo Fest was held from 26 
September to 3 October at Turquoise 
Bay Resort and Subway Watersports 
at the west end of Roatan, Honduras. 
Professional and novice underwater 
photographers gathered for a week 
of diving, taking photos, and learning 
more about underwater photogra-
phy, led by hosts Tim Blanton, Paddy 
Ryan, Sandy Sondrol and myself.

Text by Brandi Mueller 
Photos by Dave Andres, Lisa Andres, 
Sam Del-Greco, Dave Herrick, Michael 
Precechtel 

Roatan is known for its excellent diving and, 
throughout the week, participants dived the 
best Roatan has to offer, including walls, cav-
erns, night diving, dolphins, sharks and wreck 
diving. Divers photographed sites on the north 
side of Roatan, including Rockstar, Dolphin’s 
Den and the Labyrinth, which boast healthy 
coral and an abundance of marine life. The 
photographers had nonstop action to cap-

First annual Roatan Underwater Photo Fest report

ture including turtles, green moray 
eels, spotted drums, beautiful sea 
fans and sponges. Divers also visited 
Anthony’s Key Resort to partake in 
a dolphin dive, and they visited the 
El Aguila wreck. Another day trip 
included a visit to the shark dive on 
the south side of Coxen Hole.

The week
Arriving on Saturday, after unpack-
ing, the evening was spent getting 
to know each other and the hosts. 
After introductions, the hosts gave a 
short presentation on six tips to better 
underwater photography, keeping 
your camera dry, and how to protect 
the environment (from underwater 
photographers.)
 Sunday morning diving started 
bright and early with divers check-
ing out some of the best dive sites 

Roatan has to offer. Just minutes 
away from the harbor by boat, par-
ticipants were taking some of their 
first images of the week along the 
coral-, sponge- and sea fan-covered 
wall. For those who made it through 
three dives and were still awake, 
there were “Cocktail Talks” before 
dinner, including a talk for compact 
camera users addressing ambient 
light, strobes and how to reduce 
backscatter as well as a dSLR talk on 
the basics of shooting manual, focus-
ing tips and lighting basics.
 On Monday morning, it was back 
in the water to practice some of 
those newfound tips. We visited one 
of our favorite dive sites, Rockstar, 
and had some very photogenic 
subjects, including a friendly green 
moray eel, Peterson shrimp and a 
school of trevally. Our Monday night 

Cocktail Talk was all about editing 
using the program Vivid-Pix, and after 
dinner, we presented editing under-
water photos using Adobe Lightroom.
 On Tuesday, there was more div-
ing, and in the evening, co-host 
Paddy Ryan gave a presentation 
called, “Stop and Smell the Roses,” 
showing everyone through his beauti-
ful images how amazing underwater 
textures, colors and patterns can be. 
After dinner, I gave a talk on shoot-
ing wide-angle and how to cap-
ture the “big stuff” like dolphins and 
sharks.
 On Wednesday, it was off to 
Anthony’s Key Resort for a dolphin 
dive and a wreck dive on the El 
Aguila wreck. The El Aguila proved to 
be fantastic for our photographers, 
with huge groupers that came right 
up to the cameras. It was almost as 

Best of Show 
Grand Prize 

winner: Dave 
Herrick

Best Shark Photo winner: Dave Andres
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if they wanted their photos taken! 
The wreck itself also makes for great 
images, as does the abundant life 
surrounding it. 
 After a long day, everyone was 
exhausted, but we wouldn’t let 
them sleep until after Sandy’s talk 
on shooting macro and night diving 
photography and Markus’ presenta-
tion on photographing fluorescence 
on night dives.
 Thursday was the day for the 
shark dive. We packed up our gear 
and drove to the Coxen Hole, the 
capital of Roatan, to a site known 
for its large, female, gray Caribbean 
reef sharks. The site did not disap-
point. Our divers ended up with 
a ton of shark photos and videos. 
After the shark dive, we went back 
to Turquoise Bay, had a late lunch, 
and headed out on the boat for two 
more dives on the East End, includ-
ing a night dive. 
 Night diving is always great for 

underwater photography as it tends 
to slow people down and make 
them to critter hunt, leading to fan-
tastic finds. We found a ton of bristle 
worms that were likely spawning. 
Many were seen crawling to the tops 
of sea fans, sponges and coral. Our 
dive guide also found us a toad fish, 
and several lucky divers got to pho-
tograph squid.
 Our last day of diving was Friday 
morning, and photo contest photos 
were due before the boat left. After 
staying up all night editing photos 
for the photo contest, the photogra-
phers were relieved to go out diving 
without worrying about the contest 
anymore. While they were out div-
ing, several of Turquoise Bay Resort 
and Subway Watersport staff had 
a tough job sorting through all the 
photos entered into the contest and 
picking the best ones. It was not an 
easy task, but eventually they nar-
rowed down the selection to the 

winners. Returning from diving and 
after enjoying another spectacu-
lar lunch, some of the participants 
headed out on a photographic land 
tour of the island. Others stayed 
behind to pack up and relax by the 
pool or in the hammocks on the 
beach.
 Following our final dinner we 
gathered outside for a slide show to 
share the participant’s favorite pho-
tos from the week including entries 
for the photo contest. Categories 
included best night shot, best dol-
phin shot, best shark shot, best over-
all compact camera shot, and best 
dSLR shot. 
 
Sponsors
The Roatan Underwater Photo Fest 
was honored and delighted to 
be sponsored by some of the top 
brands in scuba diving, underwater 
photography, dive travel and media. 
Sponsors included Ikelite, PADI, DAN, 

Light & Motion, Mares, Nightsea, 
Suunto, Trident, Vivid-Pix. Media 
sponsors included Blue Travel Mag, 
Dive Mag, Dive News Network, Dive 
News Wire, Nereus, Scuba Shooters, 
World’s Best Dives and X-RAY MAG. 
Travel sponsors included Caradonna, 
Dreamweaver, Maduro, PADI Travel 
Network, Roatan Charter and RAS 
XPress. 
 After much anticipation, the win-
ners were announced and they col-
lected their hard-earned swag from 
our sponsors including video lights 
and flashlights from Ikelite and Light 
& Motion, a Nightsea fluorescence 
photography package, t-shirts and 
more. The celebration continued 
long into the night reminiscing about 
the week, asking those last pho-
tography questions, and discussing 
upcoming underwater photography 
dive trips (including coming back to 
Roatan next year!)

Best Dolphin Photo winner: 
Sam Del-Greco (far left); 
Best Night Photo winner: 
Michael Precechtel (left)

Best Compact Digital Camera Photo winner: Lisa Andres

Next year
The Roatan Underwater 
Photo Fest aims to be 
an annual event and 
will take place next year 
24 September through 1 
October concurrently at 
Turquoise Bay Resort and 
the Mayan Princess Resort 
on Roatan, Honduras. Next 
year will have a full line-up 
of professional photogra-
pher hosts including myself, 
Joseph Tepper, Sandy 
Sondrol and others. Join us 
next year for more photog-
raphy, diving and fun! 

For more information, visit: 
Roatanunderwaterphotofest.
com.

http://www.roatanunderwaterphotofest.com
http://www.roatanunderwaterphotofest.com
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Sea&Sea RDX 750 Housing

Sea&Sea has released a new RDX hous-
ing for the Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D DSLR 

camera. Aimed at the budget end of the 
market, the RDX-750 housing is made from 
polycarbonate and provides access to all 
the camera’s “essential” controls, plus it 
can be fitted with Sea&Sea’s 180-degree 
optical viewfinder. The housing also fea-
tures two fiber optic ports for triggering 

strobes and retails for US$1,600.

Seacam Prelude D750  
and 7DII Housings

Premium Austrian manufacturer, Seacam, has 
released its new Prelude housings for the highly 
acclaimed Nikon D750 and Canon EOS 7D MkII 
DSLR cameras. Both housings are milled from 
solid blocks of saltwater-proof light metal alloy, 
which are twice-hardened and then high-value 
anodized, plus they feature double O-ring 

seals on all control shafts and 
buttons and are fully compati-

ble with Seacam’s port, strobe 
and viewfinder systems. 

Aquatica A7RII Housing

Canadian manufacturer Aquatica has released its new 
housing for the Sony a7R II high-resolution full-frame mir-
rorless camera. The A7RII housing features a rear rotary 
dial wheel that controls the corresponding rear rotary 
dial control on the Sony camera, plus extenders that 
provide access to the SET 
and C1 buttons. Strobe 
triggering can either 
be direct via the on-
board Nikonos or Ikelite 
bulkhead fittings or opti-
cally through a convertor 
supplied with the housing. 
Aquatica states that the 
new housing is compat-
ible with the full range of 
its ports. The A7R II housing 
will retail at US$2,700.

Seawolf Expedition Video Lights

UK underwater lighting company Orcalight has announced its new 
Expedition 2260 series video lights made from carbon fiber, featur-

ing a redesigned battery pack. The new lights provide an output of 
22,000 lumens and a burn time of 1.25 hours at full power, whilst 

being neutrally buoyant in the water. The new battery 
pack also features a UN38.3 flight certification 

that is designed to be easily checked 
by airline staff when traveling. Orcalight 
has also committed to allowing owners 
of existing 2260 video lights, which are 

made from aluminum, to upgrade spe-
cific components to new carbon fiber 

ones, or completely upgrade the lights to 
the new Expedition’s specification. 

http://www.xray-mag.com/ARD_UltraLight
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Nauticam NA-GX8 Housing

Nauticam has announced the release 
of its new housing for the Panasonic 

LUMIX GX8 mirrorless camera. The 
NA-GX8 is designed to provide 

single-handed access to the key 
camera controls, plus it fea-

tures a large red button set in 
a concave recess to activate 

video capture. The housing 
uses fiber optic strobe trig-

gering and what Nauticam 
calls its “handle trigger” shut-

ter release, plus on-board 
electronics for the compa-

ny’s vacuum leak detection 
system and a dedicated port 

for the optional vacuum bulk-
head. The NA-GX8 housing is 

priced at US$1,600.

Nauticam  
NA-EOS M3 Housing

Nauticam has released its 
NA-EOS M3 housing for 

the new Canon EOS M3 
mirrorless camera. The 

NA-EOSM3 offers com-
prehensive lens and port 
support, as well as the 
company’s new “right 
hand on grip” shutter 

release extension. It has 
two “L” type fiber optic 

bulkheads and offers a port 
for the Nauticam vacuum 

leak detection bulkhead and 
an M16 port for HDMI, hydro-
phone or Electronic strobe trig-
gering bulkheads. The housing 

is priced at US$1,450.

Sea&Sea YS-D2 Strobe

Sea&Sea has released its new YS-D2 strobe that fea-
tures a guide number of 32 (which reduces to 24 
with 100° diffusers and 20 with 120° diffusers) and 
DS-TTLII, slave TTL and slave manual modes. The 
YS-D2 is rated with color temperature of 5250°K, a 
recycle time of 1.5 sec and up to 200 flashes from 
a set of four NiMh batteries. The strobe can be trig-
gered by either a Nikonos cable or through fiber 
optics. The rear control dials now glow to make 

them easier to see underwater, plus the YS0D2 pro-
vides an audible confirmation when a TTL exposure 

has been successfully made. The YS-D2 strobe is avail-
able now at a retail price of US$720.

Ikelite 5DS  
and 5DS R Housing

Ikelite has released its new housing 
for the Canon EOS 5DS and 5DS R 
cameras. While both cameras are 
identical to the EOS 5D Mk III Canon, 
the new 5DS models use a new and 
different TTL protocol, which causes 
Ikelite DS strobes to overexpose by about two stops when 
used in TTL mode. Ikelite has released the new housing with 
modified internal TTL circuitry to correct the over-exposure 
and are offering an upgrade for owners of existing 5D Mk III 
housings who want to use the new 5DS models. The Ikelite 
5DS housing is available now at a retail price of US$1,800. 

Saga Magic Ball Wet Lens

Seen at the DEMA Show this year, this is a 
fun specialty lens that lets you take spheri-

cal images (super-wide macro)with a 
blurred or bokeh effect background. 

The lens is made of Delrin, and has a 67 
metric ring. There are two parts: one is 
a compartment that includes the lens 

and two crystals, which keep the bubble 
air effect; and the second part adapts to 

macro lens ports or lens holders. A screw 
adjusts focus and lens diameter. Compat-

ible with compact housings, with +10 and +15 
lenses, as well as reflex-DSLR housings, with 40mm 

and 60mm lens. Price is around US$250.
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Fennellportfolio

Text edited  
by Gunild Symes 
All artwork by and 
photos courtesy  
of J. Paul Fennell 

X-RAY MAG: Tell us 
about yourself, your 
background and how 
you became an artist.

JPF: Wood has always 
been part of my life. I 
was born and raised in 
Beverly, Massachusetts, 
on the coast north 
of Boston, where my 
home directly faced 
the Atlantic Ocean. At 
a very young age, my 
earliest memories of 
woodworking were that 
of sawing and nailing scraps 
of wood cutoffs together in 
my dad’s basement work-
shop; I will always remember 
the pleasant aroma arising 
as he worked with freshly-cut 
wood. 
 However, education was 
taken very seriously in my 
family, and as a result of 
my interest and curiosity of 
how things worked, my col-
lege experience resulted 
in receiving Bachelor and 
Master of Science Degrees in 
Engineering from Ohio State 
University and University of 
Southern California respec-

tively. Just out of school, I was 
employed in the Apollo Space 
Program for a number of 
years—one of the most excit-
ing times in my life, contribut-
ing to sending men to the 
moon and back.
 During that time, I returned 
to woodworking mainly as a 
form of therapy, with a desire 
to work with my hands to 
balance the intense mental 
activity required in the analyti-
cal rigors of engineering. At 
a local high school, I had the 
opportunity to turn wood on a 
lathe, and have never looked 
back. Over time, I developed 

skills and techniques to create 
aesthetically, finely crafted 
hollow forms and vessels out 
of exotic woods. From there, 
more expressive and narrative 
work evolved through embel-
lishment techniques and pro-
cesses, to the extent that my 
work now resides in more than 
15 museums as well as numer-
ous private collections. The 
narrative aspect of my work 
stems from a deep reverence 
of personal experiences, one 
of which has been directly 
influenced by growing up with 
the ocean close by.

X-RAY MAG: Why marine 
themes? How did you come 
to concepts in wood focusing 
on the sea and how did you 
develop your style of sculpture 
over time?

JPF: Living in such a close 
proximity to the ocean, one 
cannot escape its beauty, 
power and majesty. In the 
summer evenings with the win-
dows wide open, one could 
hear the soft, hypnotic lap-
ping of waves on the beach. 
At other times, the fury of 
hurricanes would unleash the 
ocean’s raw power, amazing 

American artist and woodturner 
J. Paul Fennell carves wood into 
delicate and fluid vessels inspired 
by the movement and dynam-
ics of the sea. Brought up by the 
ocean on the US East Coast, this 

former engineer of the Apollo 
space program is now based 
in Arizona where he repurposes 
exotic urban trees destined for 
the bin and transforms their wood 
into sublime sculptures.

Transitions, by J. Paul Fennell. Carob wood carving, 11 x 9 inches

Attenuation, by J. Paul 
Fennell. Wood carving 

PREVIOUS PAGE: De 
la Mer Series, African 

Sumac wood carving 
by J. Paul Fennell
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me in the unrelenting release of so much 
energy and movement onto the beach. 
During more serene times, observing the 
shifting patterns created on a sandy bot-
tom of the sea by sunlight reflecting off 
the waves was mesmerizing.
 As an artist, my work evolved as a form 
of self-expression, thereby becoming a 
non-verbal “language” in my medium 
of choice, to relate to the world my per-
sona, experiences and influences that 

are an important part of who you are. It 
was a natural extension then, to focus on 
a significant component in my upbring-
ing—the sea. Working with wood—my 
medium of choice—over a number 
of years, I created design elements to 
express both wave and reflected sun-
light patterns onto my work, refining the 
concept to a more abstract fashion over 
time. Additionally, I was inspired by other 
marine-related themes to reflect the 

power and inherent danger 
of the sea, as evidenced 
in the pieces Coriolis and 
O’er the Bounding Main. 
For example:

Coriolis:

Within the physical world, 
there is a strong interaction 
between ocean currents, 
waves and the atmos-
phere (wind). Everyone 
has seen the interplay of 
these phenomena in the 
form of breaking waves 
with white caps, and on 
a larger scale, weather 
systems such as storms, hur-
ricanes and cyclones. It is 
about energy and move-
ment: the effects of which 
are mesmerizing to watch, 
as when, for example, 
huge long waves consist-
ently come crashing onto 
a beach. Within the aes-
thetic world, the idea of 
the dynamics of energy 
and movement has been 
incorporated in my work for 
quite some time. The con-
cept, in abstraction, was 
well-put by the American 
painter Jackson Pollock, 
who explained that his 
expressive work was “ener-
gy made visible.”

O’er the Bounding Main:

“Sailing, sailing o’er the bounding main
Where many a stormy wind shall 
blow…”

 As the lyrics to this children’s song of 
the late 1800s suggest, sailing the high 
seas is fraught with danger, brought 
upon by the strong interplay of ocean 
currents, wind and waves. In the physical 

world, this can be thought of as nature’s 
dynamic and exhilarating display of 
energy and movement, familiar to any-
one adventurous enough to sail the high 
seas.
 I interpret the physical idea of the 
drama of the ocean’s dynamism aes-
thetically by creating undulating abstract 

wave and swirling current patterns tra-
versing around a three-dimensional sur-
face.

X-RAY MAG: What is your artistic method 
or creative process? In step-by-step 
terms, how do you create your artworks?

Fennellportfolio
Coriolis, by J. Paul 
Fennell. Mesquite wood 
carving, 7 x 7 inches

O’er the Bounding Main, by J. Paul Fennell. African Sumac wood carving 10.5 x 8 inches
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JPF: My experience of making 
works of art is largely rooted within 
the desire for creative expression, 
in other words, relating the story 
behind the piece. The medium I 
have chosen is wood, and stems 
from my deep reverence for the 
material since childhood. For me, 
one of the first physical steps of 
the process of making involves 
the lathe, a machine which allows 
me to explore forms very quickly, 
with found wood that is gener-
ally not available commercially. 

Most of my work concerns the 
aesthetic of the vessel form, one 
of the most relevant and oldest 
artifacts of human civilization: it is 
timeless and ubiquitous through-
out multitudes of cultures—past 
and present. When these artifacts 
are discovered or unearthed, we 
learn much from societies of the 
past because of their particular 
form and unpretentious embel-
lishment of cultural symbols and 
images. It seems natural to me to 
follow this path of creating work, 

through form and embellishment, 
that relates similarly but individu-
ally to one’s own experiences, 
relationships and things which are 
personally significant.
 In the process of making, it is 
important to me that the material 
I use has minimal impact on the 
environment. Towards that end, 
my source of wood continually 
utilizes that which is salvaged from 
the local “urban forest”, a source 
that is amazingly diverse, even 
within the harsh climate condi-
tions of metropolitan Phoenix. 
A vessel form is created using a 
lathe with hand tools to shape 
the outside form and to hollow 
out the interior. The intended 

design is then drawn 
onto the vessel sur-
face. Because the 
process is subtractive, 
wood must be carved 
away to create the 
design, and this is per-
formed with various 
power-carving tools to 
cut into or pierce the 
material.

X-RAY MAG: What is 
your relationship to 
marine life and the 
underwater world? 
In your relationship 
with fish and the sea, 
where have you had 

your favorite experiences?

JPF: My strongest relationship 
with the sea existed while 
growing up. Its presence was 
visible every day, as I only 
had to look out of the win-
dows of my home or venture 
outside to experience it. Of 
course, the most favorite 
time was the summer, when 
I connected to it by swim-
ming, boating or fishing. 
Other times of the year also 
had benefits, such as during 
the winter, when one could 
walk the beach in solitude.

X-RAY MAG: What are your 
thoughts on ocean con-
servation and how does 
your artwork relate to these 
issues?

JPF: Ocean conservation, 
like anthropogenic climate 
change, is a vital issue today 

because we are beginning to see 
and experience the consequenc-
es of long-term abuse or neglect 
of the environment. The ocean 
can no longer be considered as 
an infinite source of the bounty 
we derive from it, nor can it be a 
dumping ground of trash humans 
carelessly discard. My artwork 
has evolved as a “vocabulary” 
which in part will help promote 
the awareness and impact of 
the harmful effects of mistreating 
the environment. Hopefully, this 
effort, through the power of visual 
imagery and observation, will act 
as a catalyst to encourage and 
sustain efforts of conservation.

X-RAY MAG: How do you come 
to your ideas and what or who 
inspires you? What is the message 
or experience you want viewers 
of your artwork to have or under-
stand?

JPF: My sources of inspiration 

portfolio Fennell

De la Mer Series, by J. Paul Fennell. African Sumac wood carving

La Mer II, by J. Paul Fennell. Carob wood carving, 9 x 7.25 inches

Cross Currents, by J. Paul Fennell, Wood carving 9 x 8.75 inches
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come from many directions. 
As with many artists, patterns 
derived from nature are a 
major source, as are patterns 
from architecture. I have also 
been inspired by artists such as 
M.C. Escher, Rene Lalique with 
respect to patterns, and by 
Jackson Pollock with respect to 
the concept of “energy made 
visible.” To the viewer, the nar-
ratives behind my work relate 
to my life and to what is impor-
tant to me concerning beliefs, 
interests and experiences. 
Developing the art of “see-
ing” to be aware of the world 
around you is also a message 
my work is meant to convey.

X-RAY MAG: What are the chal-
lenges and/or benefits of being 
an artist in the world today?

JPF: E.B. Hubbard’s quote 

comes to mind: “Art is not a thing. It 
is a way.” When your work is on dis-
play to the public, art is the “thing” 
that most are observing. However, 
the underlying reason why the work is 
made stems from the desire for crea-
tive expression, which is constantly 
challenged by the other side of the 
coin—trying to make a living at it. In 
today’s world, the benefits can be 
seen and experienced by the global 
presence of your work through the 
World Wide Web. There has never 
been a time like this before, and as 
easy for the artist to show the world 
your work via websites and social 
media.

X-RAY MAG: How do children and 
adults respond to your work? What 
insights have you gained from the 
process of showing your work to dif-
ferent audiences?

Fennellportfolio

Cycles II, by J. Paul Fennell. Mesquite wood carving, 9.5 x 9 inches

Les Sept Mers, by J. Paul 
Fennell. African Sumac 

wood carving, 7 x 7.5 
inches

De la Mer Series, wood carving by J. Paul Fennell
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JPF: I’m not sure how children 
respond to my work, and I can 
only hope that it inspires them to 
think of making things with their 
hands as opposed to being on 
a computer all the time. With 
respect to adults, the work must 
elicit an interest in what the 
meaning is behind the piece. 

When that happens, it often leads 
to a desire to learn of the creative 
path the artist traversed to create 
the piece—from the inspiration or 
idea to the trials and tribulations 
of the process and techniques 
needed to successfully end up 
at what they are observing. I 
have learned that showing work 

to different audiences leads to 
different interpretations of the 
meaning behind the work. This is 
understandable, as the piece can 
remind the observer of something 
that would occur only to him or 
her, even though the title may 
suggest something completely 
different.

X-RAY MAG: What are your 
upcoming projects or events?

JPF: I am represented by sever-
al galleries, which means that 
there is always an on-going 
effort to create new work. The 
next significant event will be 
the SOFA/Chicago Art Show 
in November 2015, for which 
several pieces will be exhib-
ited. Over the years, I have 
been invited to teach work-
shops at various art schools 
in the United States, and to 
participate in many woodturn-

ing symposiums both here and 
internationally. In 2016, I will be 
a participant in a symposium 
in France and one in Canada.

X-RAY MAG: Lastly, is there 
anything else you would like to 
tell our readers about yourself 
and your artwork?

JPF: Simply, I could not envi-
sion a life without the “way” 
that art creates. 

For more information, visit  
the artist’s website at:  
www.jpaulfennell.com.

Fennellportfolio
THIS PAGE: Stages in the 
carving process. Artist J. 
Paul Fennell works on De 
la Mer, piercing the sur-
face of the wood to cre-
ate the design (left)

FAR LEFT: Mesquite Swirls, 
by J. Paul Fennell. Mes-
quite wood carving, 9.5 x 
8.5 inches

http://www.jpaulfennell.com
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